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Abstract 
Problems faced by UK farmers formed the raison d'etre for this research. Agriculture plays 
an important role in the UK economy. However, due to difficulties securing the necessary 
workforce, problems associated with hiring migrant labourers, and competition from cheap 
imported produce, the UK's Gross Value Added (GVA) plummeted from £9.8 to £5.2 
billion in the decade leading up to 2005. As a result, the automation of certain farming (and 
horticultural) jobs is becoming a desirable alternative to man-power, in an aim to re-
establish the supply and demand for local and exported produce. 
The need for low-cost, robust and manoeuvrable robots to attract farmers' interest in 
agricultural/horticultural automation was met by the introduction of Ransomes Jacobsen's 
Spider®, a grass cutting mower that could be converted into an autonomous robot. With the 
appropriate transformation in hardware and computer software, it has provided the 
opportunity for such research. 
In recent years, there has been a burgeoning interest in precision farming for applications 
such as crop monitoring, using aerial images to identify and assess large land areas. This 
interest has led to the investigation of mobile robot waypoint navigation utilising the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) and aerial imagery. 
Novel explorations were carried out on waypoint selection from aerial images; the study 
and improvement of the current GPS positional output; the implementation of a two-stage 
fuzzy guided controller based on GPS accuracy criterions; a unique heading control 
strategy; the adaptation of the circular stages of closeness model for the waypoint and GPS 
positional interaction and the integration of these studies into a simulation. 
The results have shown that the error of the waypoint selected from the aerial image to its 
true ground position ranged from 0.087 m- 0.732 m; a 94% improvement in waypoints 
reached using corrected GPS data, yielding positional accuracy to within less than 0.6 m; 
and successful waypoint navigation using the fuzzy control strategy and the circular stages 
of closeness model. 
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Preface 
• The thesis is broken down into eight chapters: 
I) General Background 
2) Literature Review 
3) Spider Technical Specifications 
4) System's Components- Preliminary Test Results 
5) Spider and Controller Modelling 
6) Experimental and Simulated Results 
7) Discussion 
8) Conclusion 
• At the beginning of each chapter, except the first, there is a small introduction 
stating to the reader what is to be expected. It usually starts off with one to two 
opening lines followed by a point format description of the content/breakdown of 
the chapter. At the end of the bullet points the reader is left with two notes: The first 
which indicates the chapter pre-requisites, referenced from within the thesis, and 
the second note describes the nature of the chapter, i.e. practical, theoretical etc ... 
• Throughout the thesis, following each chapter or a major section, a summary is 
provided that touches upon the major elements covered. 
• A list of the publications completed during the PhD is presented after the 
References section, and the accepted journal paper is attached. 
• There are three appendices. The first covers some of the technical work performed 
on the Spider, the second shows the models used for the simulation and 
experimental results and the final appendix shows results from experimental work 
conducted in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 1: General Background 
Chapter pre-requisite: None 
Nature of chapter: Introductory, contextual. 
1.1 Robots 
1.1.1 History 
A robot usually conjures images of a man-like machine capable of performing tasks and 
interacting with its environment in much the same way that a human would. This is not a 
surprise, considering that the media often represents robots as intelligent, humanoid 
figures. The word robot probably stems from the Czech writer Karel Capek, whose 1923 
play R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal Robots) is about a character who builds humanoid robots 
for the sole purpose of serving their human masters [NASA 2006]. 
1.1.2 Industrial vs. Service Robots 
However, these ideas only begin to represent the current scope of this field. Robots are 
found in all shapes and sizes, and can perform various task-oriented functions (see Fig. 
I. 1.2). The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the 
International Federation of Robotics (IFR) classify robots under the terms industrial and 
service. Industrial robots perform activities such as handling operations, assembling, and 
welding with high precision. Professional service robots include those deployed in field, 
medical, logistics, and defence applications (see Fig. I. 1.2). Finally, domestic service robots 
are used for tasks such as lawn mowing, vacuuming, entertainment, and even assistance for 
people with disabilities [IFR 2005]. 
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Fig. 1. 1.2: a) an industrial robot, b) professional surgical service robot, c) domestic grass cutt ing service robot 
and d) domestic assistant service robot. 
1.1.3 Service Robots: Autonomous vs. Semi-autonomous 
Robots are often referred to as art ificially intelligent (A I) machines. The defin it ion of 
' intelligence' is often debatable, although roboticists agree upon situatedness and 
embodiment as essential characteri stics [Chatila, R. 1994]. The former refers to the fact 
that a robot interacts w ith an environment, and the latter that a robot does not only consist 
of a software program. but is a physical machine equipped with ef fectors and sensors. 
M obile robot intelligence can therefore be classified under the following two categories: 
autonomous, wherein the robot is · intelligent enough' to travel through an env ironment 
without any human interference, and semi-autonomous, wherein some form of human 
in tervention is required. These terms give a convenient dif ferentiation between robot types. 
However, these are presently only useful as relati ve terms. The majority of autonomous 
robots cannot operate w ith complete independence, but can operate for limited periods w ith 
variable human intervention. Jenson, B. et a/ [2005] presented I I autonomous robots 
(RoboX) as tour guides at the 2002 Swiss National Exhibit ion; they were able to operate 
for approx imately 12 hours a day, with staff interventions every 3.26 hours (on average), 
w ithin a structured env ironment. The most successfu l autonomous field mobile robot to-
date has been Stanley, developed by Stanford University's racing team for the DA RPA 
Grand Challenge. The robot completed the solo 132-mile course through Cali fo rnia's 
M ohave Desert in less than 6 hours, 52 minutes, at an average speed of 19 m iles/hour 
[Thrun. . et al 2006]. Though it managed to complete the course on its own, Stan ley 
required careful monitoring during the course, and signi ficant preparation prior to 
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deployment. The time has not yet come w here afully autonomous robot ( i .e. continuously 
operable without human intervent ion) has been deployed. 
ome robots have the capability of swi tching between autonomou and sem i-autonomous 
modes. The converted golf car1 vehicle ROM EO can operate either autonomously or by 
teleoperation v ia a -. ireless v ideo link [O IIero, A. et a / 1999). IIO\ ever. even v hen the 
vehic le operates in the autonomous state, it navigates a route that ha been predefined by 
the user. Another example of such a system is that or the vo lcano explorer ROBOVOLC 
(see Fig. 1.1.3) [ im, D. et a/ 2004]. 
Telerobotics is defined as a form o f teleoperation wherein a robot combines its own 
sensory data and intelligence with input from a remote human operator [ heridan. T . 1989]. 
In 1945, R. C. Goertz developed the fi rst modern master-slave teleoperators, which 
manipulated radioactive materia ls by a human operator outside of a ' hot cell ' [Hokayem P. 
et al 2006] . Safaric et a/ [200 I] demonstrated the use fulness of teleoperati on fo r training 
purpo es usi ng a method wherein users could \ ork on equipment using a simulated 
representation over the internet - which v as then executed on a rea l device in a remote 
locati on. Teleoperation is one form of semi-autonomous performance, and i well 
established as a technique in the field of mobi le robots. 
Fig. 1.1.3: ROBOVOLC (right) and its user interface (left). 
Autonomous service robots have been implemented in air, land and marine appl ications. 
llowever, land vehic les are the area of interest in this research. 
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1.1.4 Research in Mobile Robots 
Research in mobile robots has o ften been broken down into components that govern the 
way the robots ' think', move. and react. Every researcher has a preferred method for 
describing these actions, but this research will simplify these terms into four categories: 
localisation, path planning, navigation. and obstacle avoidance. 
Localisation is the process of determining a robot's position with respect to a global 
reference frame (i.e. its working environment). This typically involves the use of 
positioning sensors, such as the Global Positioning System (G PS), odometry with Inerti al 
Navigation Units (IN Us) and compasses (in addition to other sensors) as wi ll become clear 
in the forthcoming L iterature Review. 
Path planning involves the creat ion of a path, either autonomously by the robot or with 
human aid. Preferred methods include the use of Voronoi graphs, visibility edges, potential 
field methods, bug algorithms. and imultaneous Localisation and Mapping ( LAM). It is 
difficult to separate path planning and navigation. because often path planning takes into 
account motion control and limitations of the robot. which are also crucial aspects of 
navigation. 
Navigation includes the robot 's motion control and path tracking aspects. PI D, fuzzy 
systems. and neural networks are only a few of many examples of controllers used for path 
tracking. Locali sation is also an important component to navigation, since traversing the 
env ironment requires sensory positioning. 
Obstacle avoidance is the process of reacting to obstructions that were unfore een in the 
path planning stage. This is accomplished with the use of sensors, such as laser scanners, 
sonar, and vision systems. This aspect is closely coupled with navigation, since motion 
contro llers must be equipped to contend wi th obstacles as the robot fol lows the given path. 
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In order to have a fully autonomous mobile robot. all of the above-mentioned research 
areas must be integrated in one form or another. As will become clear. these areas wi l l al l 
play a significant role in the progress of the work. The folio' ing research objectives wi ll 
put these in con text and clarify the specific problem that the work v ill set out to sol e. 
1.2 Research Objective 
1.2.1 Food Supply Chain Automation Group 
The contribution of agriculture to the UK 's Gross Value Added has decreased from £9.8 to 
£5.2 billion in the decade leading up to 2005. This i due in part to the growing competition 
from cheap imported produce. Greater demand for nationally grown agricultural products 
has enticed UK farmers to compete with these imports [WWF-UK 2006], but they have 
struggled due to the lack o f the necessary workforce. Only 2% o f the UK population 
worked in agriculture, fore try, and fi hing in the year 2000 [Lind ay, C. 2003]. A s a 
result, many harvesting j obs have been filled by migrant student workers through the 
Seasonal Agricultural Workers cheme, which has introduced problems of its own 
including clashes between the workers and the local rural populations lCiarke, J. and Salt, 
J. 2003]. 
The harsh working condition of farm work, along with the growing concern of using 
cheap migrant labourers, provide a strong motivation for the introduction of autonomous 
mobi le robots for agricultural/horticultural applications. However, because machines are 
expensive (a combine can cost up to U D $250.000 (- GBP £ 125,000)) and are on ly used 
for short harvesting times, farmers are reluctant to invest in newly-developed systems, 
preferring to use traditional methods and machines [Romans, W. et a/ 2000]. In the past. 
the lack of funding for robotics in agriculture in the UK has led to slow development, 
maki ng it difficult to produce low-cost, robust machinery [Hollingum, J. 1997). (In 
contrast. the automation of agricultural machines in Japan has been relatively swift since 
the General Agreements on Tariff and Trade (GATT) in 1993, after which the government 
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decided to improve their agricultural in frastructure and overall production [Torii, T. 2000].) 
T he Universities of Loughborough, ottingham and Warwick are therefore work ing on the 
deployment of lower-cost autonomous robots through the jointly created Food Supply 
Chain A utomation Group (F CAG) to pave the way for agr icultural/horticultural 
automation. 
1.2.2 Agricultural Robots 
There are a variety of autonomous and semi-autonomous robots in agricul ture, each w ith a 
speci fi c aim and util ising di fferent combinations of sensors and driving mechanisms. 
Robots have been designed for weeding, crop spraying, rice transplanting, and harvesting, 
to name just a handful of applicat ions. In add ition, some international developments in 
advanced agricultural machines include a combine harvester that determines the crop y ield, 
a herbicide-spraying machine that en ures that the nozzle is spraying on the correct target, 
and a l iquid ferti l iser spreader that determines where ferti l isers are most needed 
[Baerdemaeker, J. et a/200 I ]. 
ome or the e robots are designed with the principle of precision farming or the 
management of variability within field boundaries (for example, collecting environmental 
information with attention to time, place, and quantity variab les to improve efficiency and 
production) [ Earl , R. e/ a/ 2000]. Precision farming can presently be achieved only with the 
integration of multiple high-level, high-cost sensors and signi ficant computational power. 
Farmers are more li kely to be convinced that autonomous machinery is worth the initial 
investment if the robot are capab le of automating a variety of agricu ltural tasks [Kass ler, 
M. 200 1]. Ran ome -Jacob en 's mower, the Spider~ fi l ls the niche for an affordable 
agricu ltural robot platform (with appropriate alterations/additions) because of its 
manoeuvrability and robu tnes (see Fig. 1.2.2) 1 [Ransomes-Jacobsen 2005]. Currently, the 
1 ote: The Spider® wil l be referred to as the 'Spider ' throughout the document. 
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pider is capab le only of cutting grass; however, researchers at Aarhus University, 
Denmark, have recently adapted the pider fo r weed-spraying, reducing herbicide usage by 
75%. Add itional alteration , uch as u ing vision-guiding sensor for weed-detection 
[Komi, P. et a/2007J, cou ld expand it repertoire of tasks and. therefore, its desirabil ity for 
the consumer. Mechatronics plays an important role in these new agricultural developments 
l igrimis, . et a/200 I] . 
Fig. 1.2.2: The pider, a robust grass mower by Ransornes-Jacobsen Ltd. 
1.2.3 Research Interest 
Considering the above. it is clear that there are still research areas that need to be explored. 
The following will define the particular areas of interest that thi s research wi ll explore. 
In recent year there has been growi ng interest 111 imagery (aeri al, satellite, 
LADARJLIDAR, DEM and more) for robot path planning. One task that these images can 
be u ed for is the co llection of waypoin ts for mobi le robot path planning. Conventional 
deliberative path planning in agricu ltural applications often requires the user to drive the 
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vehicle along a predefined path , which will then be used for autonomous nav igation. 
However, the most common procedure is through manual collection (surveying) of 
waypoints using a high precision differential GPS receiver [Sim, P. et a/ 2003; 
Sethuramasamyraja, B. 2003], either using real-time kinematics (RTK) or post-processing 
the data. Even though this is a simple task, it is time consuming and requires thorough 
knowledge of the robot's working environment. The aerial image will convey all of the 
information needed for a priori waypoint path planning, which would provide a more 
efficient approach than the current manual field co llection process [ im, P. et a/ 2003]. 
The concept of using imagery for defin ing waypoints is not a new idea. Freely ava ilab le 
Geographic Information System (G IS) tools such as Googfe Earth are often used by 
civilians to define thei r own route of travel. For in-car GP navigation, the accuracy of 
these points is not cri tical because the waypoint are often conveyed relative to a global 
fi xed street network, and are not required for autonomou navigation. Therefore, positional 
inaccuracies from the GPS receiver and the waypoint positional reso lution do not act as a 
hindrance on the system's overall performance. However, for app lications requiring higher 
navigational precision and autonomy, such as in mobi le robots, it is believed that greater 
significance must be attributed to image settings and coordinate reference systems to 
improve the waypoint accuracy and GP settings to ensure that the waypoints are reached. 
The freely ava ilable differential WAAS/EGNOS signal that works in conj unction with the 
GPS offers positional accuracy up to J m. In addition, the upcom ing deployment of 
Europe's alternative to the US-controlled GPS, the Galileo system, promises positional 
accuracy to wi thin I m with no signal degradation al l year round, and will inevitably make 
this system a desirable stand-alone application for localisation. However, with the current 
research object ives, the system would not be uitable for accurate guidance of agricultural 
vehicles for tasks such as fertiliser spraying, since fanners typically expect +/- 15 cm 
accuracy [Lenain, R. et a/ 2006]. However, utili sing the GP for locali sation at its current 
leve l of accuracy, in addition to existing high-resolution aerial imagery, it wi ll be 
determined whether the mobi le robot wi ll be sufficien tl y outfttted to perform an important 
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step for agricultural/horticultural applications: transport and grass mowing, which is also an 
exci ting area of development. 
lt is important to note that this system i not intended to replace the need for an Inertial 
Measurement Unit ( I MU) and will not prov ide sub metre accuracy like those obtained from 
subscription DGP : ho\i ever. the intere t in thi s research i to possibly extend the 
capabilities of the currently avai lable WAA /EG 0 signal using a lo' -cost GP ensor 
for localisation. 
In order to reali se these aims, the investigation of a suitable control strategy wou ld need to 
be carried out in order to accommodate for all the various elements of the research. 
The' ork on aerial images, currently available GP technology and an appropriate control 
strategy would aim to provide researchers with a faster way to test their robots' 
performance using waypoints. This work will hopefully open up various other research 
opportunities. lt cou ld prove to be valuable in many applications such as security and 
farming, and with the adaptable nature o f the pider's architecture it is believed that this 
research w ill be reali sable. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
A thorough re iew of the l iterature pertaining to the areas of research mobile robot wa 
conducted. Particular attention was given to the research element that correlate clo ely to 
the novelties explored in this thesis. 
The e have been partitioned into the followi ng sub-sections: 
a) A review of mobile robot mechanisms, which will focus on synchronous dri ve 
research. 
b) Robot localisation, which will detail the pertinent sensor u ed by mobi le robots to 
rind their position in space. T his secti on w il l expound on the GP and systems that 
use theGP . 
c) Path planning and navigation. v hich wil l explore both pre-driven and a priori 
approaches. 
d) Map repre::;entations in mobile robots, which describes and criticises conven tional 
maps, aerial imagery. and other imagery considerations. 
e) Literature gap, which highlights the areas of research that have not yet been fu lly 
explored by other researchers, and suggests areas that w il l be top ica l in this thes is. 
In the above sect ions, the various contro l systems used by the mobi le robots v i 11 be briefly 
described, and the literature gap will touch upon the control system areas that w i ll be 
developed further. 
Each o f the sub-sections a, b, c and d is followed by a summary of the review. 
Chapter pre-requis ite: None. 
Nature of chapter: Informational. contextual. 
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2.1 Robot Mechanisms 
2.1.1 Synchronous Drive Robot Research 
Literature review has revealed few uses of synchronous drive systems in mobile robots. 
Thus fa r, synchronous-drive platforms have been utilised in research speci fic to collision 
avo idance and the study of odometry error. Past work has also focussed on the study of 
indoor mobi le robots. 
In general, the most commonly used general motion equations describing the kinematics 
for synchronous dri ve robots are: 
I, 
x(t) = x(t0 ) + Jv(t ).cos(B)dt 
'· 
y(t) = y(t0 ) + Jv(t ). sin(B)dt (1) 
'· ()(I) = B(t0 ) + fB(t).dt 
These equations can be found in a variety of publications [Fox, D. et al 1997; Siegwart R. 
and Nourbakhsh, I. R. 2004; Dudek and Jenkin 2000). 
In the 1990s, robots from Nomadic Technologies - namely. the Nomad 150, Nomad 200, 
and the SuperScoul - were the most commonly used platforms for mobile robot research 
[Chopra, A. et a/ 2006]. The Nomad 200 was of particular interest due to its synchronous-
drive base, which was attractive for test areas because it was ab le to manoeuvre in small 
spaces. However, the e robots have become obsolete as their computational components 
have become severely outdated and incompatible with modern operational systems. 
Therefore, despite the proven success of these platforms fo r research, they are nearl y 
inoperati ve without extensive hardware upgrades. 
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Tsourveloudis. . et a/ [200 11 combines a synchronous drive mobile robot with a potentia l 
field path planner and a fuzzy logic control ler. allowing real-time path-planning and 
collision avoidance. To achieve thi , an occupancy map (a map detailing the ob tacles) o f 
the environment is first developed and mapped on to a network that applies a potential field 
to these obstacles (virtual resistor network). The robot (Nomad 200) is given a goal, and 
uses the potential fie ld to find the path of minimum occupancy within the environment. 
The fuzzy logic engine simultaneously interprets information from 360° omni-directional 
In frared posi tional sensors and achieves collision avoidance from dynamic obstacles from 
the from, back, lefl, and ri ght. Because the robot has a synchronou drive platform it is 
highly efficien t in both its path-planning around the objects in the occupancy map and in its 
fuzzy logic coll ision avoidance. Instead of making wide turns around obstacles, the robot 
can simply shift out of the way, keeping ight of its trajectory with minimum interruption. 
Fox, D. et a/ r 1997] also tudied reactive coll ision avoidance, taking into account the 
pecific motion dynamics of synchronous dri ve robots (using the robot Rhino). The chosen 
method, called the Dynamic Window approach, allows robots to rel iably avoid collisions at 
speeds up to 0.95 m/s by considering only the next steering command when searching for 
obstacles. The authors determine that the motion trajectories of synchronous-drive robots 
can be accurate ly approximated by a sequence of circular arcs. Th is is unique to a 
synchronous drive system because of its abili ty to make ' turns' without changing its 
orientation in space, and this approach will be considered in the proposed work. 
Doh, N. et a/ f2006] developed a method for accurate relati ve locali sation for synchronous-
drive robots, and described the sources of odometry error which are specific to 
synchronous-drive veh icles. The authors' PaU1 Comparison (PC) model is achieved by 
driving the robot (Nomad 200) through a known path along a generalised Voronoi graph (is 
a map that puts the largest poss ible distance between the robot and obstacles to maintain a 
co ll ision- free cour· e), while recording odometry information. This is called the forward 
odometry path (FOP) The robot then travels the path again in reverse (the backward 
odometry path ( BOP)), without correcting the odometry error. Differences between the 
FOP and BOP are noted by detailing the coordinate transform; from this, error parameters 
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are deri ved which can be later used to correct odometry. However, limitations do li e in 
determining those parameters. In order to reduce non-systematic error and obtain the 
parameters, the robot had to be run at speeds as low as 0.13 111/s fo r a di stance of 94.4 111 , 
revealing an average corrected error of 0.28 111 . When tested at twice the speed (0.26 111/s) 
and half the distance (49 m), an error of 4.23 m was obtained. Given that the robot used fo r 
thi s project. the Spider. has a minimum velocity of 0.83 m/s (which is a factor of six times 
larger than their recommended speed) this method would not provide a re liable odometry 
estimator for the proposed work. They proved that major sources of odometry error in 
synchronous-drive robots do not come fro m uneven mass distribution, offset di stance 
between the centre of rotation and wheel or di fferent wheel radii . Instead , errors stem from 
wheel misa lignment, which induces rotational errors from additional moments and forces. 
Martinell i, A. [2002] also developed a method for modelling error of a synchronous-drive 
system (using Nomad /50). in addition to a possible method fo r error evaluation. Unl ike 
Doh, who detai led the coordinate transform of the entire path to determine error Martinell i 
measured only the change in position and ori entation of the robot's in itial and fi nal 
con figurations. 
A simi larity between the synchronous drive robots used is that they have direct control over 
the motor velocitie u ing high frequency digital controllers [Aivarez, J. et a/1998; Fox, D. 
et a/ 1997], which is not possible with the robot used in thi s research. Since trans lational 
and angular ve locity commands are fixed, no direct control over specifi c velocities is 
possible. 
To date, no studies have shown synchronous dri ve robots used for outdoor applications. 
The majority of the work so far has been confined to indoor environments. Transposing the 
above-mentioned work to outdoor applications wou ld pose a difficu lt chall enge because 
terrain consistency and other outdoor features would need to be taken into con ideration. 
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2.1.2 Robot Summary 
In review, pa t work on synchronous dri ve mobi le robot plat fo rms has revealed that: 
a) They have been most frequently used in ca lli ion avoidance and odometry error 
research for indoor mobile robots. 
b) In terms of collision avoidance, synchronous drive platforms have been shown to be 
highly efficient in manoeuvring. 
c) It has been shown that odometry error in synchronous drive systems usually comes 
from wheel misa lignment, which introduces rotational errors. 
A lack o f work has been done ' ith synchronous drive robots in outdoor env ironments. 
These finding wi ll be considered as the proposed work is carried out on the pider, for 
outdoor navigat ion. 
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2.2 Robot Localisation 
2.2.1 Sensors 
In robotics, locali ation invol es determining the position of a robot with respect to a 
global or fi xed reference frame. Many types of sensors have been used to conduct work in 
this ' idel studied area. For example, re earch using landmarks for alidating a robot"s 
position to an a priori known map has been done using vision [Kotani, . el a! 1998]. In 
add ition, laser range finders have been used for a technique known as LAM 
( imultaneous Localisation and Mapping). where the robot determines its relative location 
from mapping an unknown environment [Lee, K. et a/2004]. 
ummarising each of the different techniques used for localisation with their corresponding 
ensors would be an endless task. This section wi ll therefore only touch upon the types of 
sensors that have been used for such applications. and they wi 11 be classi tied into the 
general categories of aclive and passive. 
Aclive en ors emit energy into the en ironment and interpret the energy le el of the 
returning (reflected) signal. Examples of such sensors include I D/20 laser scanners, sonar, 
active infrared cameras and radar. These types of sensors are less energy efficient than 
passive sensors but they have proven to be more robust, since they require continuous 
interact ion with the surrounding environment [Dudek, G. el a/2000]. This is an important 
feature for obstac le avo idance or mapping of the environment. Work using laser scanners 
for obstacle avoidance is frequently used. For example, the series of ROMEO vehicles 
developed at the Un iversity of eville in pain are equipped ' ith 20 la er canner and 
onar for obstacle avoidance [Oilero. A. el a/ 1999]. onar sen or can calculate distances 
to ob tacle by determining the difference between the time the signal v a emiued and the 
time it was received [Gopalakri hnan. B. el a/2004]. 
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Low cost active sensors are also readily avai lable; however, they are often targeted at 
mobile robot hobbyists or for low cost applications (educational tools), and mainly for 
applications in indoor environments. 
Passive sensors differ from active sensor because they do not emit any energy into the 
envi ronment, but rather collect energy (data) from the environment. This feature makes 
them more energy efficient and lower in cost than acti ve one . Examples of these include 
potentiorneters, pa sive infrared, cameras, inertial measurement/navigation units (IM U or 
I U), and compasses. Work relying only on passive sensing i termed dead-reckoning 
(odomet1y). Using only odometry, ho' ever, is a difficult task because finding sensors that 
can provide reliable dead-reckoning results over a long distance is nearly impossible. 
Military or civilian aircraft grade inertia l navigation units can provide high accuracy; 
however they also are associated with very high cost and require period ic calibration 
[Durrant-Whytc, 11. 2005]. The study of odometry (i.e. rel ying on pass ive ensing) is 
important for determining the behaviour of a robot due to any systematic errors [Martinelli , 
A. 2002; Doh, N. et a/ 2006]. 
There have also been numerous studies relating to localisation using landmarks, where a 
robot identifies its location relative to known objects by using vision or active sensors 
I Kotani, S. et a/ 1998]. In thi s example, landmark localisation refers to the robot 
identifying edges of clearly identifiab le obj ects with a vision system and using image 
transformation technique to local ise itself in space with respect to them. The use of vision 
for weed detection was conducted at the Mechatronics Research Lab at Loughborough 
University [Komi, P. et a/ 2007]. This work cou ld eventually be modified for guiding the 
robot through rows of crops in a farmland. 
Cupe11ino. F. el al l2006] used a vision system and IR proximity sensors in a robot to carry 
out simple 'reach the target" and ·avoid obstacle· behaviours. The information from these 
pa sive sensors was fed into two fuzzy controllers, yielding flex ible, human-l ike responses 
to stimuli . 
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In robotics, a further classification of sensors exists, termed proprioceptive and 
exteroceptive. Proprioceptive sensors measure va lues that are internal to the robot, such as 
speed and wheel position, and exteroceptive sensors measure values from the robot's 
environment, such as distances to ob tacle and landmarks. Even though they differ from 
active/passive classi fi cations they still share similar traits. For example, a sensor could be 
both passive and extereoceptive, like a vision system, where it measures values from the 
robot 's environment but without having to emit energy into the enviornment. Optimally, 
both classifications should be used to describe a sensor. For a detailed summary of sensors 
and their classifications please refer to the text by Siegwart, R. and ourbakhsh, I. [2004]. 
A sensor that is di fficult to classify as either active or passive is the GPS. Some researchers 
classify the GP as active and exteroceptive [Siegwart, R. and Nourbakhsh, I. 2004] ; 
however, this classification is debatable. The receiver does not emit any energy into the 
environment, but rather receive po itional information (in th is case from satellites). On the 
other hand, from the sate llite's per pecti ve, energy is emitted into the environment enabling 
the GP to localise itself within the global frame, therefore terming it acti ve. Regardless of 
nomenclature. the energy efficiency and practica li ty of this sensor makes it a desirable unit 
to be used in mobile robot locali ation, as wi ll become clear. 
Research involving the close coupling of different sensors - each often application-specific 
- requires a number of tasks that require a team of researchers working closely together. In 
this research no work will be presented on obstacle avoidance, goal tracing or other 
research requiring the use of acti ve sensors (reactive control), and passive sensors will be 
used sparingly. Furthermore, since research focussing on dead-reckoning (odometry) or 
loca li sation using vision is also not part of this research, they wi ll also not be included. 
Recent enhancement of the accuracy of the GP has al o led this research to focus on the 
tudy ofthi sen or as a tand-alone application for robot locali ation. 
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2.2.2 The Global Positioning System 
2.2.2. 1 General Background 
Currently there ex ist two acti ve atellite positioning system , the GP and the GLO A S. 
The Global Po itioning System (GP ) is a navigation system consisting of a network of24 
olar-powered atellites that provide ground positioning coordinates and precise timing. lt 
was initially developed for mi litary applications, with the first operational atellite 
launched in 1977, but since the mid-nineti es has been freely available for civ ilian 
navigation. However, since the ystem is operated by the U.S. Department of Defence, the 
full functionality of Precise Pos itioning ystem (PP ) i given to the military. As for the 
tandard Positioning System ( P ), a deliberati ve timing error via a low-order bit 
encryption was introduced. which reduced the civ ilian accuracy to I 00 m. This was known 
as elective Availab il ity ( A) lMoore, P. and Crossley, P. 1999] . Due to growing concerns 
about its unreliabi lity, it was finally stopped in 2000, and accuracy was improved to I 0-20 
m [Ochieng, W. and auer, K. 2002]. However, the U military still reser ves the right for 
fu ll signal strength. The standard protocol for the GP is set by the ational Marine 
~ l ectroni cs As ociation (NMEA). 
The former U R launched its own sy tern , GLO A (G lobal avigation atellite 
ystem), in 1982. This system has been noted for its high accuracy (nearl y as good as the 
mi li tary grade of the GPS) because it was not intended fo r civi l users and therefore did not 
have built-in inaccuracies. Ho" ever. the double-system receivers are far too technically 
complex and expensive for civi l use [Michalski , A. and Czaj ewski , J. 2004] [0 Kee fe, K . 
et a/ 2006]. 
Inaccuracies stemming from atmospheric condi tions. orbit instability, and disturbances in 
the salell ite constel lation were fi rst tack led by accurately georeferenced ground stations 
" hich acted as beacons and transmitted corrected GP signals [ atirapod C. et a/ 2004]. 
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This is known as differential GPS (DGP ). However, the accuracy of lhe corrected signals 
degrades as the distance from these stations increases. 
2.2.2.2 Differential Positioning (W AASIEGNOS) 
The problem of inaccuracies due to the ground beacon distance was approached by the 
introduction of geostationary satell ites that transmit di fferentially corrected signals. In the 
U , this system is known as WAAS (Wide Area A ugmented System), and can prov ide 
civi lians positioning accuracies to with in 3 m [Michalski, A. and Czaj ewski, J. 2004; 
O' Keefe, K. et a/ 2006]. 
Europe's answer to the civilian restrictions imposed by the US-controlled GPS is Galileo, a 
constellation of 30 low-earth orbiting satellites and ground stations. The first satellite was 
launched in December 2005. but its error-correcting signal service (s imilar to the WAA ), 
EG OS (European Geostationary avigation Overlay ervice), has been correcting U 
GP signals since 2003. However, it is believed that the system will not be fu lly operable 
unti l 20 I 0. 
The EG 0 /Galileo system wi ll be used for applications requiring high precision such as 
navigating ships through narrow banks [Bretz, E. 2003]. This setup is expected to provide 
30 positional accuracies up to I m without degradation all year round. Further cm- level 
precision w ill be available for purchase at an additional fee, with accuracies depending on 
prox imity to ground stations. 
Currently the EGNOS provides positioning accuracies between 3-5 m, but results had 
shown to produce positioning accuracies when tested in straight line paths to be offset by a 
mean ofO. L I m as claimed by Witte, T. and Wilson, A. [2005]. 
It is proj ected that in 2009 Japan wi ll also introduce an adaptat ion o f the WAAS/EG 0 
system known as the Quasi-Zenith atellite (QZ ). which will orbit at a higher altitude 
than GPS satelli tes; this feature w ill allow for high accuracy even in the presence of high-
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rise build ings. Currently, cm-level accuracy positioning can be achieved via Mitsubishi 's 
Positioning Augmentation ervice (PA ): however, the signal can only be sent through 
mobile phones, and requires further processing by the user [Higuchi , 11. et a/2004]. 
The high accuracy of the EGNO /Gal ileo wi ll make it superior to WAA /GP or 
GLO A for precise robot applications and could make expensive correcting equipment 
(such as for DGP beacons) ob olete. 
ince the GP has become a favourable option amongst researchers, a large amount of 
work has been contributed in this domain. A ppli cations range from navigating a rice-
transplanting robot th rough lields fNagasaka. Y. 2004 J. to creating accurate cm-level 
digital road map with probe veh icles for car navigation systems [Wang, J. et a/ 2005]. The 
applications are nearl y endles . Therefore, to narrow down the applications and the search 
criteria. research was only focu ssed on mobile robots accomplishing locali sation with a 
GPS navigator coupled with an I MU, and those using a GPS navigator alone. 
2.2.3 Localisation 
2.2.3. 1 GPS and Passive Sensor Coupling (GPS & !MU/INS) 
Typically. an Inertial Measurement nit ( IMU) i coupled ' ith a GP in order to provide 
higher positional accuracies lDurrant-Whyte, 11. 2005]. Often this is accompanied by 
Kalman liltcring to compensate for noisy data. 
In the invited paper by Abbou E. et a/ [ 1999], a description of land-vehicle navigation 
using GP , rate gyros, a compass, and odometry i tudied. The focus or this paper is to 
show that each sensor is accompanied by error. The authors focus on the coupling of the 
data from the GP with those from inertial instruments by means of Kalman filtering. A 
large proportion of thi s work discus es the inherent inaccuracy of the GP system due to 
the elective Availabi lity ( A). This leads the research into the territory of sensor coupling, 
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and the authors state that absolute localisation based on GPS alone is not an option. 
However, s ince that paper's publication, SA has been removed and geostationary satellites 
(WAA S) sending differential positional data has been introduced, dramatica lly improving 
positional accuracies. 
In work conducted by Panzieri , . et al [2002], the authors used a low-cost GPS receiver, 
an inerti al sensor, and a laser range finder coupled with an extended Kalman filter (EKF). 
They performed various tests solely with the GPS ensor, to better understand its 
capabilities, and performed them statically for 15-minute time intervals. The best results 
were achieved when a minimum of six satellites were available. Any fewer led to a lack of 
positional resolution in a certain direction. The authors also emphasize that the GPS's 
dilution of precision (DOP) and estimated positional error (EPE) strongly depend on the 
number of satellites in view, and hence provide an estimate of the absolute positional 
accuracy. However. since the authors' interests lay only in relative accuracy, they used the 
num ber of satellites as a criterion for calculating thei r covariance matrix of the GP needed 
for the Kalman filter. During the testing stage, they used a simple waypoint path plan and a 
static time invariant feedback control law for reaching these point . Their concluding 
remark tate that the GP can be used for localisation using inexpensive receivers. 
ll is important to be aware of the fact that thi system \>vas tested prior to the launch of the 
EGNOS geostationary satellite in 2003, when further enhancement of positional accuracy 
was introduced. 
Prior to that time, a vast amount of research was devoted to the coupling ofG PS and IMU 
due to reduced accuracy; however, presently they are still often closely coupled in order to 
obta in cm-level accuracy for certain appli cations such as digita l road map creation [Wang. 
J. et af 2005]. 
If cm-level precision is not possible ,. ith the WAA /EG 0 /GP system on its own, then 
how fa r i it possible to stretch the use of the current differentiall y corrected signal as a 
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stand-a lone application? The foliO\ ing summary of work conducted on the use of GP 
alone w ill help to answer this preliminary question. 
2.2.3.2 GPS only 
In the previou ection. it was sho' n that a large proportion of the ~ ork involved the 
coupl ing of sensors. However, given that cm-level positional accuracy is not desired, and 
no GP / IMU coupling is planned, a search for work involving on ly the use of the GP as a 
stand alone application for robot loca lisation was undertaken. 
Work by Hodo. D. et a/ l20071 has shown that imperfections in sensor measurements can 
have an important impact on control system performance i f they are not taken into account. 
Their appl ication invo lved a roboti c tractor for pulling a trailer. The authors used a single 
GPS receiver for providing the robot's positional information. An RTK-GP was used to 
provide cm-level accuracy. 
1\.s previously mentioned with the dawn of the Galileo satel lite navigation system, higher 
positional accuracy is expected than that wh ich is current ly attained through either the GP 
or the GLO A , and furthermore no signal degradation is expected all year round. 
Traditi onal navigation. as mentioned previously, invo lves relying on the I U to provide 
dead-reckoning when GP loss of signal occurs. The integrity, reliabi l ity and other 
important features of the Galileo system wou ld make navigation rely ing only on satelli te 
positioning a favourable option in mobi le robot applications [Ashkenazi,V. et a/ 2000] , 
potentially el iminating the need for !NU/GP coupling. Therefore, this section discusses 
the aspect of robot locali sation relying only on currently available EGNOS position ing. 
Work conducted by Holden. M . [2004) has shm n that a low-cost educational robot 
equipped with only a GP receiver as its sensor has obtained good resul ts for waypo int 
navigation. This method was also implemented on a boat y ielding sim ilar results. More 
details on thi s ection will be discussed in the Path Planning and Navigation section (2.3). 
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Vaneck. T. [ 1997] also used only GP for loca lisation with a sat isfactory result. With 
positional fix updates roughly once per second, the author was able to achieve positional 
accuracy up to I m on his autonomous boat. l t was determined that any posit ional j umps 
were due to changes in the GP satellite constellation used by the receiver, but the author 
noted that the resu lts were ' more than accurate' for the application. Vaneck's approach wil l 
be discussed further in Sect ion 2.3.2. 
A single antenna DGP was used by Cho, A. et a/ [2007] for take-off. landing. and taxiing 
of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UA V) w ith successful resu lts. The system contained no 
inert ial sensors. such as gyros or accelerometers, and contained only an ai rspeed sensor fo r 
safety. T hough the system was promising, the UA V still resorted to waypoint path contro l 
after a specified speed and altitude were reached. 
A comprehensive discussion of GP use in mobile robots was compiled by Zidek, K. et a/ 
12006]. The author maintains that GP units - when used alone - are current ly only usab le 
a a 'coarse' fix ing aid to within 2 m accuracy. llo' ever, thi s judgement refers to the 
current DGP and WAA systems. and does not take into account new developments that 
' ill increase accuracy. 
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2.2.4 Localisation Summary 
In order for a robot to rind it po ition with re pectto a global or li xed reference frame, the 
following method for localisation have been explored: 
a) ensors. The e can be categori ed a either active/passive or 
propriocepti ve/exteroceptive. T hese can range from potentiometers to infrared 
proximi ty sensors to the GPS. 
b) Satellite positioning .~y /ems. There are two truly global systems: the U GP and 
the U R's GLO A . Inaccuracies in the GP can be corrected by signals 
from accurately georefcrenced ground stations (DGPS), for cm-level accuracy, on 
a sub cription basi . Freely avai lable differentially corrected signals using 
geostationary satellites (WAA / EG OS) can provide civilians with accuracies to 
w ithin 3 m. 
c) GPS coupled with passive sensors. Research ha been done coupling GP with 
I MUll U to increa e accuracy. To a lesser extent (and w ith variable results). 
GP has been used as a stand-alone application for loca li sati on. 
The above poin ts and past research wil l be considered in the proposed work. HO\ ever. the 
interest in th is research is to extend the capabi li ties or the currently availab le 
WAA /EGNO signal using a low-cost GP ensor for locali sation. 
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2.3 Path Planning and Navigation 
In mobile robots, it is qu i te diflicult to distinguish path planning from navigation, since a 
path i typica lly planned such that an appropriate navigation (controller) algorithm can be 
u ed. There al o ex ist a vast number of path planning techniques. For thi re earch, the 
focus wi ll be geared towards the deliberat ive approach, wherein the robot follows a 
predefined t rajectory, or a serie of points. during the testing. 
Waypoints have been defined differently by various researchers. but with the same 
principa l. T he following paragraph touches upon some defin iti ons of waypoints. Cameron 
[ 1994J terms pre-defined path planning as the railway track algorithm because the vehicle 
is confined to specific paths or roadways (the ' tracks'). Th is is usually done when the 
coordinates of points along a path to be traversed, known a waypoints, are given to the 
robot. Waypoints have also been recent ly defined as points w ith in the global frame ' ith 
peci fic latitude and longitude coord inate . In a paper published by Durrant-Whyte. H. 
[2005] the author ment ions that cla sical path planning techniques assume a ful l knov ledge 
of the robot' environment. v hich i be lieved to be correct and complete. Furthermore, he 
refers to trajector) generation as a series of straight lines. spline curve . or mooth 
geometric structures bet' een waypoints. This is simi lar to a method employed by both Ge, 
. et a/ [2005 J and Ren, W. et a! [2007] in which traj ectories (straight I ines) are created 
between a start ing point and each goal (waypoint). ince complete knowledge of the 
environment for outdoor robots is not possible in the current research, a method employing 
waypoint-type algorithms is qui te suitable. 
From this point onward . the term waypoints wil l refer to outdoor point "ith given patial 
coordinates and are obtained via a GP or b) some other means. 
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2.3.1 Deliberative (or Global) Approach 
2.3. 1.1 ?re-driven Path Planning and Navigation 
In the re earch conducted by Ol lcro, A. et a/ [ 1999] and tentz. A. et a/ !"2002], a robot 
autonomously tracks a path around which it was previously driven. The leering commands 
and vehicle's po ition are recorded along the course to create this path. Thi method 
renders it difficult for the robot to react to changes in the environment. and therefore 
reactive obstacle avoidance mu t be implemented. For the tractor by tentz. a maximum 
error of0.28 m at a speed of8 km/hr was recorded for a travel distance of7 km. 
A similar path-tracking approach was used by An tonell i, G. et a/ [2007). Lane information 
gathered by a robot in an initial line-following journey is elaborated by a fu zzification 
module, which assigns linguisti c variables to differen t characteri stics of the path. The robot 
is then able to re-trace its j ourney. wh ile adapting to the path following linguistic 
command uch a 'slov do,. n ,, hi le approaching a bend. ' The implementation of a fuzzy 
logic controller (FLC) thus makes this pre-driven approach more nexible than that of 
Ollero or tentz. 
Another intere Ling method for creat ing a deliberative route was presented by Kidono, K . et 
a/ [20021, v herein the user guide the robot along a certain path, and the robot generates a 
map using stereovision. The robot records its position and the location of features. then 
adjusts its viewing direction to minimize its localization error. Th is method is simi lar to the 
concept of LAM. The aim of this method i s to develop an autonomous navigating robot 
that requires minimum user intervention. The results show that the robot autonomously 
navigate between the objects, and the accumulated error does not exceed an area of 0.2 m 
x 0.2 m. 
Mulvaney. D. et a/ [2006] developed an 'extremely robust" hybrid navigation system 
combining deliberative and reactive approaches. An initial reactive system explores an 
unknown environment, identi fying v aypoints around obstacles; the e then determine a 
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suitable path in later de liberative planning stages which are performed using a genetic 
algorithm (GA). By using the parameters obta ined from the GA, the computational and 
memory requirements can be kept to a minimum. Furthermore, the robot can revert to 
reactive control if operating in a dynam ic environment. A similar, but more primitive. 
approach was employed by Dudek, G. et a/ ( 1991. 1997) wherein a robot explores an 
environment, leaving markers on its route; as more markers are added to the envi ronment, 
the edges between them become a subgraph of an a priori undirected graph. 
2.3. 1.2 A Priori Path Planning and Navigation 
Other researchers have fo und it beneficial to supply robots with a priori information about 
the environment rather than hav ing the robot itself do the data collection for path pi ann ing 
and navigation. Beard, R. [2003] states that the benefit of a priori deliberative approaches 
i that trajectories, and timing, can be explicitly planned; however, one drawback to these 
methods is that the robot is dependent on the model. In Beard 's football -play ing robots, a 
priori information includes a series of stored waypoints and waypoint-pointers as part of 
the global state of the system. The robot i able to track a ba ll u ing vision sensors along 
the waypoint paths using a time-parameterised trajectory generator. A feedback 
linearisation technique is used to foli O\ this trajectory. Leedy, B. et a/ [20061 used 
waypoints in a s imi lar approach in a full y autonomous vehicle in the DARPA Grand 
Challenge. 
Path planning and navigation is al so aided by a priori information in work conducted by 
So fman, B. et al [2006]. The authors detai l how, given traversa l cost information and a new 
overhead image, a robot is able to determ ine the most appropriate path through an area. 
This method will be explained further in ection 2.4.2.2. 
A wheeled mobile robot developed by Maalouf, E. et a/ [2005] was also given pre-defined 
waypoints to follow. The author implemented a fuzzy logic controller to give the robot 
more human-like responses. For example, if the road between two waypoints was straight, 
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the robot reacted by mo ing quickly between them; if the road was curved, it slowed for 
smoother turning. 
Vandapel. . et a/ [2003] and il ver. D. et a/ r2006] al o used prior information to plan 
traversa l costs (see ection 2.4.2.). Using maps from aeri al LADAR survey Vandapel 's 
grid-based path planner is ab le to consider ne-.: trajectorie through given waypoints to 
avoid prohibitive terrain. il ver found that having prior overhead data sign ificantly 
improved the navigational performance of a mobi le robot. Compared to the same robot 
traver ing a course " ithout prior overhead data, the number of required interventi ons per 
km whi le using a priori information decreased by more than a factor of th ree, and the 
average speed o f navigation increased by 22%. 
2.3.2 Waypoint Navigation Using GPS 
Vancck. T. [ 1997] proposed an autonomous boat for acquiring data for creating 
bathymetric (definition) maps. Using the local isation information obta ined by the DGP , 
the vehicle wa able to navigate between (previously) geographically-defined waypoints. 
For GP po ition estimation between waypoints, a dead reckoning (DR) algorithm was 
used, which combined GP reading with compass heading. Steering commands based on 
fuzzy logic were used w ith successful results, and accurac ie to within 20 cm were 
achieved. 
One application found using GP as a stand alone application for mobile robots is for an 
undergraduate mechatronics teaching course conducted at the an Francisco tate 
Uni versity [Holden, M. 2004]. No obstacle avoidance functions are implemented. T he 
authors use the WAA capability of their GP receiver and obtain positional estimates 
between 5-1 0 m due to the sensor" s l imited bandwidth and accuracy. l t is men tioned, 
however, that in order to successfully contro l the plat form, the robot must be open-loop 
stable ( i.e. the steering mechanism wou ld show no loss of control due to the effect of small 
ground based disturbances, if it were to travel -.vith an open loop controller). The latitude. 
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longitude, GPS speed and heading estimate are used to control the robot. The robot 
trajectory is created through a seri es o f waypoints, connected with straight lines. The 
navigation controller does not aim for the goal, but rather fo llows the line. There are two 
main controllers: heading control and speed control. The GPS was moun ted on a small boat 
and a car. The results can be seen in Figs. 2.3.2a and 2.3.2b. 
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A Pl D was used fo r both controllers. The results show good response; however, the 
jaggednes of the path is due to the ensor di scretisation, since it on ly store position a I data 
every once every 2. 13 m. 
Ray, L. et a/ 1_200TI designed a olar-powered robot that uses GP as a stand-alone 
app lication for waypoint foll owing on the snow-covered, open-space Greenland landscape. 
The robot is ab le to reach goa ls using no addi tional sensors, \ ith only open-loop motor-
speed corrections in response to bearing deviations from the desired waypoint. However, 
the robot is limited because it is only suitable for use in unobstructed expanses of land 
[Lever, J. et a/2006]. 
Sandia Nationa l Laboratories. a leading centre for mobile robot applications. has developed 
a system wherein the user controls the positions of multiple robots for strategic military 
operations (see Fig. 2.3.2c). The system was developed so that a so ldier can define each 
robot' s goal via a set of waypoints on an aeria l image through a user console. and can 
de fine avoidance regions by giving them a repulsive fi eld [Feddema J. et a/ 1999]. 
~'t c Jol l'tlr• senc~l 
fS sevel 
Fig. 2.3.2c: Aerial image for controlling RA T LER robots. 
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In thi s system, the robots rely on only a compass, a differential GP , and pan and tilt 
sensors. The compass is there to provide heading direction, since the robot adopts a drive 
system similar to a differential sty le robot. 
There ex ist inherent problem with such an approach. Obstacle avoidance is achieved by a 
method in which the robot travels along a path, and if it stumbles into an obstacle, the robot 
attempts to cl imb it until the tilt sensors reach a threshold. T hen, through a series of 
manoeuvres, the robot reverses, drives around the obstacle and continues along its 
predefined path. This type of system was built to work in open desert environments without 
rea l concern for obstacle avoidance. Their future work wi ll use a potential field algorithm 
for the path planning stage (see page 35 for a brief description on the potential fie ld 
algorithm). 
The use of waypoint navigation has also been employed in UA Vs; one such example i an 
autonomous kiteplane, which success full y manoeuvred despite wind disturbances using 
low-cost sensors [Kumon, M. et al 2006] . o definition of the systems accuracy were 
made, but observation from the flight's path were noted. Please refer to paper for more 
details. 
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2.3.3 Path Planning and Navigation Summary 
There exist numerous methods for path planning and navigation. In th is research. the focu s 
wi ll be on deliberative path planning approaches, wherein a robot fo llows a pre-defined 
trajectory ofwaypoints. Previous work has centred on the following methods: 
a) Pre-driven. In pre-driven approaches, a mobile robot stores the path information 
(creating waypoints) on an initial journey, and then uses this information when 
it re-traces the track on future journeys. 
b) A priori. In a priori path planning and navigation, the robot is given information 
about the path-env ironment (in the form of, aypoints) prior to embarking on its 
first journey - either by using high-grade surveying equipment or waypoint 
select ion from aerial imagery. In other case , the traj ectorie and timing are pre-
planned, but making the robot dependent on the model. 
In summary, the use of waypoints and GP have been shown to be powerful tools for 
ou tdoor mobi le robot navigating, and these w ill be explored and uti li ed in the proposed 
work. 
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2.4 Map Representation in Mobile Robots 
In mobile robots, a map of the environment is not necessaril y a pictorial representation. but 
is often a collection of sensory data obtained from the robot· s immediate surroundings. 
These are sometimes used in conjunction with a priori maps for localisation in methods 
known as map-matching [Ashkenazi. V. et a/2000; Kim, S. and Kim. J.-H. 200 1]. A priori 
maps can range from simplistic grids created by the user, to sophisti cated Digital Elevation 
Models (DEMs) of the area. In some research. maps are created and. in the same instant, 
the robot uses thi s data to localise itself in the global frame. This method is referred to as 
SLAM, and is shown in work conducted by Lee, K. et a! (2004]. Another popular approach 
is using a potential fi eld method, in which repelling and attracting forces are assigned to 
obstacles and goa ls on a ' map' of the environment for a robot to navigate through [Hwang, 
Y. and Ahuja, . 1992]. However. for this research there will not be an emphasis on 
creating sensory based maps or map-matching using landmarks, but instead on the use of 
aerial images for creating waypoints for an outdoor mobile robot. 
This section will provide insight a to why thi s option was chosen as the preferred method. 
lt will touch upon various types of maps used in mobile robot path planning or for sensory-
based navigation. The nomenclature used below has been chosen for clarity and simplicity, 
and may differ from that chosen by other researchers. The fo llowing section wi ll focus on 
conventional maps. 
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2.4.1 Conventional Maps 
Conventional maps are tho e that have been created by the user in order to mimic the 
robot's environment. 
2. 4. 1.1 indoor 
Thrun, S. [2002 1 published a comprehensive discussion of past and present approaches to 
indoor map creation, which is presented below. 
The robotic maps from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s can be loosely divided into two 
categories: metric and topological approaches. Metric maps are those that are based upon 
the geometri c properties of the environments. Occupancy grids are one type o f metric map, 
and are composed of grids that show the free and the occupied space of the environment. 
Chatila and Laumond [ 1985] developed a second type of metric map using polyhedra to 
depict an en ironment. In contrast, topological maps merely describe the connectiv ity of 
different area using arcs, rather than the exact geometric specifications of individual 
obj ects. Metric maps thus tend to be more finer-grained. However, it can be difficult to 
distinguish between metric and topologica l maps because most topological maps still use 
some geometric in formation. 
A second way o f categorising mapping algorithms, which has also been in use si nce the 
mid-1 980s. is using a world-centric vs. a robot-centric approach. World-centric algorithms 
create maps that are represented w ith in a global reference, whereas robot-centric 
algorithms create a map based only on sensory data from the robot itself. Even today, 
robot-centric approaches are unpopular, because it can be difficu lt for a robot to 
disambiguate two different areas if they ' look' al ike (based on sensory data), w ithout an 
external reference to orientate itself in space. In addition, robots can have trouble merging 
the data from two nearby areas which is not prob lematic in world-centric approaches. 
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Since the I 990s, probabi li stic techniques and SLA M have dom inated the fie ld. 
Probabilistic approaches all confront the problem of perceptua l no ise which can skew 
mapping data. Each of three approaches - Ka!man filter approaches, Dempster' s 
expectation maximisation algorithms, and object-identifying algorithms - model sources of 
noise in sensory data and show their impact on the measurements. 
2. 4. 1. 2 Outdoor 
As previously ment ioned, there exist several different types of outdoor maps. However, for 
this review only work revolving around conventional a priori created maps will be 
discussed. 
Nagasaka, Y. et al [2004] provided such a map to an autonomous rice-transplanting robot. 
In order for the robot to create its desired trajectory, a representation of paddy field test 
area was pre-defined as a 50 x I 0 m rectangle, with the exact location of each corner 
accurately measured with an RTK-GP . 
Another such example is work conducted at the Uni versity of Cincinnati for a mobi le robot 
competition (Sethuramasamyraja, B. 2003]. The map of the area consi ted of the test field's 
80 x 90 m boundaries, with specified lati tude and longitude coordinates for the robot to 
traver e. The map was al o supplied in Cartesian coordinates on a 20 grid. Th is map had to 
be ca li brated and supplied to the various teams prior to the competi tion. The main 
nav igation sensor was the GPS; however, obstacles were placed around the test area by the 
judges to investigate the obstacle avoidance capabili ties of the robots. This was achieved 
through other acti ve sensors. 
Bruch, M. et a/ (2005] used a miniature stereovision system on a small Unmanned Ground 
Vehic le (UGV) to create a 20 occupancy grid-like map o f an outdoor environment without 
the use of overhead images or maps. The robot achieved sufficiently noise- free results with 
few fa lse obstacles, but the system had a slow update rate and was limited by low-grade 
optics. 
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These methods can be quite di advantageous, because a signilicant amount o f time i 
consumed in creating the map of the environment. In addition. the larger the surface area is, 
the greater the di fficulty in ca librating testing area , hence requiring more points to be 
accumulated. Using cal ibrated overhead image for outdoor robot path planning is a 
promising so lution, since it w i ll eliminate the need for acquiring field data. and furthermore 
will permit speedier testing of various path planning and control strategies. 
Wei, Y. et a/ (2004] proposed a building extraction technique from QuickBird satell ite 
images to gather GI information for mapping applications. The problems o f extracting 
buildings from images range from bui lding-shape complexities, shadows contrasts 
between the ground and roof and the spectral characteristics of the roofs' materi als. The 
direction of a shadow in the image is used to determine the presence o f a bui lding. Canny 
edge detection and Hough transformations are used to define building boundaries. A 
detailed description of Canny edge detection can be found by Ding, L. and Goshtasby, A. 
[200 I]. 
2.4.2 Aerial Imagery in Mobile Robots 
In this section, mobi le robots that use vari ous forms of imagery data are presented. 
2. 4.2. 1 Using LADARILIDAR and Digital Terrain Models 
Research into the use of aerial LA DA R images for mobile robots has been conducted at 
Carnegie M ellon University (Vandapel, . et a/ 2003]. The images are used for two 
purposes. One is to determine the robot's loca l isation using map-matching, and the second 
is to compute traversable maps for the robot to navigate by filtering out vegetation. 
LA OAR images contain 3D representations of the area. and from these images features 
such as the vegetation and terrain properties can be determined. These aeri al images are 
obtained from a hel icopter equipped with a 30 laser scanner. lt i nown several times prior 
to the robot's deployment for data collection. By combining an aerial LA OA R sensor and 
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a ground LADAR sensor (attached to vehicle), vegetation is filtered. This allows terrain 
registration to be determined, and thereby reveals traversable routes. The authors' focus is 
to use these images in conjunction with waypoint navigation. 
Fig. 2.4.2. I a shows the vegetation map of the area, and Fig. 2.4.2.1 b shows the 
traversability map of the area after the vegetation has been filtered using their technique. 
Fig. 2.4.2. 1 a: Vegetation map of test area. The green (light coloured) areas represent no vegetation and the 
red (dark coloured) represent high vegetation. The black path represents the robot 's path. 
Fig. 2.4.2. 1 b: Traversability map o f test area. The green (light coloured) areas represent the traversable area 
and the red (dark coloured) areas represent the non-traversable area. The black path represents the robot"s 
path. This image was created after vegetation fi ltering. 
A similar approach was used by Kell y, A. et a/ [2006] for a mobile robot in an off-road 
environment. The authors uti lised a UA V to accumulate date in open-field environments. 
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Only the L A OA R ' hits· from the UA V that penetrated to the ground were recorded. 
thereby rej ecting the vegetation canopy and allow ing the mobile robot to fo llow waypoints 
beneath trees. 
2. 4.2.2 Using Aerial and Satellite 
o fman et a/ 12006] developed an algorithm for vehicle traversing in outdoor environments 
using a self-supervised learning method using pre-obta ined overhead images. A linear 
probabili st ic model is used to learn and fuse the data est imates from both the overhead data 
(including elevation data) and an onboard perception system. The robo t is then able to 
compute terrain costs of different map areas and extrapolate thi s info rmation to predict 
travcrsal costs for new overhead images, thereby extend ing its loca l percept ion system. 
Work conducted by Silver, D. el a! (20061 at Carnegie Mellon University also invo lved the 
use o f overhead images for robot navigation. T his differs from the work of Yandapel . et 
a/ [2003] because the images were obtained from overhead image providers and not v ia a 
LA DA R equipped robotic helicopter. In this approach, the authors use these overhead 
images to produce traversal cost maps o ffline, which are computed from the combination 
of geometric and semantic data. Semantic data is computed f rom features ex tracted from 
imagery and 30 data through superv ised classification. 
The authors refer to thi s method as an aided exploration scenario. With the combination of 
perception data, they were able to create a vehicle capable o f traversing rugged terrain for 
long ranges autonomously. 
The authors state that one drawback of u ing overhead data is that it is o ften accompanied 
by heterogeneous resolution, sampl ing time and sampling pose, and georeferenced data 
wi th insu fficient accuracy. 
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imilar work involving traversabili ty maps in order to create a global path planner for a 
mobile robot was achieved by Howard. A. el a/ [2005]. A fuzzy logic set rule is used to 
determine features from aerial images. which are then passed on to the traversabi li ty map-
building algorithm to determine traversable indices. which also use a fuzzy-logic ru le based 
system. Fo llowed by this step, a traversability grid is created (see Fig. 2.4.2.2a). The white 
coloured cell s are considered to be highl y safe. The light and dark coloured grey areas are 
considered to be moderately safe and moderately unsafe, respecti vely. The black cell s are 
cons idered to be highl y unsafe. Then a search algorithm is used to determine a fi xed set of 
waypoints for an optimal route for mobile robot navigation. 
Fig. 2.4.2.2a: Overhead image, traversability map and traversabil ity grid. 
andia ational Laboratories. a leading centre for mobile robot application . ha developed 
a y tem v herein the u er controls the po it ions of mul tiple robot for trategic military 
operations ( ee Fig. 2.3.2c in ection 2.3.2). The ystem was developed so that a so ldier 
can de fine each robot s goal via a set of ,, aypoints on an aerial image through a user 
console, and can define avoidance regions by giving them a repulsive field [Feddema, J. et 
af 1999]. 
A similar approach "as adopted by Bruch, M. et a/ [2002]; however, it was clearly stated 
that the aerial image u ed wa georeferenced and orthorectitied. which arc t\ o ita! 
procc e for achieving accurate waypoint navigation. Once more. the app lication is 
intended fo r military use. The authors claim that accurate resu lt were achieved by 
coupling the GP with !M Us, in additi on to an odometer with a Kalman filter, without the 
need of differential corrections (DGP ). 
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There was no clear description of the duration of these tests, and no quantitative estimate of 
the accuracy. The authors claim that the accuracy of the positional data depends on the 
resolution quality of the image. which is debatable since tests have shO\ n that the image 
ground position does not neces aril y match to the true ground position, irrespective of the 
resolution, as wi ll become clearer in section 2.4.3 and chapter 4. In the investigative work 
carried out, it is shown that relying solely on the accuracy of the image does not necessarily 
yield accurate positioning. The architecture of tracked robots does not permit them to travel 
at high velocities. and therefore a greater number of minor deviations from the path are 
expected, compared to wheeled robots. ee Fig. 2.4.2.2b for a depiction of the user 
interface used in thei r work, showing the robot's path in blue. 
Fig. 2.4.2.2b: ser interface for controlling RBOT. 
For non-military applications, Muscato, G. et a/ [2003] used a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) for a robotic vo lcano explorer. ROBOYOLC (see Fig. 2.4.2.2c). Correspondence 
vvith Muscato revealed that aerial images have only been used for simple tests. as most of 
the operations were either carried out by teleoperation or by fixed waypoints. lt is clear that 
the images are not intended for path planning, pos ibly because terrain features and 
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landmarks can change rapid ly in harsh environments, rendering them useless. Furthermore, 
if no detailed topograph ic map of the environment is presented, the user could misjudge 
steep unforeseen groves, thereby endangering the robot. 
Move N011h I Move SoUh I Move East I Move 'West I 
Add ~ I Edit waworo I Adclleatlft I 
"Zocm IN I "Zocm OUT I 900 m 
Fig. 2.4.2.2c: ROBOVOLC waypoint command window. 
A n interesting approach is employed by Zein-Sabatto, S. et al [2004], wherein a satellite 
image is digitised to obtain a 20 image (map) for mobi le robot path planning. Var iations in 
the landscape are differentiated by colour. The images are then converted to greyscale to 
avoid having to process the RGB (red, green, blue) variations in each pixel. After they are 
discret ised, a grid-map is created and the robots' paths are generated using the developed 
genetic algori thm. Once the planned routes are processed a 30 vector representation of the 
image i created. 
The drawback of uch a system is that signiticant detail of the image is lost due to 
discretisation (Fig. 2.4.2.2d). Th is might prove to be a successfu l approach for path 
planning over larger distances in which little attention is given to the local field ; however, 
too much detail is lost for finer image areas to be useful for precision applications. Because 
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no test result were presented about the system's accuracy for practical appl ications, it 
shows that the need for precision in imagery is of no relevance to their research. 
Fig. 2.4.2.2d: (Counter-clockwise from top). Aerial Image, discretised grid, 30 model. 
Finally. the late t work by Meguro, J. et a/ [2005] from Waseda University in Japan adopts 
such a system for an autonomous robot (Fig. 2.4.2.2e). The user selects a goal on an aerial 
image and the path planner MA KLI K calculates the fastest rou te between the start and 
fini sh. The method yields vehicle-track ing error of less than 0.25 m in a city environment. 
or interest is the fact that the path planning aspect depends largely on the accuracy of this 
aerial image. MAKLI K finds the shortest route from start to fini sh by taking into account 
the respective locations of the obstac les in space. The obstacle in this case are the 
bui ldings, and ince manual ca libration of the image on its four corner yields accuracies of 
only 1-4 m. it i di carded a too inaccurate for the robot's applications. To accommodate 
for image inaccuracies and to make MAKUNK operate reliably, 34 corners of the 
respecti ve buildings in the image are precisely surveyed with an RTK-GP to de fine the 
obstacle boundaries accurately for route calculation. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.2e: (Counter-clockwise from top) User console, precisely surveyed building corners, MAKLI K. 
This leads to the fact that, until now, no highl y-accurate map representations of either rural 
areas or streets exist despite the fact that the creation of accurate digital road maps is a 
heavi ly researched area, and probe vehicles are used to create them. everal techniques are 
being adopted to meet the growing demand for accurate digital road maps for car 
navigators, and for potentia ll y using them in autonomous domestic cars. [Rogers 2000; 
Wang, J. el a/2005]. 
One approach that Meguro cou ld have used ror the system is a map-matching algorithm 
like that found in car navigators. However, if streets are very close to each other and run 
parall el to one another, inaccurate map matching cou Id occur [Ki m et a/200 I]. 
atell ite and aerial images have also played a role in navigation fo r ai rcraft pos ition ing. 
im, D. et a! [ 1999] proposed a method fo r determining the absolute and relative positions 
of an aircraft using these images. Absolute position is determined by matching previously 
stored images to the nev ly captured images covering the same area. Relative position is 
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determined by tak ing two images in quick succession. and from the re ul ting stereo image, 
the aircraft ·s displacement using roll , pi tch, yaw, and altitude parameter can be calculated. 
2.4.3 Essential Imagery Considerations 
2. 4.3.1 Aerial images 
As mentioned previously, a recent trend in navigation and area repre entation methods has 
been the use of various types of imagery. This work \Vill focus on the use of aerial images 
(photographs) and not 3D Digital Elevation Models (DEM) such as LIDARILADAR, since 
low-cost GP units do not provide accurate altitude data. Freely avai lable or low-cost 
imagery (e.g. Goog/e Earth) can be se eral years old and of variable image resolution, 
rendering it useless for many applications; yet, freely ava ilable data remains useful for 
conveying the landscape fo r various purposes. 
There are many types of orbi tal satellites which collect images, such as Landsat, POT and 
lR ; however, most have a lower resolut ion (i.e. less detail) than the recently-launched 
lKO 0 and QuickBird [Mumby P. et a/ 1997]. The latter two were developed to provide 
high-resolution imagery fo r both civil and government use. Many (>30) new remote 
sensing satellite systems are now operationa l in addition to 12 further planned launches 
wi th in the next year, which boast even higher image resolution and positional accuracy 
[ ensors & atelli tes 2007]. lKO 0 provides spatial resolution of up to 0.8 m 
panchromatic (i.e. greyscale) ground sample di stance (G D) and 4 m multispectral (i.e. 
colour) GSD. whereas QuickBird's resolution is sharper at 0.6 m and 2.4 m [Wu, J. et a/ 
1999; Dial, G. et a/ 2003]. everal agencies sell these high-reso lution images; however, 
they are often too expensive for the average user. as a minimum purchase area appl ies. 
Aerial photographs provide a usefu l alternati ve to satell ite imagery, because they have the 
advamage of being acqu ired at closer-range than atell ites, and consequently provide 
higher scale and detail/resolution. These two attributes are necessary to assist enhanced 
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~ aypoint identification. For example. an aerial photo taken at 300 m above ground level 
with the usual ISO mm focal length lens has a resolution on the ground of 0.08 m per pixel 
[Booth, D. et al, 2006]. which is more precise than both !KO OS and QuickBird. 
llowever, the need for airplane transport (or the commission of individual fli ghts) can 
make the e images expensive [Trisirisatayawong, I. et a/, 2004). 
Another low cost approach for acquiring aerial imagery is a system fo r remote sensing in 
times of di saster [Oh, P. et a/, 20041. which could be used for waypoint-based navigation. 
In this. a mechatronic kite equipped with a teleoperated camera, video transmitter, battery. 
remote controlled receiver and 1:\.vo servos (for pan and tilt) have been used for live data 
capture. lt can be deployed rapid ly, is lightweight and can quickly obtain images. Finally. 
another method of capturing aerial images includes using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UA V) that obtains aeria l LA OAR data (Vandapel, . et a/, 2003). Irrespective of the 
image used, post-image processing is required for georeferencing. 
2.4.3.2 Georeferencing 
Georeferencing i the process by which the image is related to a suitable ground coordinate 
) tern. ince the earth is not a perfect sphere, setting the e factor to a fixed un iver al 
mathematical index such as the widely used World Geodetic System 1984 (WG 84), could 
lead to inaccuracies of several metres, depending on the geographical location of the image 
in the global frame [Ordnance urvcy 2007]. Th is leads to two concepts: Map Datum and 
Map Projection. lt is important to set the aerial images to the datum and projection used to 
repre cnt the country in which the image was taken. In the UK, for example the map 
projection used is known as the Transverse Mercator (TM) and the Map Datum as the 
Ordnance . urvey Great Britain 1936, which is ba ed on a geographic representation 
knov. n a the A if)' I 30 ell ip oid. Direct tran formation bel\ een arious map datums (e.g. 
0 GB36 to WG 84) can be achieved using for example the Helmert Transformation. 
Unfortunately, such tran formation are onl y approximate at the local cale. In the UK, for 
example, small scale inaccuracies ari sing from the 1936 re-triangulation lead to significant 
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positional errors up to 20 m rordnance urvey 2007]; therefore using simple global 
transformations and published constants is not advisable. it is important to ensure that a 
consistent underlying coordinate system for the aerial image being used, and that the GPS 
pos itional output matches its corresponding location on the image. 
2.4.3.3 Photogrammet1y 
The science developed to relate measurements of imagery to a ground coordinate system is 
known a photogrammetry [Fryer. J. et al 2007], the impetus for development being 
primarily the production of the World's National Mapping series [ Wolf, P. et a/ 1983]. 
There are two types of distortion inherent in any aerial or satellite image, which prevent 
direct correspondence between the 20 image and 3D ground coord inate system : tilt and 
relief distortion. Distortions that are created by the I ight rays leaving the object, passing 
through the lens centre before creating an image poin t in the foca l plane of the camera, are 
model led expl icit ly using the co llinearity equations [Fryer, J. et a/ 2007; Wolf, P. et a/ 
1983). These equations model completely distortions due to non-verticality o f the sensor. A 
distortion is also introduced into the image i f the terrain is non-planar. uch ' rel ief 
displacements' are related to the ny ing height and focal length of the sensor and can be 
highly significant for aerial photography. Only a true orthorectification procedure 
implementing the col l inearity equations removes the distortions due to both re l ief and tilt 
displacement. Unfortunate ly. there are various of aeria l image products which have not 
been generated u ing the required rigorous mathematica l procedures. Although such 'map 
accurate' products are fit for many purposes and applications, they should always be used 
with caution, part icu larly when used in conjunction with GP . Post- image processing is 
required for both types of images to adjust for camera perspecti e. Distortions are inherent 
in satellite images because they ·see' distant objects at an angle; thus, objects directly 
below it appear larger and upright, whereas further objects can appear at a side-angle 
[Zhou. G. et a/ 2005 j. 
The orthorectdication procedure can be accompli shed by using Ground Control Points 
(GCP) clearl y visible on the aerial images. The 3D coordinates of the GCPs should be 
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cstabli hed using a survey grade di fferentia l grade GPS and l inked to the Ordnance ur ey 
(0 )'s passive network. These coordinates should be subsequently transformed to 
0 GB36 using the 0 TN02 and the 0 GM02 models prov ided by the 0 [Ordnance 
urvey 2007]. Unfortunately. there is no ingle solution avai lable and different approaches 
are requi red in different countries. Advice should be sought rrom National Mapping 
gencie . 
The process of orthorecti fication can introduce discrepancies if the Digi tal Elevation Model 
is inaccurate. Therefore, it is important to consider such uncertain ties when judging the 
inaccuracy of the waypoint se lected from an aerial image. 
2.4.3.4 Mapping Updates 
The Geographic In formation ystem (GI ). for the taring and hand l ing of geographicall y 
encoded data, is v ital for continually updating map [Nemenyi . M. et a/ 2003 1. Digitised 
atellite/aerial images can be easily added to G l databases. The emergence of GP and it 
acce ories over the last decade has allowed re earchers to produce more accurate 
georeferenced images for alidation of earth observation (EO) data [Budkewitsch. P. et a/ 
2004]. This has been easier in Japan with the cm-level accuracy of Mit ubi hi" PA 
system for satellite image mapping (Higuchi, H. et a/ 2004]. For the less fortunate 
countries, atirapod C. et a/ (2003] developed a system using a regular dual-frequency 
GPS to establish accurate GCPs for mapping reference. The performance of thi s technique 
was tested over a 15-minute time span, and y ielded accuracies with in 2.5 m for a satel li te 
image of medium to high reso lution. 
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2.4.4 Map Representation Summary 
Broadly stated, a ·map' in a mobi le robot is a co llection of data that represents the 
environment that it will explore. The following map considerations have been discussed in 
the above section : 
a) Convenliona/ maps. These are maps that are created by the robot as it explores 
the given environment. Conventional maps can be used alone or in conjunction 
with a priori maps or sensory information. 
b) Aerial image1y . Past researchers have used aeri al imagery extensively for a 
priori map information. LADAR/LIDAR and DEM have been used particularly 
in complex outdoor areas in \i hich vegetation fil tering is necessary. atell ite 
and aeri al images have also been used fo r traversing outdoor environments, and 
aid in the calculation of optimal routes. 
c) Georeferencing and Photogrammet1y. The processes and science behind the 
relation of images to suitable Ground Coordinate Systems has been discussed at 
length. Orthorectification - the method by which image inaccuracies are 
corrected - is also described. 
d) l'inally, technique for map updating have been discussed. 
lt has been hown that, in mobi le robots, no ignificance has been given to criterions 
behind the selection of imagery for waypoint nav igation. Elements such as the choice of 
appropriate underlying coordinate system, and spati al match ing bet\i een GPS data and the 
orthorectified images have not been invest igated. This will be explored further in thi s 
research. 
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2.5 Literature Gap 
/\l1er a thorough review of the relevant literature, it can be een that there ha been a 
consistent interest in mob ile robots, particularly in the fields of localisation, path planning, 
navigation. and map representations u ed for the above. In recent years, aerial images have 
become more topica l as accuracy and availab ility have increased. Despite the promising 
developments in these area . there exi t a di tinct lack of progress in a few key topic . 
Though interest in synchronous drive robots was seen in the 1990 , the hardware and 
so ftware technology available on former synchronous dri ve pla tforms has since been 
outdated [Chopra, A. et a/ 2006]. This has produced limited literature with such a robot 
mechanism over the past six years. In addition, most of this past research focussed on 
indoor robots for the study of ob tacle avo idance and odometry. 
Thus far. research u ing atellite po itioning systems for mobile robot localisation ha 
relied on sen or coupling to improve accuracy. To a lesser extent (and with variable 
re ults). the GP ha been u ed a a tand-alone application for po itional information. 
However. there still lack a body of re earch utilising differentially-corrected ignals using 
geostationary sa tell ires (WAA /EGNO ) alone for mobi le robot local isation and 
navigation. With recent experimentation showing that accurac ies to within 3 m can be 
achieved, there exists an exciting opportunity for development in thi s area. 
Furthermore, there is a lack of literature about novel ways of correcting GP inaccuracies 
in mobile robot localisation and navigation. In general. researchers employ additional 
en ors (such as IMUs) to detect and correct inaccuracie . Preliminary work by Wuer eh, 
M. and Caduff. D. [2005] in pi re a new wa of achie ing refined route in tructions ba ed 
on the proximi ty of a GP en or to an upcoming waypoint. By extending thi idea and 
implementing it in the pider, the current void in th i area of research could be narrowed. 
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The proposed work wi 11 therefore involve the use of orthorecti fied aerial images for 
waypoint path creation. Errors associated w ith the waypoints will be investigated. A new 
navigation technique wi ll then be implemented for the robot, wh ich accommodates for the 
GP inaccuracy and waypoint error and would use a modi fied vers ion of the circular stages 
of closeness between the sensor and the waypo int l Wuersch, M. and Caduff, D. 2005]. 
Their proposed method was developed for handheld GPS devices to provide users with 
refined route instruct ions, based on the prox imity of the sensor to the waypoint. Th is 
navigation method will then be accompanied by a novel fuzzy controller strategy to ensure 
smooth motion between the waypoints. 
The assumed working environment w ill be 20 , and. therefore, relati ve ly flat landscape will 
be used. The projected use of this system in its current form wi l l be in open-space 
agricultural environments and uncluttered urban landscapes. 
In order to test the validity of the novel system, a simulation of the robot"s behaviour is 
needed to prov ide a means of comparison to the actual test resu lts. This wil l introduce a 
novel Mall ab i mu I ink simulation that accommodates for each of the previously mentioned 
factors. The introduction of accurate aerial images (in addition to other important 
considerations not previously mentioned in similar research) wil l prov ide better qual itative 
and quantitati ve results for va lidating the robot' s true performance in waypoint navigation. 
The conversion of the pider to an autonomous robot for agricu ltural transport using GP 
and aerial images, along w ith a unique waypoint following fuzzy controller, in troduces 
novelty in multiple aspects and con fi rms its membership in a multi-disciplinary 
engineering research topic. 
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Chapter 3: Spider Technical 
Specifications 
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the platform and some of its components 
used for this research. 
The chapter'< ill cover the following: 
a) A brier in troduction to the grass cutting mower. 
b) ome design limitations behind its drive and steering mechani m. 
c) Platforms of a simi lar architecture. 
d) A brief description regard ing the additions (transformation) made to the platform. 
e) Finally. reveal the data handling methodology for this research. 
Chapter pre-req ui ite: None. 
Nature of Chapter: Technical. 
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3.1 The Spider 
In A ugu t 2005. Ransomes Jacobsen Ltd. in troduced a remote-control led gra mower,, ith 
a four-wheel drive, 18 HP four stroke petrol engine (see Fig. 3. 1 ). The manufacturer claim 
that it i ix times more efficient than a string trimmer. The pidcr is designed to be able to 
mo' lopes or up to 40°. making it u eful in area too dangerous for humans. The mm er 
has a length and w idth or approx imately 1.3 x 1.3 m, a height of 0.85 m, and weighs 254 
kg. It can dri e with speed up to 7 km/h. In addition. the pider has a synchronous drive 
mechanism. which means that the wheels can steer 360° continuously and unhindered in 
both clockw ise and counter-clockwise directions. It has an 11-litre tank, giving it an 
outdoor operation time o f up to four hours [Ransomes-Jacobson 2005] . 
Fig. 3. 1: Ransomes Jacob en's pider [Ransomes Jacobsen 2006] 
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3.1.1 Design Limitations 
Even though there are some benefits of petrol driven robots over electric ones. there are 
some design limitations that accompany this mower. which are important to consider 
during the testing and analys is stages. 
The Spider is subject to both internal and external (environmental) constraints that affect 
the overall operation of the mower. The drawback of a petro l driven engine is the amount 
of vibration produced, which can inevitab ly cause loosening of some mechanical couplings 
and which can prevent proper functioning of sensors. A long with external constrains such 
as variation in terrain condit ions, slack in the chain drive steering system can occur w ith 
time, impeding the accuracy of the robot's steering. This naw in synchronous drive 
mechanisms has been previously observed [Borenstein. J. et a/ 1996], and it results in 
wheel misa lignment that requires periodic readjustment by the user, wh ich is a relatively 
time consuming process. Borenstein, J. et a/ propose that a design with a completely 
enclosed gear-drive wou ld eliminate this problem and furthermore reduce generated noise. 
Fig. 3. 1.1 below reveals the pider's belt drive (translation) and chain drive (steering) 
mechanism. 
Fig. 3. 1.1: The chain and belt drive mechanism of the Spider 
Theoretically, it i possib le to achieve a specific pose for the robot since the wheels' 
orientation and translation arc decoupled [Fox. D. et a/ 1997]. In practice. hm, ever, the 
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decoupling concept does not fully apply to the Spider. The steering is achieved via an 
electric motor and the translation by means of a hydrau lic drive. After conducting several 
test runs with the mower, it was concluded that steering the wheels when the Spider is 
stationary is not possible - as opposed to indoor synchronous robots. This can be traced to 
the lack of torque in the electrical steering motor. a high coefficient of friction between the 
\ heel and the terrain (largely due to the size of the wheels and furthennore the weight of 
the pider and the addition of a platform) and finally the stage of the battery's life. An 
attempt to force th is motion would create excessive forces on the cha in drive system 
leading to slack and eventually damage. 
Given that thi s is an industrial product, design limitations would have been imposed by the 
manufacturers. One such limi tation is the inability to control the engine's throttl e directly. 
The mower was des igned to operate with fi xed velocity command outputs for both the 
electri c motor (steering) and the engine (translation). This design restriction acts as a 
limitation but not a hindrance to the election of an appropriate control ler. 
Finally, another drawback is the hydraulic driving system powered by the engine. After the 
pider has been in motion and comes to a stop, it is observed that it tend to 'creep ' . This is 
believed to be due to the hydraulic pump not fully retracting to its original state, leading to 
a small amount of hydraulic fluid sti ll being pumped into the driving system. By trial and 
error, it was noted that this effect can be cance lled out by bri efly throttling the engine 
(remotely) into the opposite direction of trave l, once it comes to a hal t. This problem was 
also observed by the manufacturers and with the replacement of the hyd raulic flow valve, 
supp lied by them, the issue can be corrected. 
Any further limitations from experimental tests that arise will be elaborated 111 the 
discussion. 
Because of the known I imi tations of the pider· current mechanical configuration, it can 
be projected that sub-metre level accuracy will be more difficult to attain than conventional 
battery-powered indoor synchronous dri ve robots. 
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3.2 Similar Robots {Technical Differences) 
There exist various types of synchronous drive robots that are used in research: some of the 
most widely u ed platforms are the 821 , and the omad 200 as ment ioned previously. 
ome have a three-wheel configuration and others have four. 
However, they al l share the same feature of having reduced odomctry error compared to 
other mobile robots, since the v heels are typical ly coupled with chain drives for 
synchronous steering and heavy duty belt drives for synchronous translation. However, 
since the majority of synchro-drive robots are chain and belt driven, lack may occur 
during the course of operation and hence degradation in steering accuracy, leading to whee l 
misalignment fBorenstei n, J. et a/ 1996]. Contrary to the pider, however, these robot are 
intended for indoor use. 
Researchers coordinated by the Danish Institute of Agricul tural ciences have managed to 
secure €438,600 in the development of their mod i tied version of the pider (see Fig. 3.2a). 
They altered its general archi tecture to incorporate several steering wheel configurations. 
such as double Ackermann and crab steering, in add ition to its synchronous drive 
mechanism. The research team's ideal goal is to transform the pider into a tool carrier for 
plan t nursing. Their website presents various videos demonstrating some of the modified 
pider 's capabilities [HortiBot 2007 1. 
Fig. 3.2a: A schematic of their modified Spider, the I forti Bot [! forti Bot 2007]. 
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In addi tion, the University of Warwick have also added features such as GPS, vision 
systems, radars and odometry to the Spider in order to examine ways of automating 
lawn mowers for large scale landscapes such as go If courses and parks. Its steering 
architecture has not been modified from the standard synchronous dri ve mechanism. Please 
refer to Fig. 3.2.b. 
Fig. 3.2b: pider robot modified by the Robotics team of the Warwick Manufacturing Group, Warwick 
University [WMG 2007]. 
Currently the robot on the market that most closely resembles the pider is the eekur™ 
developed by Mobile Robots Inc. [Mobile Robots Inc. 2007), which has omni-directional 
steering capabilities (including synchronous), is electri call y powered and can operate 
continuously for up to seven hours (see Fig. 3.2c). However one drawback is a charging 
time eq ui va lent to its operation time. The Spider, on the other hand, is petrol driven, with a 
continuous operating time of up to fo ur hours, with no power degradation over the course 
of operation. Fu rthermore, the ' recharging' time is only the ti me needed to re- fuel the 
robot. When the Seekur™ is in synchronous mode, the robot's orientation does not change. 
In addition, the absence of a rotating platform or turret does not enable the camera to point 
in the direction of travel. This leads to difficu lties if vision is used for loca lisation or 
navigation. 
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Fig. 3.2c: SeekurTM, the indoor/outdoor all-weather robot [Mobile Robots Inc. 20071 
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3.3 Spider Transformations (Accessorisation) 
Given that the Spider was not intended for autonomous navigation. a few transformations 
had to be made to enable this transition. 
ince the pider has a synchronou -drive mechanism, the orientation o f the mower never 
changes - unless wheel sl ippage occurs. o, in other terms, the frontal side or the robot will 
always be facing in the same direction irrespective of the wheels· change or orientation. 
This issue was tackled w ith the omad 200 by introducing an independently rotating turret 
that housed the sonar sensors, the camera and the main processing unit [Chopra, A. et a/ 
2006]. A simi lar mechanism was adopted for the pider, in which a rotating platform was 
built that is synchronised w ith the wheels steering direct ion and angular velocity in its 
initial stages (see Fig 3.3a). T his system ensures that the cameras (v ision and in frared) will 
always be fac ing in the direction of travel. In order to reduce the load on the pider, the 
main frame was built using aluminium bars and the sensor base and rotati ng platform using 
machinable hard nylon sheets. 
Fig. 3.3a: The rotating plat fonn developed for the Spider (in the initia l stages) 
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Another issue that needed to be solved in order to ensure that the system was transformed 
into an autonomous robot was the hardware's power requirements. The pider is equipped 
w ith a 12V gel-based battery that can deliver 12 Amps/hour. The main power-consumers in 
the Spider are: the steering servomotor the hydraulic pump and its servomotor, the 
engine's throttle servomotor, the RF transmitter, the venti lator fan, and the main control 
unit. The battery is charged by means of the 13 Amp alternator that the Kawasaki engine is 
equipped w ith. 
However, for the tests conducted in this research, an alternative 12Y battery is mounted to 
the aluminium platform to supply the necessary power to the components used for thi 
research. 
3.4 Robot's Hardware 
A variety of hardware ex ists that cou ld be suitable for converting the pider into an 
autonomous robot. For this research, the focu ' as made on the particular set o f 
instruments needed to achieve the research objective. Hov ever, other equipment that 
wou ld fac ilitate future research activities with the pider had been mounted and carefu lly 
set up under supervised projects carri ed out at the lab. T hese can be referred to in Appendix 
A . Fig. 3.4 shows a view of all the components mounted to the pider' s platform. 
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Fig. 3.4: Hardware layout spl it between upper and lower area of the p latform 
3.4.1 Data Handling Equipment (Acquisition) 
In this section, the data handling equipment used for the research is presented: 
3. 4.1. 1 IENSYS General Purpose Microcontroller Board 
The lE SY GP board is a general-purpose microcontroller used for sensory data 
acquisition and for transmitting data through the Bluetooth to the host PC for overall data 
handling (see Fig. 3.4. 1.1). Two of these boards are used on-board the pider, as is noted in 
Fig. 3.4.3. The boards used for the Spider have a 7.372 MIP processor. The microcontroller 
chip used is a PlC 18F458 from Microchip Technology Inc. The board can handle various 
communication protocols such as CA , R 232, and SPI. The board can perform AID 
conversions, create pulse width modulated signals (PWM). and perform various other 
features not commonl y ava ilable on other o ff-the-shel f microcontrollers [lE Y Ltd. 
2006]. 
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There exist many PlC microcontroller software programs; however, for this project 
M ikroBasic [M ikroEiekronika 2006], M icrochip 's C 18 compiler and A ssembly package 
[Microchip Technology Inc. 2006] \ ere used. 
Fig. 3.4. 1.1: lE SY General Purpose microcontroller 
3.4. 1.2 Wireless Bluetooth Adapters 
The lnitium Promi SD202 is an RS-232 adapter that can be seen in Fig. 3.4.1.2. It is 
capable of supporting baud rates of up to 230400, data transmission rates up to 380kbps. 
and allov s for a range of security settings. The range between two adapters equipped \- ith 
the default antenna can reach up to I 00 m, and with the dipole antenna rep lacements up to 
200 m. ince a Laptop 's Bluetooth wireless manager, and two dipole antennas and one 
standard antenna are used the projected range is expected to be greater than I 00 m. 
Fig. JA 1.2: R 232 Bluetooth adapter [lnitium 2006] 
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3.4.2 Sensors 
The Spider is equipped with several sensors necessary to achieve the research objective, 
which are deta iled below. 
3.4.2. 1 GPS 
The funct ion of the GPS is to provide the user with positional data in the world frame. 
The Garmin 18-5Hz is a 12-channel, WAA -enabled GPS receiver that has a sampling 
rate of 5 Hz (see Fig 3.4.2. 1 ). This sensor is specificall y designed to be used in machine 
control, agri cultural applications and guidance that require velocity and posi tion reports at 
5 1-lz. The baud rate can be set between 300 and 38400 bits/second. The accuracy of the 
Standard Positioning System (SPS) is better than 15 m, 95% of the time and velocity 
accuracy of approximately 0.05 m/s RMS steady state. With WAAS enab led, the pos ition 
is accurate to within 3 m (or better, as will be shown in Chapter -1) , 95% of the time, with a 
velocity accuracy of also 0.05 m/s RMS steady state. Furthermore, it has a real-time clock 
that is used to time-stamp the remaining sensory data for more precise control and accurate 
post data analysis. Since WAA receivers are compatible with EGNO , the signals will be 
received from the latter (European coverage) [Garmin Ltd. 2007]. 
Fig. 3 .4.2. 1: The WAAS e nabled Garmin 18-5 Hz GPS receiver 
3.4.2.2 Potentiometer 
ln order to determine the orientation and the angular velocity of the wheels during steering, 
a cost-effective potentiometer was chosen as an alternat ive to an encoder. The practica l 
one-channel output makes it a favourab le option. The 360° potentiometer by Spectrol® was 
chosen for thi s application. It boasts stable output and low power consumption - two 
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favo urable options for an outdoor autonomous vehic le. lt has a dead band of 50 
microseconds. The product is marketed for rotational control systems and angular feedback 
app licat ions. The potentiometer is mounted to a small purpose-built platform (see Fig. 
3.4.2.2). 
Fig. 3.4.2.2: The 360° potentiometer mounted on one of the wheels 
Furthermore, the potentiometer is used with a secondary potentiometer mounted to the 
rotating platform fo r closed loop control of the platform's positions. 
3. 4. 2. 3 Relative Optical Encoder 
Another ensor for providing proprioceptive data of the robot is the relative optical encoder 
shown in Fig. 3.4.2.3a. lt' ill be used as a back-up for determin ing the actual translational 
velocity of the pider if the GP signal is temporarily lost. The velocity output wi ll not be 
used as a feedback in the control strategy but wi ll be used to determine whether the 
controller velocity output matches the actual tran lational speed of the robot. 
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Fig. 3.4.2.3a: Optical sensor for providing wheel 's translational velocity 
Fig. 3.4.2.3b shows the location of the potentiometer and the relative optical encoder on the 
purpose-bui lt platform. 
Fi g. 3.4.2.3b: The Spider's relative optical encoder and potentiometer 
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3.4.3 Spider's Data Handling Hardware 
Fig. 3.4.3 is a general schematic showing the hard' are layout for the data handling 
equipment used for the implementation o f the contro l system in this re earch. 
Optical encoder for 
backup wheel velocity 
Potentiometer for wheel 
orientation 
,.........,..--0 8.8 
GPS for positlonal and 
velocity data 
~ 
1 
Laptop Bluetooth device 
manager 
On Spider 
Spider steering 
commands 
Visual Basic 
Application 
.----....~ 
Fig 3 .4.3: General chematic of the data handling equipment and procedure 
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3.5 Robot's Software 
3.5.1 General Software Layout 
Fig. 3.5.1 shows the general system architecture u ed in this research. The layout is shown 
in a simplified three- tep process: in step I the image i first acquired. Step 2, the necessary 
processing is done. Finally, in step 3, the program is implemented for testing. 
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1 I 
t_ -~ee.J_ ----- - ------------------' 
Fig. 3.5. 1: General system layout 
3.5.2 Off-board Data Processing 
Visual Basic (VB) was chosen as the preferred operating program due to its user-friendly 
interface development, numerous plug-in tools, and the ability to call other applications in 
its own environment. The development of the control algorithm was made in Matlab and 
the variab les are passed through the Matlab engine that runs parallel to the VB software. 
Fig. 3.5.2a i a chematic howing the data handling within the software. Each box within 
the VB application schematic rep re ents a unique control interface that operates 
independently, but they are li nked internally through the control ler application. Fig.3.5.2b 
shows a screen shot of the VB user-interface created. 
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Fig. 3.5.2a: Visual Basic application used for the Spider's contro l system 
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Fig.3.5.2b: creenshot o f VB software used for the Spider 
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There are several benefi ts to using a human/robot interface. They can make new 
technology more accessible, which helps to ease the integration of new technology m 
people's lives [Hollingum, J. 1999] . An interface also allows a human in-the- loop to 
intervene if a robot encounters problems that are beyond its capabi I ities. 
Furthermore the collaboration of human/robot skill s can yield bener results than either one 
alone. Bechar A. and Edan, Y. [2003] found that melon-picking robots increased their 
melon detection by 4% when humans were invo lved. Sh iller. Z. and Gwo, Y. [199 1) 
created an early interactive computer program that was used for optimisation of a local 
robot path after a global search was performed. Stentz, A. et a/ [2002] developed an 80/20 
system wherein 80% of tasks were classed as being "easy" and were delegated to the 
robots, and 20% were deemed beyond robot reasoning and were better managed by the 
human. At present, fu ll robot autonomy cannot be attained, and a functional interface helps 
to bridge the di vide between man and machine. 
Thus far, user interface have had wide-ranging applications, from teaching purposes 
[Einagar, A. and Lulu, L. 2004] to the management of mu ltiple robots by a single human 
operator [Parasuraman, R. et a/2005]. 
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3.6 Chapter 3 Summary 
a) The pider is a petrol dri ven synchronous drive grass cutter that is being used as a 
robot for au tonomous navigation. 
b) Other research institutes have used the Spider platform for research into 
autonomous vehicles. 
c) The pidcr' s di sadvantages are: slack in the drive chain that leads to wheel 
misa lignment; vibrations, which can lead to the loosening of mechanical couplings 
and the improper functioning of sensors: and the inabili ty of the Spider to exploit its 
full synchronous drive (decoupled linear and angu lar velocity). 
d) The robot has been equipped with a rotating platform and numerous hardware 
components for a distributed network of servers; however, for this research a GP 
receiver and potentiometer will be the main sensors in use, that are linked together 
by a network of Bluetooth transceivers via a host PC. 
e) A custom programmed Visual Basic app lication that works in conjunction with a 
Matlab engine. running parallel to the program, has been created. 
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Chapter 4: System Components-
Preliminary Test Results 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some of the limitations faced with the use of 
aerial imagery and low-cost GP fo r mobile robot waypoint navigation. 
A series o f tools were used in order to demonstrate: 
a) The waypoim accuracy, which can typ ica lly be obtained from an orthorectified 
aerial image. 
b) The effect of GPS (WAA /EGNOS) positional variation and the proposed 
positional correction approach on reaching waypoints. 
Chapter pre-requisite : 2.2.2 The Global Positioning System and 2.-1.3 Essential fmage1y 
Cons iderations. 
Nature of Chapter : Practical. 
Note on ax is scale: The axes of the images presented in this chapter may appear di fficult to 
interpret and readjusting the axes scale would defy the purpose of working with a 
consistent underlying coordi nate system. This is because the grid coordinates are in 
0 GB36, the national framework for the K. llowever, to obtain an estimate of the 
di stances in each image, either a scale has been added for the necessary visual guidance or 
the rad iu of the waypoint is a clea r indication of the image's di mension. 
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4.1 Experimental Tools 
The following items were used: 
I) 0.18 m/pixel resolution aerial image of the Holywell car park at 
Loughborough University, orthorectified into Ordnance Survey 
coordinates (Briti sh National Grid) 
2) Two Leica ystem 500 receivers for precise differential point 
pos itioning using static data post-processing (horizontal accuracy 5 
mm + I ppm, vertical accuracy I 0 mm + I ppm) 
3) Garmin 18 5Hz GPS unit 
4) Erdas Imagine 9.0 by Leica Geosystems 
5) Freely-availab le GPS plan ni ng software (Trimble) 
4.2 Aerial Image and Waypoint Accuracy 
In order to show the natu re of di spari tie between a georeferenced aerial image and 
v aypoints. two te ts were performed. In lhe first one, the Leica ystem was used to collect 
54 points using a survey style 'stop-and-go' approach in an attempt to measure po ints 
covering the majori ty of the car park. These points are superi mposed on the aerial image 
(Fig. 4.2a). 
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Fig. 4.2a: 54 accurately surveyed points using static post data processing 
C learly recognisable and identifiable landmarks on the image (marked as -. aypoints) were 
chosen as points to be surveyed by the high precision GP on their corresponding points in 
the car park. lt can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.2b that many o f the waypoints selected do not 
match their corresponding urveyed points exactly. lt was determined that. for the clearly 
recognisable points (37 of the 54), the surveyed points had an average 0.37 m E shi ft 
from the user se lected waypoints (varying from 0.087 m to 0.732 m) (see Fig. 4.2b (a, b) 
for a waypo int comparison). On the other hand, for the entire data set (54/54), an average 
0.446 m NE shift from the user selected waypoints was obtained (vary ing from 0.087 m to 
2.085 m). uch differences can be accounted by the presence o f bias error and variability. 
T he bias error arises from small inaccuracies in the measurement process; most significant 
being the slight variation in the parameter settings between the image that is used to 
establ ish photo-control points and the parameter settings in the RT K-GP receiver that are 
used to measure ground check points. There is also a small and systematic height bias in 
the extracted DEM, -. hich causes a systematic shi ft in the position of the pixe ls comprising 
the orthorectified image. The variability usually relates to natural human induced variation; 
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waypoints selected from an image by one person may differ from a set col lected by 
another. This is represented by the range, or standard deviation. 
(a) (b) 
0 1 
met&rs 
Fig. 4.2b. Images a) and b) show the discrepancy between the user-selected point (dark-coloured) and the 
surveyed point (light-coloured) 
Given the vari ation of the shift throughout the image, it is evident that it is not entirely 
possible to exactl y match an image waypoint to the actual location in the car park. 
Therefore it is important to define a proximity error around each waypoint. This proximity 
error, however, is left. up to the user to define since it should be based on the image 
resolution, the image positional inconsistencies due to orthorecti ficat ion, and human error 
concerning waypoint se lection. l t is possible to recal ibrate the image to the standard 
needed; however, this would be a daunting task for the average user, and might be beyond 
the accuracy needed. The overall shift present in thi s image is in the E direction. I f the 
actual position of the user selected waypoint is desired the underlying positiona l data 
would need to be shi fted . Fig. 4.2c below shows a graphical representation of this concept. 
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Fig. 4.2c. Shows that the user selected point from the orthorectified image would require a positional shift in 
order to match its true location in the g lobal frame, or create a proximity error circle to encompass the actual 
point. 
The results therefore shO\· that a shift is present in the orthorectified image. Given that 
survey-grade equipment is not necessarily available to the average user, a point with a 
prox imity error (circle) could encompass the true ground position of the actual waypoint. 
This leads to the next set of experimental results that demonstrate the impottance of 
correcting the GP receiver s positional output to improve the spatial match between the 
GP data and the orthorectified image. 
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4.3 GPS 
WGS84 is the default coord inate system adopted by the GP receiver. Any other 
coordinate system selected would be based on a mathematical transformation from the 
default - which as previously stated yield erroneous result ( ee Georeferencing, Chapter 
2). Because the GP showed positional variation for a single spot from one day to the next, 
irrespecti ve of the coordinate system chosen, it was determined that adopting a 
mathematical spatial sh(fi would inevi tably provide significantly improved positional 
accuracy. This would overcome some of these computational errors obtained due to the 
receiver's internal Molodensky coordinate system transformation [DePriest, D. 2003]. This 
would provide 'corrected (or tuned) positional data sui table fo r a certain time period and 
geographic location. The mathematical spatial shift is explained in the proceeding sections, 
and it is termed GPS positional correction. 
4.3.1 GPS planning software 
In order to ensure the most optimal positional precision freely ava ilable GP plann ing 
software was used, known as the Trimble Planning oftware [Trimble 2007). 
Using this software, the user can define the location of the test, select the atellites of 
interest, obtain a sky plot for a visual representation of the satellite trajectory over the 
horizon and much more. Yet the two main factors that are needed for optimised resu lts are: 
a) Satell ite visib ility: an overview of the num ber of satellites visible during the time of 
testing. See Fig. 4.3. I a for a sample output from the program. 
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Fig. 4.3. 1.a: Satellite visibility over a 12 hour period ( I 0 am to I 0 pm) at the llolywel l car park. Optimal 
visibility(> 12) shown for approximately 1.5 hours 
b) Position Dilution of Precision (POOP): this provides an estimate of the satellite 
configuration relati ve to each other. The lower (typica lly < 2) the Dilution of 
Precision (DOP), the better the constellation, and therefore the better the positional 
accuracy. Please re fer to Fig. 4.3. 1.b for a sample output showing ideal working 
conditions. 
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Fig. 4.3.1.b: Posi tion Dilution of Precision over a 12 hour period ( I 0 am to I 0 pm) at the Holywell car park. 
Optimal precision shown for approximately 1.5 hours around the 12 pm margin 
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4.3.2 GPS positional correction 
As previously mentioned, the tests should be conducted at a time when the satell ite 
visibility and POOP are at an optimum in order to ensure the ' best' results. Given that the 
GP positional data varie for a ingle point from one day to the next, as will soon become 
clear, setting working conditions ba ed on the Trimble Planning oft\ are creates a form of 
experimental consistency. FoliO\ ing ome tests, this has led to the introduction or the 
concept of GPS positional correction. 
This idea was realised at Beacon Hill, Loughborough. on the Ordnance urvey GP 
net\i a rk pillar (see Fig. 4.3.2). 
Fig. 4.3.2: Beacon Hill Ordnance urvey pillar 
The test area is ideal for GP users. The area has: a) clear sky visib il ity without any signa l 
obstruction (loss), b) no overhead electrical cables and therefore lacks electrical noise, and 
c) is the highest point in the area and therefore multi -path (ca lli ion of signals) is ruled out. 
4. 3. 2. 1 Static Results 
Gi en the above condition . a te t that would summari e the single point repeatabil ity of 
the GP wa pre ented. The te t were carried out for four days (12/ 10/2007 and from the 
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"' 16110/2007- 18/ 10/2007). The Garmin GPS was set to the user-defined- setting which 
showed greater positional proximity to the actual point than the internal 0 GB36 
coord inate system. Fo llowing this, the acquired points where converted using the OSGB36-
UTM (0 GB36-Universal Transverse Mercator) Projection and Transformation 
Calculations spreadsheet from the Ordnance urvey website [OS 20071. The equations 
were reinstated in a custom-made VB application for converting batch data. The results can 
be seen in Fig. 4.3.2. 1 a. 
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Fig. 4.3.2. 1 a: Single poim comparison at Beacon Hil l's pillar on various days 
lt can be clearl y een from the above figure that the single point data vari es from one day to 
the next. On the other hand, each data set appears to have its own cluster and with its mean 
va lue at a certain distance away from the actual point. The clusters show positional 
consistency around its own respective average during the data collection process. To clarify 
2 Since it \\a:, determined that the 0 01336 coordinate system \\as spatial!) not as close to the posit ion being measured as 
anticipated. parame1ers local to the test area were obtained to improve the overall spatial position. l"hese therefore reduce 
the amount or mathematical compensation needed. ·n,e constant used for the ·user Defined etl ings· were: inverse 
Oatiening factor (Of): 299.3249646: the semi-major axis. equatorial radius ( Da ): 6377563.396: positional shift along x 
axis ( dt ): 37 1: po itional shift along y axis ( dy ): - 11 2: and the posilional hifi along/ axis ( d: ): 434. This is based on 
the Air) 1830 ellipsoid. 
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the presence of some of the trail s shown in Fig 4.3.2.1 a, the data from 18/ I 0/2007 is used 
as an example. Fig 4.3.2. 1b shows the data cluster for 18/1 0/2007, with the red circle 
covering the time needed for the GPS pos itional data to stab ilise as the number of satel lites 
in view and POOP improve. The black circle, on the other hand, shows the reduction in 
positional accuracy as the number of satellites and POOP transition into a reduced accuracy 
configuration. To demonstrate thi s effect clearly, Fig 4.3.2.1 c shows the absolute deviation 
of the positional data to the actual (being at zero) over the period the data was collected. 
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Fig. 4.3.2. 1 b: Data collected on 18110/2007 
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Fig. 4.3.2.1 c: Deviation distance of data from actual point over the predefined test period 
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Given this vari ation, using the GP on a mobile platform would yield different results from 
day-to-day, and hence the controller's performance cannot be properly judged with such 
signi ficant variation . This led to the pri ncipal of correcting (i.e. ·runing') the GP 
positional output for the time of the tests. 
The GP positional correction was conducted using the following method: one point in a 
relati vely open area was preci ely surveyed. The Garmin GPS was then placed on the same 
location at a height equivalent to the robot's GPS height of 1.5 m, to determine an average 
va lue over a proposed 15 minute sample time. The data was then converted to the British 
ational Grid Eastings orth ings, and compared to its corresponding urveyed point. The 
positional shift was then used to compensate for the positional output from the GP for the 
forthcoming test. For each te t, the stati c data co llection wa repeated and the shift 
accommodated for. 
A sample of uch a result before and after positional correction that wa taken at the test 
site can be seen in Fig. 4.3.2.1d. The re ult yielded an average shi ft of 1.045 m in the 
Easting and 1.95 m in the Northing direction. 
Pre and Post GPS Data Correction 
318016 +----+-------il----1-- --1-----+----1-----l 
450943 450945 450947 
Easting (m) 
450949 
Fig. 4 .3.2. 1 d: Single point comparison at test s ite showing positional data be fore and all er correction. 
(4/ 11/2007 at robot"s Lest site) 
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This leads to the question of how long this positional correction wi ll last for. Furthermore 
would any positional shift over time (after GPS correction) have a more dramatic effect on 
static testing than when in motion? The following section will test the GPS positional 
stability by the number of waypoints it would have reached when in motion. 
4.3.2.2 Traversal Results (In-motion) 
To conduct the in-motion experiments in this section, The GPS unit was attached to a 
trolley (see Fig. 4.3.2.2a), and was guided around a designated marked line in the road's 
centre of a predefined area. The first test was carried out along the perimeter of a sectional 
area of the car park and the remainder on a marked line crossing a series ofwaypoints. This 
was done with the trolley, rather than the robot, to ensure that it was carefully guided on 
the designated marked lines. Therefore, any output in the GP position wo uld not be due to 
the effect of the robot's controller but rather due to the GP positional variation. Careful 
measures were taken to ensure the stability and proper tracing of the marked lines. 
Fig. 4.3.2.2a: The Garmin GPS receiver mounted to the trolley for the traversaltests 
In order to visualise the effect of the GP pos itional correction. a test conducted on the car 
park premises shows a sectional view of the result of the path data before and after thi s 
GP positional correction approach (see Fig. 4.3.2.2b). The test was conducted for 30 
minutes for a total travelled distance of 1.3 km (each turn 420.8 m). The speed was 
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computed at approximately 0.74 m/s. The results clearly show the improvement 111 the 
posit ional data due to this mathematical compensation. 
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Fig. 4.3.2.2b: The dark l ines indicate the GPS results prior to positional correction. and the light lines indicate 
the post positional correction. T est was conducted on 25/ 10/2007. 
In the above figure, the light l ines fa ll within the road' s centre. showing the positive effect 
of the correction. The path through' hich the trolley was driven was marked approximately 
to fall in the road 's centre. The purpose of the example in Fig. 4.3.2.2b is to demonstrate 
the effect of the GP correcti on method qualitati ely. The actual path was not surveyed 
using the RTK-GP . 
llm ever, in order to obtain a quantitati ve measure of the GPS positional accuracy after 
correction, a test uti l ising the number of waypo ints hit is set up. The waypoint radius is 
used to estimate the positional accuracy of the receiver, for this appl ication. For this a 
seri es of 19 ground-surveyed waypoints (not image selected), as seen in Fig. 4.3.2.2c, v ere 
created and the GP -mounted trolley wa driven through them for I 0 runs (0.84 km) on the 
first day and 17 runs (~ 1 .43 km) on the second and third days. The spacing between each 
waypoint (along the line) is approximately 4 m. 
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Fig. 4 .3.2.2c: 19 waypoints used for testing GPS positional correction approach, repeatabi lity and accuracy. 
An open space area was used to ensure an unobstructed sky view. 
The static positional data collection before and after the three days of testing is presented, 
in order to reveal the magnitude of this shift from start to finish No GP positional 
correction is added to the results, since the difference between the averages (pre- and post-
testing) would be the same. The static data collection lasted on average for 15 minutes fo r 
each static co llection stage (see Table 4.3.2.2). 
Table 4 .3.2.2: Comparison showing the variation in the shift between the average casting and northing data 
pre- and post-testing. 
Date Average Average Ave rage Average East ing Not·thing Dura tion 
Easting (m), Easting (m), Not·thing No rthing shift shift (m) o f tests 
pre-tes ting post-testing (m), pre- (m), post- (m) (min) 
testing testing 
29/ 10/2007 450947. 11 95 450945.9346 3 18020.5973 3 180 19.94 1 1. 1849 0.6563 60 
30/ 10/2007 450946.2323 450946.806 3 18020.0696 3 18021.4076 -0.5737 - 1.338 37 
4/ 11 /2007 450946.49 16 450946.563 3 18020.8 3 1802 1.1 -0.071 4 -0.3 55 
The results clearl y indicate that a positional shift between the average data befo re and after 
the testi ng is inevitable and accounting for such a shi ft would be necessary. This however, 
largely depends on the duration of the testing. As previously stated, the effect of such a 
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time-based positional shift is best analysed within the context of this research, by 
determining how this wi ll affect the number of waypoints reached/crossed (hit). shown in 
Fig. 4.3.2.2c, of the GP data . Present GPS positioning data shows improved positional 
accuracy for mobile robot navigation compared to results prior to the deployment of the 
geostationary satellites (EGNOS/W AA ) [Panzieri . et a/, 2002). 
The results in thi s section are unlike the results in the experimenta l section, where the 
waypoints hit correspond to the centre of the robot. These results are presented in the form 
of a clustered column. For more details please refer to Appendix C. 
On 29/10/2007 
• I 0 run (Fig. 4.3.2.2d) 
• Average number of satellites was 8.9 (- 9) 
• Average POOP of 1.5 
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Fig. 4.3.2.2d: The percentage of waypoints hit for I 0 runs before and after positi onal correction. 0 - before 
correction. • - after correction. 
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On 30110/2007 
• 17 runs (Fig.4.3.2.2e) 
• Average number or satellite wa 9.9 (- I 0) 
• Average POOP or 1.5 
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Fig. 4.3.2.2e: The percentage of waypoint hit for 17 runs before and after posit ional correction. 0 - before 
correction, • - a flcr correction. 
On ~/ 1112007 
• 17 ru n (Fig.4.3.2.2t) 
• Average number or a tell ite wa I 0 
• Average POOP or 1.3 
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Fig. 4 .3.2.2f: The percentage of waypoints hit for 17 runs before and after positional correction. 0- before 
correction, • - afler correction 
The percentage of waypoints hit may va ry rrom one day to the other. 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 
a) Due to bias error and variability present m the selection of waypoints from 
orthorectifted images, it is not poss ible to match an image point exactly to its true 
ground location. This positional shift can vary from one image to another. 
b) Working with a GP planning so ftware in the proposed optimal t imes provides a 
form of experimental consistency, especially when working wi th a low-cost sensor. 
c) T he POOP and number of satell ites arc two main factors that can significantly 
affect the positional accuracy. 
d) The GP static data collection revealed pos itional variation f rom one day to the 
nex t for the same point. 
e) The propo ed GPS positional correction approach ha shown that improvements o f 
up to 48% was achieved, for a 0.5 m radius on a certain day. guiding a GP 
mounted trolley through a predeftned chalk line. 
f) From the results we can conclude that the different ial GP posit ional accuracy 
(WAAS) is further improved by using positional correction method. 
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Chapter 5: Spider and Controller 
Modelling 
This chapter presents the models used for the Matlab simulation of the pider and the GPS. 
along with the proposed controller to be used in the experimental tests, which are presented 
in Chapter 6: Simulated and Experimental Results. 
This chapter is broken down into the following sections: 
a) The kinematic model derivation. which w ill present the assumptions made for 
modelling the pider, the robot posture and the wheel kinematic constraints used to 
deri ve the final model. 
b) The GPS error model, which is used to mimic the effect of the GP proximity error 
on the functioning of the proposed control system. Thi model was deri ved from 
experimental results obtained from Chapter -1. 
c) The waypoint reaching controLler that includes the novel : 
1. heading control strategy, which determines the heading direct ion of 
the robot based on the angle between the wheels· forward or reverse 
translational direction and the goal. 
11. circular stages of closenes strategy, which i u ed to determine the 
topological relationship between the waypoint and the GP receiver, 
in order to determine both the appropriate linear ve loci ty and the 
refined instructions for loading the upcoming ',: aypoint. 
d) The novel two-stage Fuz::y logic control system that incorporates the proposed GP 
Accuracy Decision Factor (GADF). in addition to the GP receiver/waypoint 
distance and the heading angle, to determine the suitable linear and angular 
velocities, respecti vely. 
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Chapter pre-requisite: -1.2 Aerial Image and Waypoinl Accuracy, 2. 1.1 Synchronous 
Drive Robot Research 
Natu re of Chapter: Theoretical. 
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5.1 Kinematic Model 
5.1.1 Assumptions 
ince the research being investigated is very interrelated in nature, severa l assumptions 
need to be made in order to val idate and incorporate the previous experimental resu lts. 
The assumptions are that the robot has: 
• ideal synchronous wheel rotati on 
• a symmetri c wheel configuration (square wheel configurat ion) 
• homogeneous wheel radii for all wheels 
• no lateral or longitudinal \ heel slip 
• no\ heel mi alignments 
• moves along a 20 (horizontal) plane. 
This simplilies the kinematic model to the basic constraints acting on the Spider, which 
wi ll help in the va lidation of the accuracy of the waypoint navigation model. 
5.1.2 The Model 
This section o f the chapter i dedicated to providing the reader with a detai led derivation of 
the kinematic model of a fou r-wheel synchronous drive mechanism. 
As previou ly mentioned in Chapter 2 (2.1 .3 Synchronous Research), most synchronous 
mobile platforms have been used for indoor applications where the robots' environment 
are relatively structured and have a 20 resemblance. 
The general kinematic model for a synchronous drive IS represented by the following 
equations a, b and c: 
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'· 
x(t) = x(t0 ) + Jv(t).cos(B)dt (a) 
1, 
y(l) = y(/0 ) + Jv(l).sin(B)dt (b) 
'· 
B(l) = &(10 ) + f e(l).dt (c) 
To obtain a model wh ich is more convenient to work w ith in Matlab's imulink 
env ironment, a comprehensive schematic (Fig. 5. 1.2) is used for the derivation process. For 
practica l tests currently performed with the Spider please refer to Chapter 3. For the 
descripti on of the variabl es used, please refer to the List o.f Variables. 
V 
b, 
y --T-· 
Global Frame 
e 
X Globul 
X 
Fig. 5.1.2: The Spider. Kinematic model of the four-wheeled synchronous drive robot 
The main feature of a robot with a synchronous drive mechanism i that all the w heels can 
simultaneously rotate 360° continuous ly and unhindered at the same angular velocity (B), 
translational velocity ( v) and in the same direction (±e) (Fig. 5.1.2). For that reason the 
instantaneous centre of curvature (rotation) ( ICC or ICR) is at infinity. T he robot' s frame 
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( X~"'"uJ.',"'"' ) wi ll remain constant by an angle (a) to the global reference frame 
(X,;101w1,fc;1uhal ) , un less wheel sli pping or other unforeseen external dynamic facto rs occur. 
5.1.3 Robot Posture 
The robot po tu re (~mohat ) can be defined by the following vector representation: 
~(j/ohol = [x Y a I' (1) 
The position of the point ( P) i rep resented by ( x,y ). and a represents the orientation 
angle of the robot frame {Xs'"""' 'Y:.,.,,""'} relati ve to the global frame {Xwohal '~ilohal} . The 
orientation angle a is measured from the x (i/oha/ to the x .\{mlcr . 
inee the global reference frame and the robot frame are not aligned, it is necessary to map 
the motion of the global frame to that or the robot. To achieve this, an orthogonal rotation 
matrix ( R(a)) is needed: 
r cosa 
R(a) = l- s~n a 
The calculation is denoted by: 
sin a 
cos a 
0 
~Spul<r = R (a )~c;Johal 
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0~] (2) 
(3) 
5.1.4 Wheel Kinematic Constraints 
The next stage is to calculate the wheels' kinematic constraints. Si nce this is a synchronous 
mechanism, the calculation of one wheel is suffic ient. For this, both constraints orthogonal 
to and along the wheel plane need to be determ ined. Please refer to Fig. 5. 1.4. 
Ys ·d · ~~ 
,~,~ 
p (x. y) 'le 
X Spider 
t/ 
~ 
' Global 
V 
Fig. 5. 1.4: Whecl"s kinematic constraints - with the orthogonal and along wheel frames 
In order to compute the correct constraints it is vital to determine the type of wheel being 
used. The Spider's wheel belongs to the class of steered standard wheels. The resolved 
equations are: 
Along the wheel plane: 
[cos(B, ) sin(B,) d, sin(B, )-b, cos(B, )]R(a)~Giohal - r~, = 0 (4) 
Orthogonal to the wheel plane: 
[-sin(B,) cos(B,) d, cos(B, )+h, s i n(B, ) ]R(a)~wohal = 0 (5) 
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Where ~CiJohaJ = [x y a]' i the robot's posture velocity vector, B, is the steering angle at 
a certain instant in time, and d, ,b, are the positions o f the wheel 's with respect to point 
P along the robot's frame (refer to Fig. 5. 1.2). T he subscripts stand for: 
b, : Back right 
b1 : Back left 
I ·Front ri oht J r • o 
j, : Front left 
Given that the pider has a symmetric four wheel configuration ( d = b), then: 
(6) 
Therefore, equations 4 and 5 can be modified w ith the dimensions presented in 6 to obtain 
the full kinematic wheel con traints acting on the wheel frame, v ith in the assumptions that 
the whee ls are the same size and the same radius r , and that iJi = B "ii i , ~~ = rjJ "iii. 
llencc: 
A long the wheel plane: 
b, : [eo (Oh,) sin( ehr ) -cl sin( Bh, ) + d cos( Oh, ) ]R(a )~c;J"hol - r~hr = 0 
b, : [cos( OM) sin(Bh, ) - cl sin( Oh/ ) - d cos( Oh/ ) ]R(a ) ~(jJohal - r~b' = 0 
/, : [cos( () 1, ) sin(B1, ) d sin( B 1, ) + d cos(() 1, ) ]R(a )~(i/o!>al - r~,, = 0 
(7) 
j, : lcos( Bp ) sin( f) fl ) d sin( 0 fl )- d cos( 0 /1 ) ]R(a )~(ilohal - r~ fl = 0 
Orthogonal to wheel plane: 
b, : (-sin( ()br ) cos( ()br) - d cos( f)br) - d sin( Obr) ]R(a )~Global = 0 
(8) 
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/ , : l-sin(Bfr) cos(Bf r) dcos(Bji- ) - d s in(Bji- )jR(a)~Giobal =0 
,{,: l-sin( B fl ) cos( B fl ) d cos( B fl ) + d sin( B fl ) jR(a )~Global = 0 
5.1.5 Resulting Model 
Fol lowing thi , the kinematic constraints need to be expressed in the Matrix form: 
A(q)q = 0 (9) 
This yields: 
.i: 
- sin(O+a) eo (O+ a ) - d(sin(O) + cos(O)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
y 
a 
- sin(8 + a) cos(8 + a) - d(cos(B) - in(O)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
obr 
- sin(B +a) cos(O +a) d(co (B) - in(O)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON 
- sin(B + a) cos(B + a) d( in( B) + cos( B)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o" = 0 (10) cos(B + a) sin(8+a) d(cos(O) - sin( B)) 0 0 0 0 -r 0 0 0 On 
cos(8 + a) sin(8 + a) - d(sin(B) + cos( B)) 0 0 0 0 0 - r 0 0 ~hr 
cos(O +a) sin(B +a) d(sin(O) + cos(O)) 0 0 0 0 0 0 - /' 0 ~hi 
cos(B + a) sin(B +a) - d(cos(B) - sin({})) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - r ~jr 
~ ~~ 
In order to obtain the state space representation of the robot, it is important to determine 
the null space of A(q) forv = r.~ , where ~ is the rotational velocity of the wheel around 
their axle, with a radius of r. Plea e refer to Fig. 5.1.4. 
llence the representat ion in the form of q = s"'': 
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X cos(B +a) 0 
y sin(B+a) 0 
a 0 0 
{)hr 0 
eh/ 0 
[;] (-}jr = 0 (11 ) 
(-)JI 0 I 
~hr 1/ r 0 
~hi 1/ ,. 0 
~jr I I r 0 
f!J;J I I r 0 
Since 0, = fJ Vi and ~' = fjJ Vi , equation 11 can be reduced to the fol lowing: 
X cos(fJ +a) 0 
y sin(fJ+a) 0 
[;] a = 0 0 (12) 
iJ 0 I 
~ I I r 0 
Given that ,. = r.~ equation 12 can be rewri tten as 
X r .cos(fJ +a) 0 
y r.si n(fJ+a) 0 
[:] a = 0 0 () 0 I (13) 
fjJ 0 
Referring back to equation ( 12) it can be seen that five factors are needed to determ ine the 
robot's velocity components in the x-y plane ( forward kinematics): the steering angle() , the 
angle of the robot frame (the pose) with respect to the global frame a, the linear velocity of 
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the wheel v, the angular steering ve locity of the wheel B, and finally the rad ius of the 
wheel, r (with rand a being constants and the remainder vari ab les). 
Since one of the assumptions states that there is no lateral or longitudinal wheel slip, then 
the robot's orientation will never change during the course of its motion, which is 
represented by the rate of change a being equivalent to zero. Therefore, geometric 
relations were used to derive the equations. 
In theory (simulation), it is possible to achieve a specific pose if desired (inverse 
kinematics), since the wheels' angular steering velocity (B) and trans lation velocity ( v) are 
controlled independently (decoupled). However, the robot has a non-holonomic 
configuration, which means that you cannot achieve a specific orientation because a 
cannot be controlled. Therefore, it is possible to go back to the same position but not 
necessarily in the same starting configuration. In control theory this means that the robot's 
posture ~ can only be part ially stabi li ed. Moreover, it is not input-output static state 
feedback linearisable using the method presented by d'Andrea- ovel et a/ [1995] , because 
you cannot use the output equations to linearise the system. llowever, it is possible to 
control two variables on the plane, as imposed by the Brockett necessary condition 
because it states that if you have two inputs you can only control two outputs [Brockett, 
R. W. 1983]. ince the plan i to simulate the robot' s motion in Matlab, the format of 
equation 12 will be used. 
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5.2 GPS Error Model 
After the GP positional correction, a fluctuating shift can still be experienced in the 
output. This shift is minor compared to the positional correction shift (Chap/er -1); 
nevertheless, the presence of thi s fluctuating shift must be taken into account in the 
proposed control system. Please refer to Fig. 5.2a for a visual representation of thi s shift, 
where it can be seen that the lighter lines are not smooth, indicating a normal ised 
fluctuation in the positional fix of the GPS receiver. Additionally it can be seen that in two 
runs the l ight l ines fel l within close proximity of one another, but in a third turn the 
position shi fted. Results vary from one test to the other. Both the fluctuat ion and the shift 
cou ld have an osci llating effect on the control system output if not taken into account. 
3.180 1xiO 
~ 
3 18 
4.509-l 
Easting(m) 
Fig. 5.2a: Dark lines represents the positional data before correction (Chapter .f), and the light ones after the 
correction for the GPS mounted trolley that was driven along a pre defi ned series of waypoints. A general 
nuclllation in the positional data can still be seen. The radius of the waypoint is 0.7 m. 
In order to en ure optimal functioning of the proposed fuzzy controller, it is necessary to 
introduce a comparable GP positional error into the simulation. 
This propo ed GP error model, although simplistic in nature w ill prov ide an adequate 
representation of the actual output of the GP receiver. ee Fig. 5.2b for a schematic of the 
GPS error model. 
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~ / ~/~/ 
. . - ·. - .. - ·· - .. - .. - .. - ·. - ·( , ) 
( xai'S•Yr;,., ) -; GP.~ position, a~er 
1 posrttonal correction 
X Global 
Global Frame X 
Fig. 5.2b: TI1e GPS posi tion after the positional error correction (Chapter .f) is presented by the small circle. 
This is arranged such that it would always fa ll within the boundaries of the GPS error circle. 
The shift: 
The variable Rc;ps is deri ved from the initial positional value of the GPS output at the start 
of an experiment. Once the robot is launched from a surveyed waypoint, the in itial value of 
the GP output is used as fo llows: 
dq = Xcps - x start 
dm = YGPS - Y start 
(14) 
where clq is the error along the y direction of the pider 's ax is, and dm is the error along 
the x direction of the pider' s ax is. dq and dm are therefore chosen to repre ent a ci rcle of 
radius Reps , which will be referred to as the GP error circle: 
2 2 2 
clq + elm = Reps (14b) 
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(GP error ci rcle, as seen in Fig. 5.2b). 
This leads to the model deri vation by means of the transformation matrix: 
[x'] [cos a sin a][x] y' -sin a cosa y 
YGPS = y' +dq 
(15) 
Xcps = x' + dm 
The jluc/uation: 
ince the GP positional data sho' nuctuations in its path (as also shown by Witte, M. 
and Wilson, A. [2005]), a similar effect of this behaviour can be reprod uced by means of a 
random number generator that produces a continuous uni form disu·ibution in Matlab. 
Fluctuation of data along each axis: 
Along the yaxis: (dq / 80)*unifrnd(- l,l) 
Along the x axis: (dm / 80)*unifrnd(- 1,l) 
YGPS = y ' - dq +(dq / 80)*uniji-nd(- l,l) 
x cPS = x' - dm + (dm / 80) *unifrnd(- l,l) (16) 
dm / 80 and dq / 80 were based on generating a random sequence of numbers around the 
80th of the distance of the GP from the robot s centre. The mathematical relationship and 
the chosen factor are assumptions based on experience working with the GPS and the 
simulation, in which visual comparisons between both ou tputs were used. Fig 5.2c shows a 
close resemblance between nuctuations obtained from the GP receiver and those obtained 
from the simulated GP output, using a factor of 80. The nuctuations do not depend on the 
number of satel lites in view or the POOP. lt is important not to fo rget that this is a basic 
model to introduce a GP -li ke error into the simulation to mimic the actual GP output as 
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closely as possible. Fig. 5.2.d shows the position of the robot both before and after the GPS 
ind uced error. 
.... 
:l 
"' 'E
0 
( I ) (2) 
Fig. 5.2c: I) the white line shows the fluctuation in the GPS positional data. 2) the whi te line shows the 
simulated fluctuation in the GPS error model. 
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Fig. 5.2.d: 1) The black lines indicate the centre of the robot with no GPS induced error. 2) In this image, the 
white lines represent the position of the GP induced error and the black lines represent the position of the 
robot. The controller adjusts according to the GPS signal and therefore the robot can be seen to be off-track. 
The behaviour of the GP shows similar traits to those seen in Fig. 5.2a. and the robot is also expected to 
exhibit similar behaviour. Both fluctuation and a shift are present in this GP induced error. 
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5.3 Waypoint Reaching Controller 
The novel combination control system proposed for the Spider is broken down into two 
parts: The heading control strategy discusses the geometric model for the necessary 
wheels· orientation, to ensure that the correct heading is used along with the appropriate 
contro l system fo r adjusting the angular velocity within the presence of the GPS error. The 
circular stages of closeness detai ls the model used for controlling the speed followed by 
the strategy used for deciding whether or not the waypoint has been reached, in order to 
load the following waypoint. Furthermore, the justifi cat ion for the choice of fuzzy 
controller wil l be discussed in each section. The overall control system layout can be seen 
in Fig. 5.3. with the details discussed in the proceeding sections. 
PDOP & No. of Satellites 
e( e., 
or 
Spider 
lft!tti:!:!A 
Fuzzy 
angular 
velocity and 
11 near velocity 
controller 
r 
n 
Fig.5.3: The control system layout 
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5.3.1 The heading control strategy 
The heading controller strategy presented is a modified vers1on of the goal reaching 
approach proposed by Gonzalez, V. et al [2004] combined with a fuzzy control strategy 
inspi red by Yaneck. T. W. [ 1997]. who worked on the development of a fuzzy waypoint 
following controller. This combined approach takes advantage of the robust 
manoeuvrability of the synchronous drive robot by mi ni mising the wheels' angular rotation 
to adjust for its heading, and fu rthermore avo id robot steering oscillation that can be caused 
by the GPS inaccuracy, by means of the fuzzy controller: 
(xv, Yv) 
Y Global (!) / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
,I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Forward 
direction '{':If~ (v~ 
YaPs , 
Reverse 
directlon 
I (v,) , 
, 
X Global 
Xaps Global Frame 
Fig. 5.3.1 a: The waypoint reaching model based on work by Gonzalez, V. et a! [2004], in which the full 
functionality of the synchronous drive's manoeuvrability is utilised. 
This is achieved by ensuring that the acute ang le beh~een either side of the \ heel to the 
goal becomes the choice for direction of rotation. 
(17) 
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B,., = B1 -BE: (error angle to the goal - forward direction) 
and 
e.,h = Bh- Bx (error angle to the goal- reverse direction) 
where 0 :5: Br :5: 27r and 0 :5: Bh :5: 27r 
I f abs(B., ) :5: abs(B.h ) then rotate by e., in the V I direction. 
If abs(B.,h ):5:ab ·(0.1 ) then rotate by B.,h in the v, direction. 
The result is passed through a fuzzy control ler which is presented in ection 5.3.3 Fuzzy 
Controller. In Fig 5.3. 1 b/c. a sample waypo int reaching approach can be seen before and 
after the proposed heading control strategy. This approach provides an optimised path. 
since a shorter distance to the waypoint is taken, than the conven tional unidirectional 
motion only. This method (heading control strategy) therefore exploi ts the full motion 
range of the synchronous drive robot. 
3 ll!OI 
x !m) Ord ur 
(b) 
4 5095 
~ 
X 10 
3 1801 
s 
>. 10 
~ I m] OrdSur 
(c) 
4 5095 
X lOS 
Pig.5.3. 1: b) hows that the Spider is travelling only in the forward translational velocity when reaching a 
waypoi nt , therefore not taking full advantage of t he synchronou drive capability; b) shows the pider after 
implementing the heading control strategy, where both the forward and reverse translational velocities are 
taken into account. 
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5.3.2 Circular Stages of Closeness 
As previously mentioned in Chapter -1, a waypoint selected From an aerial image does not 
necessarily match its corresponding point on the ground, due to variabi lity and bias error. 
These errors vary in magnitude throughout the aeria l image, and the future goal is to 
determine their magnitude in order to create an error map. In thi ,, ork, the error a sociated 
with the election of the correct waypoint is represented as a circle, because the true 
po ition of the waypoint in space could be an)'\ here in an omnidirectional area around the 
image- elected point. This waypoint proximity error is represented by RB. Depending on 
the magnitude of the error the radius is adjusted, which leads to the creation of waypoints 
wi th various radii . Another important result of Chapter -1 was to show that the error of the 
GP posi tional output can be adjusted, but only to a ce1tain extent. The presence of this 
additional error, as presented in the GPS Error Model, would also need to be 
accommodated for. As in the waypoints, thi s is represented by a circle. where the 
magnitude of the rad ius represents the GP error. Therefore, a new circle is created that is 
pivoted around the ~a·s that contains the pider, which wi ll be known as the Spider Error 
Circle with a radius of RA . 
The pre ence of two circle ha called for the need for a model that deals with the 
interaction of two circles. The work in thi section has therefore been motivated by the 
work represented by Wuersch, M. et a/ [2005] on refining route instructions based on 
topological stages of closenes of a navigator to the waypoint. Hence, the velocity control 
and the loading of the next waypoint are based on the stages of closeness of the pider 
error circle and the waypoint circle (see Fig. 5.3.2 a). 
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Fig 5.3.2a: The circular model representat ions that are used for the waypoint reaching control strategy. The 
pider error circle is pi voted at the PGI'S with a radius of R11 • The waypoinl has a radius of R11 • 
Where: 
(18) 
(19) 
The radius o f R11 is selected v here 95% of the static data collected from the GP for the 
positional correction falls within its boundary. The reason for thi s choice is because 
industrial GP standards speci fy the positioning error o f a rece iver in terms o f the 95th 
percentile Garmin Ltd. 2007]. 
The proposal made by Wucrsch M. et a/ r2005] i that there are 26 combinat ions of 
circular intersections that could de fine the closeness of the navigator to the waypoint. The 
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combinations are classified in terms of the sizes of the radii of both the navigator and the 
waypoint. Because the pider is only capable of limited velocity configurations, it is not 
fine-tuned enough to slow down for all stages of closeness; therefore, the more impractical 
configurations have been eliminated (see Table 5.3.2). 
Therefore. the variab le d, will be u ed as the criteria for fuzzy based velocity control and 
the variable d,. for the decision based on when the following waypoint should be loaded -
(presented in 5.3.3 Fuzzy Controller) a seen in the fo llowing table: 
Ill 
Table 5.3.2. Stages o f closeness for loading upcoming waypoints. 
Stages of Closeness '\ 
de dp Disjoint Meet Radius size d · 0 d =0 Stage(s) of c c 
closeness 
Case I 
0<R8 <X R .. 0 8 0 @ 
d1 < ~R,. AND d1 <R8 
Case2 
R8 =~RA 0 8 (fi @ 
d, < MR .. AND d, <Rp, 
Case 3 ®0 MR .. <Rs <RA 0 G CB <R_.AND> MR.A d1 <M RA AND 
AND d1 >R8 d 1 <R8 
Case 4 
R8 =RA 0 8 CB C8 
d1 < R.A AND d1 < R.s 
Case5 ®0 ~R8 <RA <R8 0 8 aa > R.A AND <R8 d1 < R.A AND 
AND> ~R8 a, < MR.a 
Case6 
8 d3 ® R .. -MRs 0 
d1 <RA AND d1 <MR8 
Case 7 8 c0 ® 0 <RA <~Rs 0 d1 <RA AND d1 <MR8 
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As the radii o f both waypoint and pider error circle become closer together, less refined 
stages of closeness need to be used. For instance in the example where Ra = Rb the overlap 
3 is simply the safest option since the circle could be approaching it from anywhere. 
The particu lar cases in the fo urth column (Table 5.3.2. tage() ofC io encss) were selected 
becau e the initiation of waypoint loading hould not start until tho e cond ition are met. 
When this initiation begins, the dp will be monitored; if it begins to increase after a teady 
decrea e. then the next waypoint \: ill be loaded. 
ince the GP values fluctuate, as mentioned in the GPS error model, the circle 
surrounding it ( pider error circ le) wi ll also shift. However, the shift may not be sufficient 
for the wheels to change their orientation 
5.3.3 Fuzzy controller 
The layout for the Fuzzy controller is presented in Fig. 5.3.3a: 
PDOP 
GADF 
No. of Satellites 
Mamdani 
e~ or e,. 
Mamdani 
Fig. 5.3.3a: Fuzzy angular and linear velocity controller using a GP Accuracy Decision Factor (GA DF) 
The Fuzzy controller is broken do' n into t\ o tages. The first tage dea ls with the 
fuzzification and defuzzification of the two important GP indicator fo r posi tional 
accuracy- Position Dilution of Precision (POOP) and umber of atellites ( ee Chapter./) 
- to output the GPS Accuracy Decision Factor (GADF). The second stage u es th is decision 
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factor in combination v ith the robot"s wheel ori entation and distance betv een the pider 
error circle and the waypoint to determine the appropriate angular and linear velocity for 
the robot. Each stage wi ll be dealt wi th independently. For an introduction on Fuzzy logic 
and its applications please refer to Bih, J. [2006]. 
The benefit of using Matlab for the development of the control system was in the ability to 
set the fuzzy rules in the simulation envi ronment and use them for the experimental tests. 
In order to va li date the performance of the real robot to the simulated robot, the same fuzzy 
rule and member hips were used. The same quantitative cutoffs that were used in the 
fuzzy controller in the rea l robot were also appl ied to the simulated environment (see 
Appendix B). 
The justi fication behind these cutoffs was based on experience operating the GP receiver 
and the Spider. The main focus is to demon trate the possibility of using fuzzy logic along 
wi th the proposed system and to show the effects of POOP and number of satellite on the 
robot' s behaviour. which w ill be demonstrated in detai l in Chapter 6. 
A potential step forward for adjusting the fuzzy logic cu toffs could be in the adaptation of a 
neuro-fuzzy controller. This however is also beyond the intended scope of thi s research. 
The GPS Accuracy Decision Factor (GADF) 
The genera l behaviour of the GPS positional output can be predicted, yet it is difficu lt to 
anticipate hov and by how much the positional data w ill change' ith regards to the change 
in POOP and number of sate llites. l t is known that those two factors do affect the positional 
output; the lower the POOP and the higher the number of satel lites, the better the positional 
accuracy of the GPS and therefore the lower the positional error. This resultant GP 
accuracy is titled the GP Accuracy Decision Factor, or GAD F - where a high GADF 
denote a high positional accuracy. Modelling the behaviour of the positional output is 
beyond the scope of thi s research; however, accommodating for this behaviour can be 
achieved by means of a Fuzzy controller. The triangular memberships and the fuzzy rules 
are presented in Fig. 5.3.3 b. For a more intuitive modelling and interpretation of the 
GADF fuzzy ru les, rather than say ing that a low POOP value denotes high positional 
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accuracy, PDOP triangular memberships now refer to PDOP accuracy where in th is case a 
high PDOP accuracy would be a positive contri butor to the GADF i.e. Hroor refers to high 
PDOP accuracy, but in real terms means a low POOP value. 
Stage 1 Fu:::::y Controller Parameters 
inputs 
PDOP: Range: 0.2 to 5. During the course of this research, the GPS receiver only very 
rarely showed fewer than 7 satellites in view - and these rare occasions only occurred 
when the receiver was in the vicinity of a bu ilding, causing signal blockage. Therefore, the 
li kelihood of having a poor satellite constellation with respect to each other is decreased 
with a higher number of satelli tes because having a higher number of satelli tes is always 
the more favourable option, which wi ll become clearer in the discussion chapter. As a 
result, it is not possible to have a reduction in the positional accuracy that would lead to a 
POOP beyond 5. Experimenta ll y, a maximum POOP of3.2 was previously noted. Hence. a 
POOP of 5 was set as the upper limit for the worst-case scenario, where a building would 
reduce the number of satellites dramatically, leading to the higher poss ibility of a high 
POOP. In addition, the combination of I 0 or 11 satellites was never shown to reduce the 
POOP beyond 0.9, and therefore 0.2 had been set as the lower margin to accommodate for 
possible (rare) occasions when the POOP would be lower than 0.9 (but greater than 0). 
Tuning the POOP to within a smaller range wou ld requi re a more detailed study into the 
effect of such variations, when subject to different environments. This could potentially 
lead to a reduction or expansion of the triangular membership range. 
N umber of Satellite : Range: 0 to 12. The membership function of the number of 
satellites were set between 0 and 12. Even though the number of satell ites would not be 
expected to be lower than 7 when in an open, unobstructed space, it is possible for the 
number of sate llites to dip be low this margin due to the presence of trees, bui ldings, or 
other obstructions. Furt hermore, during the winter months, the reduction in fo liage allows 
the GPS receiver to have a greater number of satell ites in view, compared to the summer 
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months. Therefore, the medium range from 3 to 7 satellites was created to be nexible 
enough to accommodate for these variations in obstructions (even within the same test 
area). For safety precautions, a worst ea e scenario of zero was set as the minimum for the 
lower range, to accommodate for the condition if no signal is yet received by the GP 
receiver, following a 'cold sta1t ' (when the GP receiver is initially turned on). For the 
upper range. a vieY or greater than 12 GP satellites at one time is not possible. so this was 
set as the max imum. 
Output 
GADF: Range: 0 to I. Given that no such factor had been previously used, the triangular 
memberships were created in order to ensure that they arc evenly spread throughout the 
range. The Low GADF ranges from 0 to 0.4, the Medium GADF from 0. 1 to 0.9, and the 
High GADF from 0.6 to I (see Fig. B I I). These ranges can be investigated in any future 
work, which will require a further study or the effect of the membership functions of the 
POOP and the number of satellites on the output or the robot's beha iour. 
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POOP 
.. 
LNos MNos HNos 
GADF 
No. of Satellites 
~ Low lied liMit High ;so 
Low Low Low ~led111m 
liledlUIII Low Medlllln MediUm 
High Medolm Medun High 
Fig. 5.3.3b: Fuzzy rules for GADF using a worst case scenario logic system for combining POOP accuracy to 
the number o f satell ites. 
The acronyms L, M and H stand for Low, Medium and High, respectively. Since the same 
nomenclature was used for both the POOP and the Numbers of Satell ites (NOS), the 
subscripts POOP and 0 were u ed to distinguish between them. The re ultant output is 
also presented as Low. Medium and High, with the ubscri pt GAOF. 
A ·worst case cenario' approach was used to exerci e caution in the GAOF outputs. For 
example, if the POOP accuracy is defined as high but the number of available satellites is 
only medium, then it would be too generous to state that the overa ll accuracy is high; the 
best it could be would be medium-high. However, to restrict the output choices to only 
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three ( low. medium. and high). it" as decided to 'downgrade' to the lower accuracy, or to 
the average accuracy when possible. This therefore gives a cautious GADF output. 
A resultant 9 rules (3x3) are y ielded. 
I f ( PDOPaccuracy e (L, M , H )) and (NOSe (L,M, H)) 
Then ( GADF e (L, M , H )) 
Linear and angular velocities 
Because the Spider has fixed velocity and angu lar velocity command sets, the choice of an 
appropriate contro ller is a challenge. evertheless, the Fuzzy con troller provides inherent 
benefits that will become more clear below. 
I) Since the GP positional output nuctuates, the defining variables O,., or e.h will change 
accordingly, therefore ri sking an oscillating output. By using fuzzy rules, these fluctuations 
can be ignored leading to smooth waypoint reach ing. This method would not be suitab le 
for systems that are not open loop stab le, but since the pider has a robust mechanism this 
methodology is qui te favourable. 
2) The use of sophisticated control trategies or algorithms created in ideal simulation 
environments to validate a concept are di fficult to tune [Maalouf, E. et a/2005], leading to 
a sub equent trial-and-error refinement due to the presence of unaccommodated 
nonlinearities, uncertainties, varying operating conditions, noise and the lack of description 
of the robot 's unstructured environments [Cupertino. F. et a/2006] . 
3) The pider is designed to mow on rough and sloped terrain , which is a difficult and 
dangerous environment for a human. This makes it necessary to ensure that a controller is 
sufficiently robust for these working conditions. Using a controller that is val idated (tuned) 
with human experience, and that wou ld take into account environmental disturbances, 
wou ld prove to be highly beneficial. ee Fig. 5.3.3e for a schematic of the proposed 
controller. 
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Stage 2 Fuzzy Logic Parameter· 
Input 
Bf1 orB.h : Range: 0 to 90. The five memberships were created based on the behavior that 
would be des ired as the robot's wheels rotate from 90 degrees down to the Very Small 
margin. When a high GA DF is present, and the B~r or B.h is large. then it is desired that the 
angle be reduced as fast as possible in order to ensure a refined control of the small angles. 
Please refer to Fig. B I 0. 
Since the output from the potentiometer would nuctuate, then so would the error angle. Jn 
light of this, the Ve1y SmalL cannot be reduced to less than 5 degrees, and therefore accurate 
adjustment of the wheel angles would not be poss ible. Reducing it to less than 5 degrees 
would inevitably cause the robot to continuously respond to the fl uctuating output of the 
potentiometer and of the GPS receiver, therefore leading to unstable control of the Spider. 
As for the other triangular membershi ps, they are defined in order to ensure a smooth 
rotation of the wheels to the desired angle. 
d,. : Range 0 to 4: The maximum ra nge was set at 4 since the majority of the spacing 
between the waypoints were at approximately equivalent to 4 m. Even though a few of the 
other waypoints are spaced further apart, the fuzzy controller accommodates fo r th is, and 
considers it to be a Large distance. In the case where the di stance is Large in conjunction 
with a high GADF, it would approach the waypoint at its maximum velocity. The even 
spacing between the triangular memberships Medium and Small is to ensure that a smooth 
velocity transition occurs as the robot gets to within a close proxim ity of the waypoint. 
Once within the close proximity (Ve1y Sma/f), the velocity is reduced dramatica ll y to 
ensure a more refined control, if B,1 or B.b is greater than 5 degrees; otherwise, it wi ll 
approach the point at a reduced speed. This approach would work well with any fu ture 
plans that would use localised reactive control. 
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GADF: The cutoffs are identical to the output from stage one. as it is the common link 
between both stages. The combinatorial effect with B,, or e.h and de can be seen in Fig. 
5.3.3c. 
Outputs 
iJ : The singleton outputs for the angular velocity were set at 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 rads/s. 
These va lues were obtained by suspending the robot off the ground and measuring the 
angular velocities corresponding to each command set from the joystick. Even though these 
values do not co incide with the true angular veloci ties when the wheels are in contact with 
the ground (due to fri ction and dynamic effect ), they are neve1theless linked to the correct 
angular ve locity command. Obtaining an accurate e timate of the angu lar velocity " ould 
prove to be a di fficult task due to multiple reasons, such a lack in the chain of the steering 
mechanism and the state of the battery. a wi ll become clearer in the Discussion chapter. 
v: The singleton outputs for the linear ve loc ities were set at 0.1, 0.3 0.5 and 0.7 m/s, which 
are based on the low velocity command setting of the Spider. The robot ha two settings: 
the low velocity setting which goes up in four steps to around 2.5 km/h (0.7m/s), and the 
high speed setting that goes up to around 7 km/h (also in four steps). For safety reasons, 
only the low velocity setting was used. The linear velocit ies of the pider throughout the 
various ve locity increments (steps) were not consistent (see Discussion chapter, section 
7.2.2); however. these va lues were nevenheless used in order to compare the simulation 
and experimental results, since the simulation also uses these values. A linear velocity of 
zero was never set for the robot, as it was not desired that the wheels rotate without the 
robot being in motion, as was previou ly di scussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, un less the 
WAA /EGNO signal was lost, the robot would always be in motion, even if only at its 
lowest peed. Future wo rk could invest igate the effect of using this fuzzy logic controller 
with a high speed setting. 
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VS,. S.., M.., VL,. 
GADF 
VL..., 
~ Vary Small Medlum Large Vory Small Largo 
Low No $10\11 Slow Medium Medium Chetlge 
Medium No Slow MedJUm Medium Fast Chlmge 
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N. S,. M . F.. VF. 
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Medium Medium Fasl Very Fast 
Fig 5 .3.3c: Thi figure shows the second tage of the fuzzy controller, v. here the ( d,.) and ( 8,1 or 8,11 ) are 
used in conjunction with the G OF to control the linear and angular velocities. 
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It should be noted that, as in the first-stage fuzzy contro ller, a worst-case scenario approach 
is used to exercise caution and to minimise errors related to overl y- large velocities. 
The acronyms VS. S. M, L and VL. stand for Ve1y Small. Small, Medium, Large and Very 
Large respectively, for both the (fJ,i or fJ,h) and (d,. ); where the subscript {A) stands for 
1\ngle and (d) for distance. The output are presented with the acronyms S, M, F and VF 
which stand for Slow, Medium, Fast and Ve1y Fa ·t respectively. The subscript (B) is used 
to represent the angular velocity and (v) for linear velocity. In the fuzzy rules for the 
angular ve locity output, a further option of N is added which stands for No Change. This 
refers to the fact that if the angle fall s within the Ve1y Small category, the angular velocity 
wil l be zero. 
For both fuzzy rules, on ly the positive output is presented since the aim is to reduce the 
number of fuzzy rul es. G iven that the fuzzy model is symmetric, the negati ve of the output 
for both would define ei ther the clockwise or reverse direction for the angular and linear 
velocities respectively, and therefore the addition of further rules would be unnecessary. 
Furthermore, in the second set of membership functions the magnitude of the velocity is 
dependant on the distance between the circle a seen in Fig. 5.3.2. The magnitude output 
of the distance i always positive, due to d P = ~(x, - xc;,•s / + (y.., - Ym•s )2 , and therefore 
the velocity output w ill also be positive from the fu zzy controller. The direction of the 
velocity (i.e. forward or reverse) depends on the condition abs(fJ,1) ~ abs(fJ,h ) as seen in 
section 5.3. 1, which is used to adjust the output sign. 
A combination of 5x3 + 5x3 = (30) rules is the resultant. 
I f( d,. E (S.M ,L,VL)) and ( GADF E (L.M ,H )) Then ( v E (S,M, F,VF)) 
If ( 0,.1 or fJ~h E (S, M, L,VL)) and { GADF E (L,M , H )) Then( wE ( ,S , M , F,VF)) 
The fuzzy logic controller hows even further advantages for use in this project in addition 
to the ones previously stated. The choice of singleton outputs is exactly what is needed, 
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since the pider is limited with angular velocity and linear ve locity commands. 
Fu rthermore. the presence of a Matlab tool box for compiling the tuned fuzzy controller in 
imulink. is a favourable option, since the file can then be called from a Matlab instance 
runnmg 1n Visual Basic. This allows fo r a speedy deployment and adjustment of 
parameters. 
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5.4 Chapter Summary 
everal nove l contributions are described in this chapter, and to re-state them, are outlined 
below: 
a) In th is chapter several models were presented. The kinematic and the GP error 
model were both developed strictly for the Matlab simulation. The former was 
needed for the geometric modelling of the Spider, and showed that only three inputs 
( r,B,a) are needed to determine the robot's position in the simulation space. The 
GPS error model, on the other hand, was created in order to mimic a more rea listic 
simulation of the posit ional error that would accompany a GP receiver. 
b) The waypoint reaching controller is a novel development for both the simulation 
and the pider prototype. This was broken into several sections: 
o The novel heading control strategy, which determines whether the reverse 
or forward translational direction (heading direction) of the wheel has a 
more acute angle to the goal in order to economise travel distance and 
exploit its synchronous drive capabi li ty. 
o The novel use of the circular stages of closeness has two functions: The 
first of which is used for the loading of the upcoming waypoint, depending 
on the relat ionship between the two intersecting circles of the GP receiver 
and the waypoint. The second, uses the circles as a gauge for controlling the 
velocity of the pider as the ci rcles intersect in order to ensure that the 
robot approaches the waypoint at an optimal veloci ty. 
c) The novel fuzzy controller strategy is broken down into two stages. The first of 
' hich uses the Position Dilution of Precision (POOP) and the N umber of atellites 
( 0 ) to determine an accuracy criteria for the GP recei ver. This is named the 
GA DF (GP Accuracy Decision Factor). In the second stage this output is then 
used to determ ine, in conjunction with the distance between the circles (de) and the 
angle between the wheels' headin g direction and the goal (B,, or B.h ), the 
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appropriate linear ( '' )and angular (B) velocities. The fuzzy rules were created on 
the basis of a worst case scenario. 
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Chapter 6: Experimental and 
Simulated Results 
In this chapter the combination of the previously obtained results and the proposed models 
had been implemented. and both the experimental and simu lated results are presented in the 
following order: 
a) pider Tests A: The results of the fuzzy contro ller, number ofwaypoints hit and the 
ensory data are shown for both the corrected and non-corrected GP data under 
both medium and high GADF conditions. 
b) Spider Tests B: T he compari son between the use o f circular stages of closeness and 
using a point-to-point approach. 
c) pider Tests C: The qualitative results of the different case of circular stages o f 
clo eness, achieved through varying the pider error circle (RA), are shown. 
The results of thi chapter are discussed in Chapter 7. 
Chapter pre-req uis ite: 4.0 System 's Components - Preliminmy Test Results. 5.0 Spider 
and Controller Modelling. 
Nature of Chapter: Practical and imulation. 
Note: Prior to each test. the robot and wheel orientation were readj usted to the home 
position to ensure consistency. 
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6.1 Spider Tests A 
In this section of the Spider tests several aspects of the research will be presented. After a 
eries of tests, a selected few have been compiled3 . The pider tests A are broken down 
into tv o main parts: Med ium GADF and High GADF. lt wa intended to test the robot at 
low G/\DF; however, these conditions (as presently defined) wou ld only have ex isted 
under a combined effect o f fewer than six satellites and a POOP greater than two, which 
did not occur during the given testing periods. 
In each section the following will be shown: 
I) A summary of the test cond itions. 
2) The static data co llection used for the GP correction. 
3) pider's positional data ( P) and the GP pos itional data (Peps) superimposed onto 
the orthorecti lied image. 
4) The results of the Fuzzy control ystem's response ( ee Appendix B for Matlab's 
fuzzy controller). 
5) The percentage ofwaypoint hit, with re pect to the robot's centre. before and after 
correction. 
6) imulation results for all of the above tests. ( ee Append ix B for Matlab 's imulink 
model). 
On the given day of the tests Fig . 6.1 a and 6.1 b show the variation in the number of 
satel l ites and position di lution of precision, respectively, over the course of a 12 hour 
period starting from 7:00am. 
1 The te t in Chapter 4 demonstrated the rcpeatability of the GPS data both with and without positional 
correction. over three different days and a varied number of satellites and POOP. Therefore in Chapter 6. 
rcpeatability is not a criteria for the investigation because repeated results for the robot's test run wou ld 
demonstrate consistency with those obtained wi th the GPS mounted trolley, however the offset in the GPS 
positional output due to the variation of the number of satellites and POOP is a criteria. 
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These graphs (as shown previously in Chapter -1) have been used in order to reveal the 
predicted positional accuracy during a certain time interval, based on the projected paths of 
the satelli tes and their relative alignment to each other. 
The rad ius of RA, the Spider error c ircle, was defined on the basi that 95% of the static 
data collection wo uld fa ll v ithin its rad ius. 
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6.1.1 Medium GADF 
The conditions present during medium GA DF are presented in Table 6.1. 1 be low: 
Table 6 .1 . 1: The conditions present during the medium GADF testing 
Number of waypoints 
19 waypoints total, 18 waypoints to be 
reached since robot starts on waypoint I 
Circular stages of closeness used Yes 
Radius of waypoint (RB) 0.7 m 
Static data collection 15 minutes 
Correction along the Easting -1.325 m 
Correction along the North ing -2.641 m 
Spider error circle (RA) 1.924m 
Average num ber of satellites (NOS) 7 
Average POOP 1.5 
Fig. 6.1.1 show the static data co llection of the GP during the 15 minute interval before 
(defau lt GP output) and after positiona l correction. 
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Fig.6.1 . 1: Before and after GPS data correction - dark line indicate before and the light one after correction. 
The large circle shows RA where 95% of the stat ic data falls within its boundaries. 
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In this work, it was never intended to use odometry. Nevertheles , numerous attempts were 
made to establi sh its potential suitability as a pass ive means for determining the robot's 
centre, i n order to calculate the percentage o f waypoints reached, but w ith little success. 
This was largely attributed to the presence of wheel misalignment that inevitably would 
create an imbalance of forces across the wheels, leading to eventual slip and inaccurate 
odometry. In addition, the presence o f slack in the chain driven steering mechanism would 
create a ' wobble' effect in the sensors reading that would amplify this error. Therefore, to 
overcome this problem and obtain an estimate of the robot 's centre, it was found that 
determining the offset between the robot's starting point and the GPS's in i tial starting 
pos ition and maintaining that of fset throughout would yie ld a realistic depiction o f the 
robot' s path. This method is to be used with caution since the test area is relati vely small in 
size and the testing period was short. A longer test could change the of fset used from the 
GPS and result in an inaccurate robot path, and larger distances would require that the 
topology be taken into account. 
This offset (shift) is also used in the computation o f the GP error model, shown in ection 
5.2, for simulat ing the relative position between the GP positional output and the true 
position of the receiver. 
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6.1.1.1 Medium GADF - corrected GPS 
In Fig. 6.1.l.la the path of the robot and that of the GPS are shown through all 19 
waypoints. The robot is shown to be travel li ng para llel to the GP path. 
Fig. 6. 1.1.1 b shows the correspondi ng com mand velocities. 
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Fasling(m) 
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Fig.6.1 .1.1 a: Yellow line shows the pider's path and the white line shows the GP posi tional data -
correction medium GADF. 
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Fig.6.1. 1.1 b: The li near velocity. angular velocity and GADF respectively. The vertical lines represent the 
waypoints (2 - 19) - correction - medium GADF. 
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Table 6. 1. 1.1 c shows the total distance travelled by the robot was 87.47 m from its starting 
waypoint. The va lues show the cumulati ve distance travelled by the robot and the distance 
at which the next waypoint was loaded. The values shown in Table 6. 1. 1. 1 c correspond to 
the positions of the vertica l dashed lines in Fig. 6. 1. 1. 1 b. 
Table 6. 1.1. 1 c: Distance at which the waypoints are reached - correction - medium GADF 
Waypoiots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled 
0 4.45 8.34 12.36 16.21 20.55 24 .69 28.87 35.35 
(m) 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
39.07 43.69 47.60 51 .77 55.62 60.89 74.70 79.47 83.41 87.47 
The summary of the average velocity obtained from the GP and the fu zzy control ler are 
shown in Tab le 6. 1.1.1 d, in addition to the angular veloc ities from the fuzzy control ler and 
the potentiometer. Given that some changes in the GA DF can be seen in Fig. 6. 1.1.1 b the 
average of those are also presented. The average angular velocity results shown have been 
calculated with and without zeros. in order to compare the overal l angu lar ve locity during 
the trip to the average o f the time the angular velocity commands were on. 
T bl 6 a e d s . I . I. I : r 1 I . . f h 11 d d" d. G ummary o t e ave rage ve oc1t1es o t e trave e 1stance - correct1on - me 1um ADF 
Average absolute velocity from GP 0.295 m/s- 0.3m/s 
Average absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.1887 m/s - 0.2m/s 
contro l ler 
Average angular velocity obtained from the w ith zeros 0.156 rad/s - 0.2 rad/s 
potentiometer without zeros 0.371 rad/ - 0.4 rad/s 
Average angular velocity obta ined from the w ith zeros 0.1663 rad/s - 0.2 rad/ 
fuzzy controller without zeros 0.288 rad/s - 0.3 rad/s 
A verage GA DF 0.540 (max = 0.54, min = 0.51) 
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Finally, the number of waypoints hit by the robot at the current waypoint sett ing is 6% as 
can be seen in Fig. 6. 1.1.1 e. However, if the waypoint radius is increased to 1.7, then I 00% 
of the waypoints would have been reached. incc the robot travels parallel to the 
waypoints, this means that the robot is 1.7 m away from the GP signal. 
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Fig.6. 1. 1. 1 e: Percentage of waypoints hit for test with varying radi us s ize - correction - medium GADF 
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6. /. 1.2 Medium GADF - corrected GPS - Simulation 
The simulation of the robot under the same conditions present during the actual testing is 
shown below (Figure 6. 1. 1.2a). 
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Fig.6.1.1.2a: Simulation of the pider in Matlab under similar condi tions as those shown in the actual test run 
- correction - medium GADF 
Fig. 6. 1.1.2b shows the path taken by the robot and that taken by the simulated GPS. 
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Fig.6.1.1.2b: imulation result showing the GPS data in white and the pider path in yellow - correction -
medium GADF. 
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Fig.6. 1. 1.2c: The linear velocity, angular veloci ty and GA DF respectively for the simulated robot. The 
vert ical lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) - correction - medium GADF. 
Table 6.1.1.2d shows the total travelled distance by the robot was 84.9 l m from its starting 
waypoint. The values show the cumulati ve distance travel led by the robot and the distance 
at which the next waypoint was loaded. The va lues shown in Table 6. 1.1 .2d correspond to 
the positions of the vertical dashed li nes in Fig. 6. 1.1.2c. 
Table 6.1. 1.2d : Distance at which the waypoints are reached- simulat ion - correcti on - med ium GADF 
Way points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 5.32 9.22 13.28 17.14 21 .32 25.16 29.01 35.27 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
39.01 43.52 47.31 51.46 55.27 59.29 72.85 76.87 80.91 84.91 
The summary of the average ve loc ity obtained from the GP and the fuzzy controller are 
shown in Table 6. 1. 1.2e, in addition to the angular velocities fro m the fuzzy contro ller and 
the potentiometer. The GA DF was held constant du ring the test since the number of 
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satellites and POOP cannot be changed during the simulation. The average angular ve locity 
results shown have been calculated with and without zeros, in order ro compare the overal l 
angular velocity during the trip to the average of the time the angular velocity commands 
were on. T he additional offset present -.: as equivalent to 0.6 m in the East direction and -
1.24 in the orth direction. 
Table 6. 1.1.2e: ummary of the average velocities of the travelled d istance- si mulation correction -
medium GADF 
Average absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.145 m/ - 0.15 m/s 
controller - imulation 
A verage angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.054 rad/s- 0.05 rad/ 
fuzzy controller ' ithout zeros 0.228 rad/s - 0.23 rad/s 
GADF 0.543 
Final ly, the number of waypoints hit by the robot at the current waypoint setting is 0% as 
can be seen in Fig. 6. 1.1.2f. I f the waypoint rad ius had been increased to 1.7, then on ly an 
11 % improvement can be seen. 
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Fig.6.1. 1.2f: Percentage o f waypoints hit for test with varying radius size for simulation correction -
medium G OF 
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Note: Ideally, the simulation resu lts would be superimposed onto the experimenta l for the 
figures displaying the velocity, angular velocity and GADF; however, since the total 
travel led distances do not match (compare 6. 1.1.2d to 6. 1.1 I c), the posi tions of the verti cal 
lines would differ and al o the velocity outputs, which wou ld make the graph very 
crowded. The differences in the results wi ll be elaborated on in the discussion. 
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6. 1.1.3 Medium GADF - non-corrected GPS 
From the time the medium GA DF tests for the corrected GP had been done, the num ber 
of satellites had increased on average to 7.8. That shows that 8 satel lites were present 
during the non-corrected results fo r the majority of the time. The di lution of precis ion 
remained at 1.5. 
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Fig.6.1.1.3a: Result showing the GPS data in white and the Spider"s path in ye llow - no correction - medium 
GADF 
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Fig.6.1.1.3b: The linear velocity, angular velocity and GADF respectively. The vertical lines represent the 
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Fig. 6. 1. 1.3a shows the path of the robot and GPS, and Fig. 6. 1. 1.3b shows the 
corresponding velocity outputs. Tab le 6. 1. 1.3c shows the tota l travelled distance by the 
robot was 8 1.78 m, and Table 6. 1.1.3d shows the average velocities during the testing. 
Table 6.1 .1.3c: Distance at which the waypoi nts are reached - no correction - medium GADF 
Waypoints l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 1.58 5.51 9.55 13.49 17.71 21 .68 25.56 31.80 
10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
35.58 40.22 44.08 48.22 52.05 56.00 69.70 73.74 77.72 81.78 
Table 6. 1.1.3d: Summary of the average velocit ies of the travelled distance - no correction - medium GADF 
Average absolute velocity from GPS 0.295 m/s - 0.3m/s 
Average absolute veloci ty from the fuzzy 
0.186 m/s - 0.2 m/s 
controller 
Average angular velocity obtained from the wi lh zeros 0.178 rad/s - 0.1 8 rad/s 
potentiometer without zeros 0.391 rad/s - 0.4 rad/s 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.1863 rad/s - 0.2 rad/s 
fuzzy controller without zeros 0.295 rad/s - 0.3rad/s 
Average GADF 0.547 ( max = 0.61, min = 0.51 ) 
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6. 1. 1.4 Medium GADF - non-corrected GPS - Simulation 
The simulation of the robot under the same conditions present during the actual testing is 
shown below (Fig. 6.1.1.4a). 
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Fig.6. 1. 1.4a: Simulation of the pider in Matt ab under similar conditions as those shown in the actual test run 
no correction - medium GADF 
Fig. 6. 1. 1.4b shows the path taken by the robot and that taken by the simulated GP 
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Fig.6. 1. 1.4b: Simulation result showing the GPS data in white and the Spider's path in yellow - no correction 
- medium GADF 
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Fig 6.1.1.4c: The linear velocity, angular velocity and GADF respectively for simulated robot. T he verti cal 
lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) - no correction - medium GADF. 
Table 6. 1.1.4d shows the total travelled distance by the robot was 82.1 7 m from its starting 
waypoint. The values show the cumulative distance travelled by the robot and the distance 
at which the next waypoint was loaded. The values shown in Table 6.1. 1.4d correspond to 
the positions of the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6. 1.1.4c. 
Tabl e 6. 1.1.4d: Distance at which the waypoints are reached- simulation - no correction - medium GADF 
Waypoints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 2.46 6.35 10.48 14.43 18.69 22.54 26.46 32.70 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
36.43 40.95 44.74 48.94 52.71 56.67 70.20 74.19 78.17 82.17 
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Table 6. 1.1.4e: Summary of the average velocities of the travelled distance- simulation - no correction -
medium GADF 
Average absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.147 m/s - 0.15 m/s 
controller - Simulation 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.06 rad/ 
fuzzy controller w ithout zeros 0.235 rad/s - 0.24 rad/s 
GADF 0.54 
The summary of the average velocity obtained from the GP and the fu zzy control ler are 
shown in Table 6. 1.1.4e, in addition to the angular velocities from the fuzzy controller and 
the potentiometer. The GADF was held constant during the test since the number of 
satel lites and POOP cannot be changed during the imulation. The average angular veloci ty 
results shown have been ca lculated with and w ithout zeros. in order to compare the overall 
angular velocity during the trip to the average of the time the angular velocity commands 
were on. Finally, the number ofwaypoints hit by the robot at the current waypoin t setting is 
0% as can be seen in Fig. 6.1.1.4f. I f the' aypoint radius is increased to 1.3, an 89% 
improvement would be noted. 
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Fig. 6. 1.1.4 f: Percentage of waypoints hit for test wi th varying radius size for simulation - no correction -
medium GADF 
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6.1.2 High GADF 
Table 6.1.2 shows the conditions present during the following series of tests. 
Table 6. 1.2: Conditions present during the high GADF testing 
Number ofwaypoints 
19 waypoints tota l, 18 waypoints to be 
reached since robot starts on waypoint I 
Circular stages of closeness used Yes 
Radius ofwaypoint (RB) 0.7 m 
tatic data col lection 15 minutes 
Correction along the Easting -2.082 m 
Correction along the Northing -0.5 12 m 
Spider error circle (RA) 3.374 m 
Average number of satellites (NOS) 10 
Average POOP 1.3 
Fig. 6. 1.2 shows the static data collecti on of the GP during the 15 minute interval before 
(default GP output) and after positional correction. 
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Fig.6. 1.2: Before and !Iller GPS data correction - dark li ne indicate before and the light one after correction. 
The large circle shows RA where 95% of the static data falls within its boundaries. 
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6.1.2.1 High GADF - corrected GPS 
In Fig 6.1.2.1 a the robot's and GP path can be seen passing through the waypoints and are 
just slightly eparatcd. Fig 6.1.2. 1 b shows the corresponding veloci ty command outputs. 
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Fig.6. 1.2. 1 a: Simulation result showing the GP data in white and the Spider's path in yellow - correction -
High GADF 
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Fig.6. 1.2. 1 b: The above figure shows the linear velocity, angular velocity and GADF respectively. The 
vertical lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) -<:orrection - high GA DF. 
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Table 6.1.2.1 c shows the total distance travell ed by the robot was 85.87 m from the starti ng 
waypoint. These values show the cumulative distance travelled by the robot up to that point 
and the distance at which the next waypoint was loaded. The distances in the tab le 
correspond to the vetti cal lines in Fig 6.1.2.1 b. 
Table 6. 1.2.1 c: Distance at which the waypoints are reached- correction - high GADF 
Waypoints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 4.34 8.31 12.69 16.59 20.88 24.94 28.98 35.38 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
39.10 43.74 47.53 51 .85 55.71 59.81 73.62 77.64 81 .71 85.87 
The summary of the average velocities obtained from the G PS, the fuzzy controller and the 
potentiometer, du ring the test run , are shown in Table 6. 1.2.1 d. In addition, the average 
GADF is also presented. 
Table 6 I 2 Id· Summary o ft he averaoe veloc ities oft he trave lled di stance - correction - high GADP .. . <> 
Average absolute velocity from GPS 0.354 m/s - 0.4m/s 
Average absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.45 m/s - 0.5m/s 
controller 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.261 rad/s- 0.3rad/s 
potentiometer without zeros 0.43 rad/s - 0.4 rad/s 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.236 rad/s - 0.2 rad/s 
fuzzy controller without zeros 0.350 rad/s - 0.4 rad/s 
Average GADF 0.756 (min = 0.61, max = 0.767) 
The percentages of waypoints hit are pre ented in Fig. 6. 1.2.1 e. where from a radius of 0.6 
m onwards a I 00% hit is recorded. The result also reveals that the robot is less than 0.6 m 
away from the GPS receiver. 
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Fig. 6.1.2. 1 e: Percentage of waypoints hit for test with varying radius size for test - correction high GADF 
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6. 1.2.2 High GADF - corrected GPS - Simulation 
The simulation or the robot under the same conditions present during the actual testing is 
shown below (Fig. 6.1. 1.2a). 
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Fig.6.1.2.2a: irnulation of the Spider in Matlab under s imilar conditions as those shown in the actual test run 
- correction - High GADF. 
Fig. 6. 1.2.2b shows the path taken by the robot and that taken by the simulated GP 
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Fi g.6.1.2.2b: Simulation result showing the GPS data in white and the odometry in yellow- correction -
High GADF 
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Fig 6.1.2.2c: The linear velocity, angular velocity and GADF respectively for simulated robot. The vertical 
lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) - correction - high GADF. 
Table 6. 1.2.2d shows the tota l travelled distance by the robot was 84.73 m from its star1ing 
waypo int. The values show the cumulative distance travelled by the robot and the distance 
at which the next waypoint was loaded. The values shown in Table 6. 1.2.2d correspond to 
the po ition of the vertical dashed lines in Fig 6.1.2.2c. 
Table 6. 1.2.2d : Distance at which the waypoints are reached- simulation - correction - high GADF 
Way points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 5.03 8.92 13.01 16.90 21.13 24.97 28.88 35.09 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
38.81 43.32 47.14 51.32 55.13 59.09 72.64 76.66 80.70 84.73 
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Table 6.1 .2.2e: Summary oft he average velocities o f the travelled distance - simulation correction - h igh 
GA DF 
Average absolute veloci ty from the fuzzy 
0.2554 m/s - 0.26 m/s 
controller- Simulation 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.053 rad/s - 0.05 rad/s 
fuzzy controller without zeros 0.227 rad/ - 0.23 rad/s 
GADF 0.7665 
The summary of the average velocity obtai ned from the GPS and the fuzzy controller are 
shov n in Table 6. 1.2.2e, in addition to the angular velocities from the fuzzy controller and 
the potentiometer. The GA DF was held constant during the test since the number of 
satellites and PDOP cannot be changed during the simulation. The average angular velocity 
results shown have been calculated with and without zeros, in order to compare the overall 
angular velocity during the trip to the average of the time the angular velocity commands 
were on. Finally, the number of waypoints hit by the robot at 0.7 m is 89% as can be seen 
in Fig. 6. 1.2.2f. If the waypoint rad ius had been increased to 1.1, the results would have 
been improved to I 00%. 
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6.1.2.3 High GADF - non-corrected GPS 
In Fig 6. 1.2.3a the pider's and GP path can be seen passing through the v aypoints and 
are just slightly separated. Fig 6. 1.2.3b shov s the corresponding velocity command 
outpu ts. 
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Fig.6.1 .2.3a: Result showing the GP data in white and the pider"s path in yell ow - no correction - high 
GADF 
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Fig.6. 1.2.3b: The above figure shows the linear velocity, angular velocity and GADF respectively. The 
vertical lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) - no correction - high GADF 
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Table 6. 1.2.3c shows the total distance travelled by the robot was 8 1.81 m from the starting 
waypoint. These va lues show the cumulati ve distance travelled by the robot up to that point 
and the distance at which the next waypo in t was loaded. The di stances in the table 
correspond to the vertica l lines in Fig 6. 1.2.3b. 
Table 6.1 .2.3c: Di tance at which the waypo ints are reached - no correction - high GADF 
Waypoints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled (m) 0 3.14 6.88 10.68 14.64 18.86 22.76 26.62 32.93 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
36.61 40.87 44.62 48.65 52.48 56.47 70.05 73.90 77.86 81 .81 
The summary of the average velocities obtained from the G PS, the fuzzy controller and the 
potentiometer during the test run are shown in Table 6. 1.2.3d. In addition, the average 
GADF is also presented. 
T bl 6 1 2 3d S a e ... f h I . . f I 11 d d" ummary o t e average ve oc1t1es o t 1e trave e 1stance - no correct iOn - h. h G OF lgl A 
Average absolute velocity from G PS 0.369 m/ - 0.4 m/s 
Average absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.37 m/s 
controller 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.184 rad/ 
potentiometer without zeros 0.402 rad/s 
Average angu Jar veloci ty obtained from the with zeros 0.1 94 rad/s 
fuzzy controller without zeros 0.326 rad/s 
Average GADF 0.756 (min = 0.61 , max = 0.767) 
The percentages of waypoints hit are presented in Fig. 6. 1.2.3e. It can be seen that, from a 
radius of 1.3 m and greater, a I 00% hit is recorded. The result also reveals that the robot is 
less than 1.3 m away from the GP receiver. 
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6. 1.2.4 High GADF - non-corrected GPS - Simulation 
The simulation of the robot under the same cond itions present during the actual testing is 
shown below (Fig. 6. 1. 1.4a). 
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Fig.6. 1.2.4a: Simulation result showing the GP data in wh ite and the pider's path in yellow - no correction 
- high GADF 
Fig. 6. 1.2.4b shows the path taken by the robot and that taken by the simu lated GP 
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Fig. 6. 1.2.4b: imulation result showing the GP data in white and the Spider's path in yellow - no 
correction - high GADF 
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Fig 6.1.2.4c: The linear velocity. angular velocity and GADF respectively for simulated robot. The vertical 
lines represent the waypoints (2 - 19) - no correcti on - high GADF. 
Table 6.1.2.4d shows the tota l travelled di tance by the robot was 83.89 m from its starting 
waypoint. The values show the cumulati ve distance travel led by the robot and the distance 
at wh ich the next waypoint was loaded. The values shown in Table 6.1.2.4d correspond to 
the positions of the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6.1.2.4c. 
Table 6. 1.2.4d: Distance at which the waypoints are reached- simulation - no correction - high GADF 
Waypoints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Distance travelled(m) 0 4.07 7.95 12.00 15.95 20.17 24.06 27.99 34.24 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
37.98 42.48 46.30 50.47 54.31 58.27 71 .85 75.84 79.91 83.89 
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Table 6. 1.2.4e: Summary of the average velocities o f the travelled distance- simulation - no correction -
1· h GA DF llgl 
A erage absolute velocity from the fuzzy 
0.249 m/s - 0.25 m/s 
controller- Simulation 
Average angular velocity obtained from the with zeros 0.070 rad/s- 0.07 rad/s 
fuzzy control ler without zeros 0.233 rad/s ~ 0.2 rad/s 
GAOF 0.7665 
The summary of the average velocity obtained from the GP and the fuzzy con troller are 
shov n in Tab le 6.1.2.4e, in addition to the angular velocities from the fuzzy controller and 
the potcntiometer. The GA OF was held constant during the test since the number of 
satellites and POOP cannot be changed during the simulation. The average angular velocity 
results shown have been calcu lated with and without zeros, in order to compare the overall 
angular velocity during the trip to the average of the time the angu lar velocity commands 
were on. Finally. the number of waypoints hit by the robot at the current waypoint setting 
of 0.7 m is 6%. a can be een in Fig. 6. 1.2.4f. If the waypoint radius had been increased to 
1.5, the waypoint hit wou ld be at I 00%. 
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6.2 Spider Tests B 
As previously shown. a waypoint hit is considered when the robot passes through a 
waypoint. Therefore, a I 00% hit at a rad ius of ( for example) 0.7 m would indicate that the 
robot is within 0.7 m of the GP receiver. Ho\ ever, the GP positional output fluctuations 
can have an effect on reaching the waypoint and loading the next waypoint. lt is true that a 
I 00% waypoint hit can be achieved, but does that indicate that it was reached on its first 
attempt, or as a result of the robot having to drive back and forth to reach it? 
Given that the GP positional fluctuations are knO\ n, and that there is a limit to how small 
a waypoint radius can be used to ensure spatial matching (due to the vari ability and bias 
errors of waypoints selected from an orthorectified image - see Chapter -1), the comparison 
of the implementation of circu lar stages or closeness versus the approach of reaching a 
single point in space is presented in this section. 
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6.2.1 Circular Stages of Closeness vs. None 
The fuzzy control system and the GP corrected-data are used in both the point-to-point 
and the circular stages of closeness approaches to effecti vel y demonstrate the two under 
con tant £est conditi ons. 
6. 2. 1. / Point to Point 
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Fig.6.2.1.1: The path of the robot (yellow) compared to the path of the GPS i ho\ n for a point to point 
following approach. 
ri g 6.2. 1. 1 shows the paths of the robot and the GPS in an attempt to reach the first 
waypoint. T he circles (radius 0. 1 m) shown in the image have been drawn to help identi fy 
the sca le o f the image. The result in the fi gure shows the data gathered over the course of 
30 seconds without the GP reaching the point. Following thi s failed attempt the 
autonomou na igation of the robot wa topped. 
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6.2.1.2 Point to Point- Simulation 
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Fig.6.2. 1.2: The path of the robot (yellow) compared to the path of the GPS is shown for a poi nt to point 
fo llowing approach of the s imulation. 
Fig. 6.2.1.2 shows the simulated path taken by the GP and the pider under the same 
conditions as in the actual testing. Once again the GP failed to reach the waypoint and 
therefore load the following one. The di fferences between the experimental and simulated 
result will be clarified in Chapter 7. 
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6. 2.1. 3 Circular Stages of Closeness 
lt is necessary to state that even with the use of circular stages of closeness a waypoint 
radius as small as 0. 1 m would most likely not yield satisfactory resul ts which would 
include reaching the waypoint at first attempt, due to the presence of nuctuations in the 
GP positional data, as has been previously discussed. 
Fig 6.2. 1.2 shows the path of the robot and that of the GPS usi ng the circular stages of 
closeness approach at a radius of 0.1 m. Waypoints 4, 5, 6 and 7 are those of interest. 
Waypoints 2 and 3 (the first two) are not shown since they were passed successfull y on 
first trial. Waypoint 4, at the bottom of the image, was also reached; however, as the robot 
approached waypoints 5, 6 and 7, the robot required several attempts, but nevertheless were 
successful. The test was terminated at waypoint I 0. 
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Fig.6.2.1.2: The path of the robot (yellow) compared to the path of the GPS is shown using circular stages of 
closeness at the radius of 0.1 m. 
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6.2.1.4 Circular stages of Closeness - Simulation 
Fig 6.2. 1.4 sho\: s the path of the simulated GP and robot passing through waypoints of a 
radius ofO. I m. The figure clea rl y shows that that the waypoints were successfully reached 
even with the presence of an induced GP error model. 
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Fig.6.2. 1.4: The path of the robot (yellow) compared to the path of the GPS is shown using circ ular stages of 
c loseness at the undesirable radius ofO . I m of the s imulation. 
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6.3 Spider Test C 
In pider Test B the effect of the circular stages of closeness on the per formance of the 
robot in reaching waypoints has been shown. In Spider Test C, the seven cases of circular 
model interaction are presented by varying the Spider error circle, RA. 
6.3.1 Varying RA 
In thi s section the resul ts are presented qualitati ve ly, since the images clearly show the 
circular interactions between the waypoint and the pider error circle. 
The tests were all performed under similar condit ions v ith I 0 vi sible satelli tes for the 
maj ori ty of the time. However. the dilution of precision varied from 1.3 to 1.5. This 
change, even though it might appear to be slight. can have an ef fect on the number o f 
waypoints hit, but does not affect the circular stages of closeness. RB was chosen at 1.0 m, 
and RA was chosen not on the bas is of the 95 1h percentile from the stati c data co llection, 
but instead on the basis of ensuring that all seven ci rcular stages of c loseness can be 
demonstrated: 0.25 m, 0.5 m, 0.75 m, 1.0 m, 1.25 m, 2.0 m and 2.25 m. Not al l of the data 
points are plotted in order to avoid overcrowding of the images. Both the experimental and 
simulated results are presented. The third waypoint is used to show the various stages of 
closeness for each of the seven cases: 
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Case 1: 
Fig. 6.3. 1-1 shows the circular stages of c loseness for the first case of the actual test results 
and Fig. 6.3. 1-1 S shows the equivalent test under simulation. 
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Fig.6.3. 1- l : Circular stages of closeness for RA = 2.25 m. 
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Fig.6.3. 1- l S: Circular stages of closeness for RA = 2.25 m (simulation) 
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Case 2: 
Fig. 6.3.1-2 shows the circular stages of closeness for the second case of the actual test 
results and Fig. 6.3. 1-2S shows the equivalent test under simulation. 
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Fig.6.3. 1-2: ircular stages of c loseness for RA = 2.0 m. 
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Fig.6.3.1 -2S: Circular stages of closeness for RA = 2.0 m (simulat ion) 
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Case3: 
Fig. 6.3. 1-3 shows the c ircular stages of closeness for the third case ofthe actual test results 
and Fig. 6.3. 1-3S shows the equiva lent test under simulation. 
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Ca e4: 
Fig. 6.3.1-4 shows the circular stages of closeness for the fourth case of the actual test 
results and Fig. 6.3. 1-4 shows the equi valent test under simulation. 
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Case 5: 
Fig. 6.3.1-5 shows the circular stages of c loseness for the fifth case of the actual test results 
and Fig. 6.3. 1-5S shows the equ ivalent test under simulation. 
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Case 6: 
Fig. 6.3.1 -6 shows the circular stages or closeness ror the sixth case of the actual test 
resul ts and Fig. 6.3. 1-6S shows the equivalent test under simulation. 
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Case 7: 
Fig. 6.3. 1-7 shows the circu lar stages of closeness for the sixth case of the actual test 
results and Fig. 6.3. 1-7S shows the equiva lent test under simulation. 
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6.4 Chapter Summary 
a) Spider Tests A: 
o Even though the stati c data co llection for the first set of results (medium 
GADF) shows a better scatter than those of the (high GAD F), the 
significance of the POOP and the number of satellites in v iew prevail s. 
For both the experimental and simulated results: 
o The tests were performed for both corrected and non-corrected G PS data 
and under di ffering GADF conditions. 
o The paths of the robot and that of the GPS are superimposed onto the 
orthorectifi ed image, showing the process of waypoint navigation. 
o The fuzzy controller velocity ou tputs are shown under the GADF condition 
present. 
o The distance at which the waypoints are reached and when the fo llowing 
ones are loaded is presented. 
o A summary of the average angular and linear velocities from the sensors and 
the controllers are compared. 
o The percentage of waypoints hit for each particular case is presented 111 
histograms. 
b) Spider Tests 8 : 
o Navigating the robot to a single point compared to a circular waypoint is 
sho' n using GP corrected data and the same fuzzy controller. This has 
been done experimentally and in the simulation. 
c) pider Tests C: 
o The seven cases of circular tages of closeness are presented by vary ing the 
pider error circle (RA) and showing the circular interactions. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 
In this ection of the work, the results from the previous chapter (Experimental and 
Simulated Resull.~) wil l be discussed and scrutin ised in relation to the proposed theoretical 
framework. 
lt is broken down into the following sections: 
a. The critique between using corrected and non-corrected GP data in terms 
or the waypoints hit and the path adherence o f the robot under medium and 
high GADF- for both the actual and the simulated results. 
b. The critique of testing the robot under a medium and high GADF, for GPS 
corrected data and ho' it affects the number of waypoints hit and the 
response of the fuzzy controller - for both the actual and the simulated 
results. 
c. T he criti que on using the circular stages o f closeness model compared to 
using a single point approach. and a discussion on the ef fect o r varying the 
radius RA on the performance or the control system - for both the actual 
and simulated results. 
d. The heading control strategy outcome, that governs the shortest distance and 
that require the least amount o f movement. will be discussed. 
e. A review of the simulation 
f. Finally, a discussion o f future work. 
Chapter pre-req uisite: 6. 0 Experimental and Simulated Results 
a tu re of Chapter: Discussion/ Theoretical. 
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7.1 Corrected vs. Non-Corrected GPS Data 
In ection 4.3 (GPS). it was shown how the GP positional correction would improve the 
accuracy of the GP output if it is accommodated for (Fig. 4.3.2e). These tests were 
performed on a GPS-mou nted troll ey and driven along a marked chalk line on the ground. 
The purpose of those test was to show the significance of this correction procedure. 
llowever, given that the contraption was manually guided th rough the points it is important 
to judge how the proposed system v ould perform under autonomous navigation. lt is 
nece sary to note that in the previous tests the number of waypoints hit was defined in 
terms of the GPS data passing through the waypoints. This GP correction had shown to 
reduce the posi tional offset between the positional output and the GP receiver. Therefore, 
for the test results presented, only if the robot passes through a waypoint is it considered a 
hit. This creates a more cri tical margin of analysis for the system's effectiveness, since the 
robot's spatial position is of higher significance. Judging only by waypoints hit does not 
give the big picture; consequently the element of path adherence is added, as hall become 
clearer. 
Holden, M. [2004] acknowledge that GP positional data can be incon i tent from one 
day to the next u ing a lo' -eo t GP rccei er: however, this -.: ork how the effect of 
correcting this data in order to produce usable, more accurate readings. 
!\ significant component of this research is the concept that even slight va riations in 
waypoint radius have an e ffect on the nlllnber of waypoints hit. nider, J. et a/ [2004] set 
their waypoin t radius (seemingly arbitrarily) to 0.6 m, for their autonomous robot using 
DGP . This research shows that using corrected WAA /EG 0 enabled GP , it is 
po ible to en ure that the robot could pass through radii as small as 0.4 m. Therefore, what 
-.: a thei r criterion for ha ing cho en a ' aypoin t of that dimen ion. given that the are 
u ing DGP ? 
Prior to the testing, the Trim ble Planning so ftware was used to determine the expected time 
period for improved positional accuracy, which is shown in section 7.1. 1. 
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7.1.1 Waypoints Hit and Path Adherence 
The Spider Tests A v ere performed in order to show the number of waypo ints hit by the 
Spider under different POOP and number of satellites, for both the actual and the simulated 
re ults. 
7. 1.1.1 Medium GADF 
From Fig 7.l. l.l a it can be seen that despite the use of the GP corrected system, the 
number ofwaypoint hit is lower. 
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(Medium GADF) 
But it is important to note that during the testing ' here no GPS correction wa used the 
number of satellites had increased from 7 to 8 while the POOP remained unchanged. This 
shov s the huge innuence the presence of one additional satell ite has on the overall 
per formance of thi s method. The reason why the corrected GP reached I 00% beyond the 
1.6 m radius but remained at 83% for the non-corrected can be seen in Fig 7. 1.1.1 b. 
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Fig. 7. 1.1. 1 b: Corrected GPS data (left image) and non-corrected {right image) at medium GADF. The yellow 
lines represent the Spider·s path and the white the GPS path. 
From Fig. 7.1. 1.1 b it can be seen that the path the pider takes (yel low lines), using the 
corrected data. is in fact in paral lel alignment to the waypoints, even though the pider 
does not hit all the waypoints. On the other hand. in the figure to the right (non-corrected) 
the robot appear to pass th rough the majority of the points but never reaches the furthest 
waypoints (3 in tota l), showing the presence of a shift between the GP receiver and the 
pider. l t is this shift that accounts for the non-corrected waypo int hit to stabili se at 83% 
and not improve as the radius is increased up to 1.9 m. ince the corrected GP data 
accommodates for thi s effect, by increa ing the radius the waypoint hit reache the I 00% 
margin. In both cases the GP data (\ hire lines) pass through all the' aypoints. hov ing 
that the controller is functioning appropriately. lt is expected that if the number of satellites 
had not changed during the course of the testing that the path the pider would have taken, 
during the non-corrected testing, would be more l ikely to be running parallel to the 
waypoints. 
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The test was performed from 14:35 to 14:40 for the corrected and 14:46 to 14:52 for the 
non-corrected data (refer to the Trimble planning software, Fig. 7.l.l.l c). During the first 
peri od of testing the number of satellites that can be expected is 9, however the actual 
num ber of satel lites present was 7. Even though the number of satel lites for the second 
period was expected to decrease from 10 to 8, the number of sate llites actually went up 
from 7 to 8. For the Dilution of Precision a margin of 1.5 was measured, but the figure 
shows a much higher expectation (2.20 to 2.80). These results indicate that the Trimble 
planning software should not be used as a defin itive measure of the expected positional 
accuracy, but rather as a tool for guidance. 
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7. 1.1.2 Medium GADF- Simulation 
The conditions from the results o f the medium GA DF were used in the simulation in order 
to expo e the v irtual robot to sim ilar working conditions. 
In Fig. 7. 1.1.2a, the result of the simulated waypoints hit for the corrected and the non-
corrected is shown. 
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Fig.7. 1.1.2a: 'umber o f waypoints hit s imulation: Ill - with correction!l - "vith no correction 
(Medium GADF) 
From the graph it is clearl y v isible that the non-corrected data shov.,s a significant 
advantage over the corrected. At a waypoint radius o f 1.3 a 78% reduction in the 
simulation waypoints hit occurs compared to 33% in the actual tests. But by comparing the 
simulation resul ts to the actual it can be seen that they do show some discrepancies and 
similarit ies. In terms of the non-corrected there is approx imately 5% di fference from 1.3 m 
radius onwards, which corresponds to one additional waypoint ( 1/18 x I 00). T he values 
displayed have been rounded to whole numbers: nevertheless. both corrected results lag 
behind the non-corrected results. But it is crucial to remember the effect the PDOP and 
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one additional satellite have on the outcome of the waypoints hit, as previously discussed. 
In the simulation, the POOP and number of satellites are fi xed, therefore the effect of 
temporary change in both those factors is not taken into account. From this it can be 
concluded that the simulation is in fact an underestimate of the actual performance. This 
does rai se the issue that the simulat ion perhaps needs to be revisited. As previously 
mentioned, it is necessary to observe the path adherence results shown in Fig 7.1 .1.2b to 
get the overall picture. 
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Fig. 7. 1. 1.2b shows the simulation resul ts of the pider's path and the GP path. By 
comparing the path adherence to those of the actual results, a similarity can be seen. Once 
again , it is clearly vi sible that in the image with the non-corrected GPS data several 
waypoints were never reached by the robot, similar to in the actual results. This is due to 
the presence of thi s shift along the length of the waypoints. As for the left hand image, the 
robot appears to be travelling for the majority of the time parallel to the waypoints and the 
change in direction of travel occurs opposite the waypoint. Compared to the actual results, 
the robot path in the simulation is smoother. However, some small oscillations in the path 
can still be noted. 
The effect of thi s oscillating behaviour that we can see 1n the actual results will be 
discussed in section 7.2.2. 
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7. 1.1.3 High GADF 
In Fig. 7. 1. 1.3a, a slightly different result to the medium GADF can be seen. 
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(High GA DF) 
Fig 7. 1. 1.3a shows a c lear improvement in the number of waypoints hit w ith GPS 
correction. The number o f sate ll ites and the POOP were consistent during the testing, at I 0 
and 1.5, respectively. The results show that the pider has a positional accuracy of w ithin 
0.6 m. By referring to Fig 7. 1. 1.3b the results o f the path adherence can be seen. 
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Given that the overall number of satellites was higher than in the previous test results 
(medium GAOF), the positional offset between the non-corrected and corrected data should 
be smaller than before. In the left-hand image of Fig 7. 1. 1.3b, it is qu ite clear that the robot 
pas e through each waypoint and that the GP and robot paths follow each other closely, 
compared to the non-corrected. The result reveal the effect the changes in the number of 
atellite and POOP have on the number ofwaypoint hit and positional off: et bet'f een the 
GP receiver output and the robot. 
The te t -.: ere performed from 16: 12 - 16: 16 for the corrected, and from 16:26 - 16:31 for 
the non-corrected data. By referring to Fig. 7. 1.1.3c it can be seen that the expected number 
o r satelli tes is 9. but the GPS had been showing I 0. For the POOP a much higher range is 
shown(- 3.0 to 3. 1 0) compared to the measured 1.3. evertheless, the number of satellites 
had been consistent (even) fo r the duration or the two tests, which matches with the 
consistency (evenness) shown in the figu re, but that does not apply for the POOP. 
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Unfortunately, a low GADF working condition did not occur during long periods of 
testing. But, the results are expected to show an even further reduction in waypoints hit 
compared to the medium. 
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7. 1. 1.4 High GADF - Simulation 
Once agam the ame work ing condition for the actual test results were used in the 
imulation. T he percentage of "' aypoints hit for both scenarios can be een in Fig. 7. 1. 1.4a. 
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The POOP and the number o f satellite were constant during the testing. Given these 
factors, a higher resemblance between the actual results and the simulation can be seen 
compared to the case o f medium GA DF, where changes in the POOP and number of 
satellites had occurred. In both the actual and simulation results the number o f waypoints 
for the corrected data was at I 00% from 1. 1 m onwards. Prior to that the simulation shows 
a decrease compared to the actual. In futu re "' ork, it w ill be necessary to establ ish the 
reason behind the e large lags in the non-corrected simulated results compared to the 
actual. \J hich would potentially lead to a reinvestigation o f the GP error model. lt must be 
reminded that the GP error model is only an approximate model based on experience. 
Given that the imulation reveal underest imated results it can be argued as being a posit ive 
characteristi c, since the actual tests would always y ield better results. 
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In Fig. 7.1. 1.4b the simulation results of the high GAOF are shown. By close comparison 
to the actual results obtained they can be seen to follow a close trend. The robot's path in 
the left-hand image, Fig. 7. 1.1.4b, appears to pass through the majority of the waypoints. 
Compared to the medium GAOF in the simulated and experimental results, the robot's path 
for the non-corrected is in fact travell ing parallel to the waypoin ts and changing its 
direction of trave l opposite to the waypoints. This shows the effect of the POOP and the 
number of satellites has on the path ad herence and waypoint hit. Sim ilarl y. the robot 's path 
is not very smooth but does not show the extent of the oscillatory motion of the actual 
results. 
Work carri ed out by other researchers can be compared to some of the results obtained 
here. Witte, T. and Wilson. A. [2005] have shown that for a series of 25 tests on a marked 
line, using WAAS/EGNOS enab led GPS, yielded an offset ofO .ll m (from a range of0.05 
to 0.2 m). The number of satellites they observed ranged from 4 -I 0 for the duration of 
testing, with an average of 8 satelli tes in view. (In the work described in this section, the 
effect of the number of satelli tes and POOP is quite visible between the medium and high 
GADF. under the influence of7 satellites for medium and 10 sate ll ites for high.) Therefore, 
such an offset could only be accomplished under a fixed number of satellites. The authors 
do show an improvement between W AA /EG 0 -enabled G PS versus none (as do Shair, 
. et a/ [2006]). However, the authors' offset therefore refers to the nuctuation in the GP . 
o spatia l matching had been made between the GPS pos itional data and the true ground 
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positional data; therefore. the authors· presented results were plotted on an arbitrary origin. 
What benefit would such an offset have. if its true ground position can not be related to the 
GPS coordinate system? 
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7.2 The GADF effect on controller 
Previously, both effects of GP correction and variation of GADF were shown in relation 
to the waypoints hit and path adherence. For the fo llowing work the difference between the 
waypoints hit of the corrected medium GADF to the corrected high GADF wil l be analysed 
fo llowed by the fuzzy controller's response to this variation . The test conditions for the 
POOP and number of sate llites are shown in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2: ummary of number of satelli tes and POOP for both GADF test conditions. 
Number· of Satellites POOP 
Medium GA DF 7 1.5 
High GADF 10 1.3 
7.2.1 Waypoint reaching 
7. 2.1.1 Medium GADFvs. High GADF 
From Fig. 7.2.1. 1 it can be clearl y seen that the number o f waypo ints hit for the tests taken 
during high GA DF show significant improvement to its medium counterpart. At a 
waypoint rad ius of 0.6 a 94% improvement can be seen. From 1.7 m onwards they both 
measure a I 00% -.: aypoint hit. 
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The issue therefore arises as to what effect this would have on the performance or the 
controller. Prior to that, the corrected simulated medium GADF and High GA DF results 
are shown. 
7.2.1.2 Medium GADF vs. High GADF- Simulation 
Fig. 7.2.1.2 compares the medium GA DF to the high GADF result of the imulation. The 
trend between the actual results and the simulated is quite apparent. Both show an 
improvement in the waypoints reached at a higher GADF. At a radius of 1.1 m the 
simulated results show a 92% difference compared to the actual of 89%, and at 1.9 m a 
44% difference between the simulated med ium GADF and actual can be seen. This 
difference shows that the simu lation is an underestimate to the true performance. 
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7.2.2 Fuzzy controller 
The control strategy approach used in this research is a novel contribution, as has been 
pre iously shown. However, the effect of this strategy in real life testing has not been 
cri tiqued yet. Looking at the Spider 's paths displayed in Fig 7.2.2a, it is apparent that there 
is room for improvement in terms of the output smoothness. 
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Fig. 7.2.2a: The left hand images show the pider's path (yellow) and GPS path (white) at medium GADF, 
with the corresponding fuzzy controller's linear and angular ve locities. The right hand images show the same 
results at a high GADF. 
The results obtained are slightly different than anticipated, as both medium and high GADF 
re ults show oscillati ons in the output. It appears that the principle of having the angu lar 
velocity commands and the velocity commands increase v ith an increase in GADF might 
not be an optimal approach after all , even though the simulated output Fig 7.2.2b shows the 
success o f thi s approach. ee Fig 5.3.3c (Chapter 5) for the fuzzy rules. 
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Fig. 7.2.2b: The lefl hand images show the Spider's path (yellow) and GPS path (white) at medium GADF, 
with the corresponding fuzzy controller 's linear and angular velocitie oft he simulation. The right hand 
images show the same results at a high GADF. 
By referring to the angular velocity commands in Fig 7.2.2a and Fig 7.2.2b it can be seen 
that the outputs from the actual tests are larger and more frequent than the simulation. This 
oscil lating effect is an unfavourable characteristic that can be loosely attributed to 
overshoot. For quantitative measures of the results, Table 7.2.2c is presented. This table 
prompts the need for perhaps having to revisit the control strategy fo r the angular velocity 
output. 
The role of the fuzzy logic contro ller was to have a means for combining the multiple 
elements of the research. mainly to demonstrate the effect of the variation of the number of 
satell ites. the PDOP, and the circular stages of closeness on the robot 's behaviour. In 
addition, this re earch has been concerned with the relationship between the real and the 
simulated environment. The parameters used for these experiments have been justified for 
these purposes and can be seen in Chapter 5 (sect ion 5.3.3); however, for the purpose of 
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optim ising the fuzzy logic parameters to enhance/improve robot control, fu rther work is 
recommended. 
Re-adjusting the fuzzy parameters in the simulation environment did not shO\· any changes 
in the output of the robot even with the presence of the introduced GPS error model. Any 
adjustments of these parameters in the simulated environment, however would most like ly 
affect the response of the robot experimentally. due to the presence of other sensor errors, 
dynamic and mechanica l constraints. Adj usting the fuzzy parameters for the real robot, 
however, would be counterproductive to the purpose of creating the sim ulation 
environment to tune the contro ller. because it is expected that the experimental robot would 
behave comparably to the imulation. In order Lo obtain comparable robot behaviour under 
simi lar fuzzy parameters. it is necessary for any future work to focus on enhancing the 
simu lation. 
Table 7.2.2c: Summary of the angular velocit ies from the controller, sensors and simulation for medium and 
I high GADF - NZ (no zeros) 
Med GAOF High GADF Med GADF High GA DF 
(rad/ ) (rad/s) (m/ ) (m/ ) 
Fuzzy controller 0. 1663/0.288(NZ) 0.236/0.35(NZ) 0. 1887 0.45 
Sen or 0.156/0.3 71 (NZ) 0.261/0.43(NZ) 0.295 0.354 
S imulation 0.054/0.23(NZ) 0.053/0.23(NZ) 0.145 0.26 
From Fig 7.2.2a it can be seen that even as the robot approaches the' aypoint. the angular 
velocity is vivid ly attempting to adjust the robot's position. As soon as the robot reaches 
the waypoint and following is loaded, a peak in the angular velocity can be seen. In 
compari son to the simu lated results in Fig 7.2.2b, this is not present. 
lt would be diffi cult to point out the sole naw to the control system, given that the 
simulated results have hown a atisfactory output. Even though the fuzzy controller 
4 Z (No zero) refers to the average of the angular velocity only during the times where it was activated. This 
provides an average for the magnitude of the steering velocity command. 
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el iminates the need for complex dynamic models, dynamic factors (in addit ion to 
mechanical and/or electr ica l characteristics) are bel ieved to be a cause of the robot's 
behaviour. 
Referring back to Table 7.2.2c. it can be seen that during the high GADF rhe overall 
velocity outputs were higher than the medium GADF resu lts. The same applies to the 
actual output fi·om the sensors. On the other hand, i t can be noted that the sensor outputs do 
not match the fuzzy control ler outputs under the same working conditions. 
T he Spider is equipped with several de electric motors and a central control unit that al l 
rely on battery power. For the tests, a brand-new battery was purchased to ensure that the 
robot was performing under optimal and consistent conditions. Given that the steering is 
contro lled by a de motor, any reduction in the battery's performance wi l l change the 
angular velocity output. Therefore, matching the angu lar veloci ty outputs from the fuzzy 
controller to the actual robot would prove to be di fficult. 
Accommodating for the battery state in the fuzzy logic control ler would be possible; 
however, in order to achieve this, continuous moni toring of the battery's charge would 
need to be carried out. A fourth input based on this information that would be related to the 
angular velocity command cou ld be introduced in to the second stage fuzzy controller. 
Futthermore, the weight associated with the addi tion of the platform wi th all of its sensors 
has also affected the performance of the robot. Th is added weight has increased the 
demand on the en g~ ne and the electric motors beyond the manufacturer's 
recommendations. 
Even though it is not apparent in Table 7.2.2c, inconsistencies in the velocity output were 
observed over long periods of testing, which were largely related to the hydrau lic drive 
mechanism. I t was orten observed that the robot would not be able to match the given 
ve locity command· for example, at a maximum velocity output the robot begins to creep 
and then shortly afterwards begins to accelerate to the desired speed. 
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Another important issue is the wheel alignment. lt has been observed that alteration in the 
wheel alignment is inevi table. This effect causes the dynamics of the robot to change and 
the imbalance of forces acting on the wheel leads to eventual slip. 
A ll o f these effects show that matching the fu zzy contro ller outputs to the actual IS a 
difficult task, and adjusting for these effects was beyond the scope of this research. 
In light of the above, i t can therefore be seen that unless an optimal match between the true 
command given to the robot and those measured, the true performance o f this fuzzy 
contro ller cannot be appropriately judged. 
lt might not be immediately clear from the results that the GADF has an affect on the 
controller; however, the POOP and number of satell ites can change abruptl y throughout a 
test, and if these changes are not accommodated for and the robot proceeds at its current 
velocity with this deterioration in GP positional accuracy. then the robo t may overshoot 
the waypoint. T his holds especia l ly true if it occurs when the robot is w ithin the v icinity of 
the waypoints. Another benefit of the GADF is the fact that thi s variation in speed. even i f 
it only lasts for a hort span, can provide the robot w ith the necessary time to react to this 
change and to acti vate or rely on the use of reactive control for instance to ensure that it 
remains on course. 
Given that the robot shows open loop tabi li ty, compared to an Ackermann steering where 
the presence of a disturbance on the front wheels could cause the car to swerve off, the 
fuzzy controller complements this characteristic of the pider well. ince inaccuracies in 
the sensors are present, if the robot was to react to each of those changes it is I ikely that i f a 
di fferent control strategy had been employed a significant amount of instabi l ity in its 
motion could lead to the mal functioning of the robot. T he robot is sti ll hindered by the 
presence of fi xed velocity commands, as defined by the manufacturers, to ensure the proper 
handl ing of its components and drive mechanism. Therefore the presence of a highly 
sensit ive control strategy would not be an appropriate choice unless the current control un it 
of the robot is replaced wi th a custom made sy tern that would be able to react accordingly. 
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Final ly, it must be mentioned that the use of VB application and the Matlab engine during 
the experimental tests would inevi tably affect the outcome of the path , given that rea l-time 
proces ing would not be possible. Even though the GP receiver had an update rate of 5Hz. 
the control system was programmed to update at 2Hz due to the limitations of VB and the 
Matlab engine. A de lay ranging between 300 and 350 ms was determined from the 
experimental tests. Therefore, it is believed that if the system is programmed to run on real 
time hardware and software, an improvement in the robots response would be foreseen. 
Despite all the factors mentioned, the fuzzy controller successfu lly reached all of the 
waypoints and proved to be a good choice for the pider. Even though the principle of 
revisiting the control strategy for the angular velocity was brought up, a more suitable 
solution would be tackling some of these technical issues or develop ing a learning 
algorithm (e.g. neuro-fuzzy) that adjusts the fuzzy controller outputs to match the actual. 
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7.3 Circular Stages of Closeness 
The importance of using circular stages of closeness fo r the research had been shown, 
given that a model for circular interactions between the GP and waypoint " as needed. 
The previous discussion revolved around the effect of GPS corrected data , variation in the 
GADF and the response of the fuzzy control system. For this section , the resu lts wil l 
discuss the di fference between the use of circular models and a point-to-point interaction. 
Fo llowing thi s, a brief discussion on the variation of the pider error radius (RA) is given. 
7.3.1 Circular model vs. point 
By referring to the left-hand image of Fig. 7.4.2a, it can be seen that the GP struggles to 
reach the ingle point in space. The collective scatter around the point shows the robot in 
its attempt. Conversely, the right-hand image of Fig. 7 .4.2a shows the path of the robot 
having used the circular stages o f closeness. Despite the undesirable radius of I 0 cm due 
to the pre ence of GP positional nuctuations, the robot still managed to reach the 
waypoints, but not always on its fi rst attempt. 
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Fig .7.4.2a: TI1e path of the robot (yell ow) compared to the path of the GPS (white). The left image shows the 
result of the point-to-point approach and the right-hand image that of c ircular s tages of closeness. The results 
were shown for the same durati on of time. 
By altering the condition ( dP < RB ) from the circular stages of closeness, or increas ing the 
waypoint rad ius. the sensitivity of the condition is reduced which allows for the waypoin t 
to be reached at the first attempt. This work shows that, if an image wi th a higher 
resolution is obtained, and the waypoint radius(-.: hi ch includes variabi lity and bias error) 
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was between 1-2 cm, then the condition ( d P < RB ) would be difficu lt to meet, due to 
fluctuations present in the GPS. Therefore the margin of sensi ti vity wou ld need to be 
reduced, implying that some of the conditions by Wuersch, M. et a/ [2005] need to be 
fu rther re-worked (see Table 5.3.2). Work by Bruch et a! [2002] cla ims that the user wou ld 
be able to determine the path with the same precision as the image resolution. However. 
this fail s to take into account the presence of vari ability, bias error and the error induced by 
the orthorectification process. 
On the other hand the fact that the G PS had reached the first three waypoints successfu lly 
on the first attempt but not the remaining three shows that either the GPS was accurate to 
within I 0 cm ini tially and then deteriorated sli ghtly, or that the fuzzy controller margin of 
sensitivity for Bef or e eb was too low and therefore the fuzzy membership would need to 
be adjusted to ensure that the point is reached. This could come at the cost of the robot 
having to continuously adjust its angle that could effecti vely cause a negati ve impact on the 
functioning of the robot. lt is necessary to keep the balance between operator's instructi ons 
and control strategy within a safe margin. Therefore it can be concluded that the circular 
stages of closeness conditions for small waypoint radi i would need to be altered. 
Perhaps the choice of a different controller that wou ld accommodate the manufacturer's 
limitations would enab le the GPS to reach the point however, the resolution of the 
potentiometer, slack in the drive chain, and the presence of vibrations, al l affect the sensory 
input data, in addit ion to the GPS positional fluctuations which in turn reflect on the 
contro l system. 
Furthermore, the fuzzy controller takes into account nuctuations in the potentiometer and 
in the GP positional output and ignores them if they fa ll wi thin a certain range. so with 
such resolutions it would be difficult to ensure point matching. In addi tion, the Spider in 
itsel r has several des ign drawbacks that would prevent such precise navigation. Fig 7.4.2b 
shows how the fuzzy controller accommodates for the fluctuation s in the GP output and 
of the potentiometer and leads to a smoother path . 
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This approach also ensures that the following waypoint is not triggered accidental ly since 
the nuctuation could ensure that the condition fo r load ing the waypoint had been met. 
Having a looser condition means that the path of the circles would be smoother ensuring 
the afe loading of the following waypoint. The schematic belo-.: , Fig. 7.4.2b is an 
exaggerated view of the poss ib le path for demonstration . 
.. 
Fig.7.4.2b: Fluctuations of the GP are accommodated for by the fuzzy controller. The schematic is 
exaggerated for clarity. 
By taking a look at the left-hand image of the simulation resu lts (Fig 7.4.2b), it appears that 
the robot made no effo rt to reach the waypoint. This li es in the fact that the simulation's 
robot has no momentum (i.e. dynamics) taken in to account, making it a purely 
computational attempt to hit the waypoinL 
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Fig.7.4.2c: The path of the robot (yellow) compared to the path of the GPS (white) of the simulation. The left 
image shows the result of the point-to-point approach and the right-hand image that of circular s tages of 
c loseness. 
By re ferring to the right-hand image of Fig. 7.4.2c, the path appear.·s to be smooth and 
passes through each waypoint without any hindrance. This draws back the idea that since 
dynamics were not incorporated, the true response of the robot cannot be judged. By 
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comparing the simulation results, the advantage of using circular stages of closeness over 
none is evident. 
This is not the first work to employ the principle of adding a proximity area around a 
waypoint radius for decision-maki ng. Vaneck [ 1997], Gonzalez et a/ [2004], Maalouf et a/ 
[2006], and others have created areas in order to ensure that a robot doe not overshoot the 
waypoint, and to enhance the overall accuracy of waypoint-following. 
However, the method being adopted here differs because the waypoint radius is being 
quanti fied by means of measureable elements (variabi I ity and bias of the waypoint selected 
fi·om the aeri al image) , and to accommodate for the GPS fluctuation. The effect of varying 
the radi i has also been shown in terms of waypoints hit. Furthermore, the Spider error 
circle has been created in order to ensure that the robot approaches the waypoint at a 
suitable velocity. 
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7.3.2 Varying RA 
In section 6.3. 1 the results for the seven different cases o f circular stages of closeness are 
shown around waypoint 3. For each of the cases the corresponding simulat ion is presented. 
lt would be difficult to obta in multiple conclusive answers, since the GPS working 
conditions were quite similar and therefore the variation of the radius RA is merely a 
demonstration of the path the circular model takes as it reaches and heads off to the next 
one. However. it can be noted that in none of the cases shown do the centres of any of the 
circles reach or meet the centre o f the waypo int, but instead appear to brush past them. This 
in fact shows the benefit of having circu lar intersection models, v hich was previously 
discussed. 
lt is importan t to note that changing the radius of RA was performed manually for 
demonstration purposes, but throughout the research it is dependant on the 95 111 percenti le 
of the static data col lection. During the course of testing the circu lar stages of closeness do 
not change, since it is fixed at the beginning of each experiment. 
By varying the radius of RA, the velocity outputs of the fuzzy controller also vary, since 
de is dependant on RA and RB. T his has shown to be a good approach for small rad ii , 
because as the circ les meet, the di tance d P governs the speed at which the waypoint is 
approached, and being quite small a low velocity results. Simi larly it has shown benefits 
for larger radii too but once the ci rcles meet the distance d P is sti ll large and therefore the 
same fuzzy contro ller commands are activated. A larger benefit could be experienced by 
adding a third stage fuzzy controller that is tri ggered once d P becomes the governing 
factor. 
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7.4 The heading control strategy 
For thi demonstration, one sample of GP corrected and one of non-corrected is u ed. 
Thi difference doe not play a role in this di cu sion. lt was merely cho en to demonstrate 
the control strategy approach. 
In Fig 7.4a, between waypoint 15 and 16 the robot does not appear to have taken the 
horte t distance path, as previou ly shown in 5.3. 1 (The heading control strategy). 
However, by taking a closer look at the coloured rectangles in the ve locity graphs of 
Fig.7.4b it can be seen that for the lefi image the robot continued travelling in the forward 
velocity direction from the previou waypoint. but in the right graph it is clear that the 
robot adopted the shortest path approach by travelling in the reverse velocity. Typically 
from the simulation it is expected that the angle between waypoints 15 and 16 should be 
acute and hence if the robot was travelling in the reverse direction it would move in the 
forward direction and v ice- ersa. A s prev iou ly mentioned, the hortest travelled distance 
( improved) approach i the desired outcome of the heading control strategy. 
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Fig.7.4a: The lefl shows the result from the lligh GADF u ing the corrected data, and the right hand side 
shows the result of the High GADF non-corrected. 
Fig.7.4b: Close up of the heading control strategy result, showing that the right hand image has actually taken 
the shortest distance (improved) approach. 
The following scenario is the plausible reason behind this. ince the robot had been 
travelling in an o ci llating way, then it is quite likely that the previou waypoint could have 
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been overshot and therefore (}ef was smaller than (}eb causing the robot to trave l 111 the 
forward di rection. Nevertheless, both approaches yield the same end result. 
7.5 Review of Simulation 
The simulation results have shown that in terms of the number of waypoints hit the actual 
resu lts are significantly higher than the simulation, which implies that the simulation 
provides an underestimate of the true performance of the system. This suggests that the 
simulation model needs to be revisited and some changes need to be made. The most li kely 
cause for this could be in the modelling of the GPS error. lt is important to recall that the 
purpose of that function was to introduce an error margin. Given that rea l GPS simulation 
so ftware p.lug-ins can be quite costly the GPS error model created appears to have served 
its purpose, in the sense that it created this element of unce1tainty and unpredictab ility 
typica ll y faced with a GPS receiver. 
On the other hand, the simulation has shown a clear advantage in terms of the path 
smoothness compared to the actual. Thi mean that dynamic factors need to be 
incorporated for futu re work. 
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7.6 Future Work 
There are several elements that can be improved m this research to enhance the 
performance of the proposed system: 
I) The fuzzy controller approach needs to be re-visi ted. Having the angular velocity 
dependant on distance to the waypoint in addition to GADF could show 
improvements in the smoothness of the output. 
2) T he hydraulic system needs to be carefu lly monitored, as does the battery status, 
since the hydraul ic system has often been creep ing under conditions that require it 
to be trave ll ing at high velocit ies. The same applies to the angular velocity 
(steering) that is dependant on the battery charge. Unless these areas are clearly 
investigated i t will be difficult to judge the true performance or the control system. 
3) Work on improving the simulation resul ts s1nce it has been shown that the 
simulation resu lts provide an underest imate of the true performance of the actual 
robot in terms of the waypoints hit. Also, factoring in the dynamic effects will be 
necessary. 
4) lt has been noted that a further shift exists at the start of each run from waypo int 
one. If that additional shi ft is taken into account, an overal l improvement in 
waypoint reaching is also expected. However, pred icting how long it wi l l last for is 
another matter on its own. 
5) In e ence thi system would prove to be effective in conjunction with localised 
reactive obstacle avoidance. Once the robot reache the general waypoi nt it would 
then rely on localised reactive contro l. Th is method would prove to be beneficial in 
large open sca le landscapes. 
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6) A future improvement wou ld also be in incorporating 30 terrain models for 
improved navigation in areas with greater topographica l variation. 
7) Given the variation of the error across the image, it wou ld be necessary to obtain 
the error distribution of the orthorectified image, in order to vary the waypoin t 
radius across the image. 
8) A future area of work is determining the effect the distance between the waypoint 
has 0 11 the performance 0 f the controller. 
2 16 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The aim of this research was the introduction of autonomous mobile robots for agr icu ltural 
and horticultural tasks, to tack le the issues that arise from hiring migrant labourers and the 
competition from cheap imported produce. The problems with the automation of these 
processes have been the costs associated with such equipment making it an unviable 
solution. Confronting thi s issue and introducing low-cost, manoeuvrable and robust robots 
would undoubted ly spur the interest o f farmers. 
The introduction of Ransomes-Jacobsen 's pider has opened up the potential for such 
research due to it desirable characteristics. The focussed aim of this research wa to 
undertake work in the area of transport in large-open spaced agricul tural areas w ith the 
added element or including a human-in-the-loop. 
Using aerial images for the selection of waypoints. along with a low-eo t GP receiver. 
was an objecti ve of this research. This broadened the pectrum of the research objectives 
by investigating the errors associated wi th a waypoint selected from an aerial image; 
extending the po itional accuracy of the GP receiver to avoid the need for expensive 
receivers; the implementation of a control strategy that would allow it to be used in a wide 
range of terrain properties and would exploit the full capability of the robot's drive 
mechanism. Furthermore. another obj ect ive was to create a simulation of the system as a 
means for compari son to the experimental results, and to create an error model for the GP . 
On the whole. the results obtained showed a promising outcome. The human-in-the-loop 
was met w ith the choice of selecting waypoints from an aerial image, prov iding the user 
w ith the flex ibility of choosing the path to be taken by the robot. The errors associated w ith 
the waypoints had been identi lied. The GP positional correction method implemented 
bowed a significant improvement to the current WAAS/EGNO differential signal. In 
addition the fuzzy controller had uccessfully navigated through a seri es of waypoints 
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using ci rcular stages of closeness. The simulation had shown great simi larity to the actual 
test results even though it often presented an underestimate of the true performance of the 
robot. 
To recapitulate, the chal lenges and problems faced , the sol utions provided and outcomes 
obtained are revisited once more to demonstrate how the ideas worked together: 
Certain fundamental challenges arose in the implementation of GPS and aerial images for 
mobile robot navigation. First of all , how does one work within the current accuracy of 
GPS signals for mobile robots, and what is the relationship between GPS-gathered data 
points and surveyed points on corresponding aeri al images? Furthermore, is it possible to 
extend or optimise the accuracy of these technologies? 
The first topic to be approached was the use of aerial imagery, with the forwa rd goal of 
using images for the selection of waypoin ts. lt was imperative to discover the current 
" raw", level of accuracy. In other words, when a waypoint was selected on an aerial image, 
how closely wou ld it match the ground position? 
Investi gati on showed that small scale inaccuracies arising from the 1936 re-triangulation of 
the UK can lead to significant positional errors of up to 20m. These inconsistencies would 
need to be accommodated for if the GPS positional output is to match the image 
coordinate. Testing revealed that, not only are image-selected points different from actua l 
ground-surveyed points, but the accuracy of one aerial image of a land mass may differ 
from another image of the same land mass due the tri angulation errors. Shi fts ranging from 
0.087 m - 0.732 m were recorded. These were discovered to be the resul t of variabili ty 
(human-induced) and bias error (a result of the orthorectification process). 
In order to accommodate for these inaccuracies. an error circle was created around each 
waypoint. 
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The next cha llenges to be approached v ere those relating to the GP . lt was pre iously 
determined that accuracies to within 3 m could be achieved. which was not suffi cient for 
the chosen application . In addi tion, if GP was to be used in conjunction with aeri al 
image , it was imperative to di scover ho\ the GPS coordinates related to the aerial image 
coordinates. 
The default coordinate system used by the GPS receiver is WGS84, whereas the ational 
Grid uses 0 GB36. This inconsistency immediately posed a problem for matching single 
points accurately. Furthermore, desp ite the fact that it was possible to select 0 GB36 on 
the GP receiver (which, in theory. would give outputs identical to those on the aerial 
image). the GP was reall y only performing internal transformations from WG 84 using 
an approximate transformation - and these transfo rmations themselves could contain errors 
of up to 20 m. 
To avoid the errors associated wi th these internal transformations, it was discovered that 
choos ing the user-defined functionality to determine locali sed parameters for the test area 
improved the overall spat ial position ing. This showed greater proximity to the actua l point 
than the internal 0 GB36 coordinate system. 
Nevertheless, the GP was also found to be inconsistent from one day to the next, and, 
indeed, throughout the day. Although the relationshi ps between a series of collected points 
were consistent. the entire set o f points was shown in a slightly different position from one 
day to the next (i.e. the 'cluster' shifted). These inconsistencies can be (partially) explained 
by the changes in the number of avai lable sate llites at any given moment, and by the 
Dilution of Precision (DOP) of the GP signals. Planning software (e.g. Trimble) can give 
the user an idea of how the GPS signals will be at different times of day. and during 
different times of the year. 
These inconsistencies led to the idea of correcting the GPS data prior to any testing. To 
achieve thi , sample data (stati c) was collected for 15-minute interva ls before the test 
journey began. The average of these point was then compared to a known surveyed point, 
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and the spatial shi ft was then determined. By 'shifting' future data by th is amount, the GPS 
s ignals could still be used, but more accurate results could be obtained. Using this 
approach, positional improvements of up to 48% were achieved, in relation to the 
percentage o f waypoints reached. The waypoint had a radius of 0.5m and yielded for 17 
test runs, a total travelled di stance of 1.43 km, 83.6% waypoint hit. 
This GPS positional correction gives a more accurate estimate fo r matching the GPS 
position to the correspond ing aerial image. However, thi s still does not give a guaranteed 
true ground pos ition, but merely a better estimate. To accommodate for th is error, a GPS 
error ci rcle was created to represent the area covering the possible locations of the GPS 
position with respect for the robot. As a result, a Spider error circle was created around the 
GPS position, which wo uld encompass the robot s centre. 
The next step was to determine an appropriate control strategy for having the robot follow 
waypoints, while taking into accoun t the GP position fluctuations. The control strategy 
ideall y needed to take advantage of the capabil ities offered by a synchronous dri ve robot 
and also needed to be versatil e in order to cope with varied environments. 
A circular stages of closeness method was used to allow collu ion between the waypoint 
(circle) and the pider error circle. This method was used to control the speed of the robot 
as it approached the waypoint, and determined when the next waypo int was to be loaded, 
based on the proxim ity of one circle to another. 
A fuzzy controller was implemented to accommodate for mechanical and sensor output 
fluctuations, in addition to the effect of dynamic disturbances which the robot could face in 
an outdoor environment. The fuzzy controller takes into account the GP Accuracy 
Decision Factor (GADF), which is based on the Position Dilution of Precision (POOP) and 
the um ber of atellites (NOS) at any given time. 
Prior to testing the robot in the real outdoor envi ronment, a simulation was created to 
mimic its waypoint-reaching capabilities. This simulation included the GPS error model 
22 1 
(and the waypoint error model), and provided a platform for testing various control 
strategies. 
Following tests v ith the Spider in the ·rea l' outdoor envi ronment, it was shown that at a 
high GADF (i.e. high number of satelli tes, low DOP) through 18 waypoints, I 00% of the 
waypoints were hit at a 0.6 m waypoint radius, and 94% of the waypoints were hit within a 
0.4 - 0.5 m waypoint radius. Without the correction, only 22% of the v aypo ints (in a 0.6 m 
radius) were hit. In summary. results have shown that the GPS can achieve accuracies to 
within le s than 1.3 m - a significant improvement to the WAA /EGNO positional 
estimate to with in 3 m. 
In addition, a heading control strategy v as developed for the synchronous drive platform, 
v hich allowed manoeuvres within the shortest po sible distance. 
Both the simulations and the outdoor testing showed promising results. U ing a correction 
techn ique, the GP data was adju ted for real-time implementation for improved positional 
navigation. This avoided having to purchase DGP signals, and proved to be a good low-
cost alternati ve. The platform, the pider, was successfully converted to a waypoint-
following robot which, using a 2-stage fuzzy controller, responded to variations in signal 
strength using a Circular Stages of Closeness model. 
This proposed system paves the way for implementing low-cost techniques for transport in 
large open-space agricultural and horti cultura l fi elds. 
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(A) Technical specifications 
This section touches upon some other technica l specifications and work conducted on the 
pider that is not directly related to the research in this thesis. yet deserves mentioning 
nonetheless. 
Fig. AO: TI1e Spider wi th its hardware 
Hardware Architecture 
The schematic in Fig. A 1 shows the addi tional proposed hardware that has been set up (but 
not used for this research) on the lower platform area, and Fig. A2 shows the additional 
(unused) hardware on the rotating platform. A description fo llows: 
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Rotating Platform 
March 2007- August 2007 
T hi was pat1 o f an M c project that involved the development of a closed loop PlO 
controller for the rotary platform to ensure that it would consistently maintain the same 
angular velocity and direction as the steering of the wheels. Fig. AJ is a chematic showing 
the overall layout of the proposed architecture. 
Gearrabo 
31 
(I e for every lull 
rotaton of the wheel 
the pot wookl have 
rotated 3 bmes) 
Pot I 
PWM 
Pot2 
Motor Controller 
unear Voltage 
OUIPUt 
Gearrabo 
1 3 
(I e for every full 
revoluoon ot the 
Platform the pot woutd 
nave rotated 3 omes) 
Fig. A3: chematic of the hardware used for controll ing the position of the rotating platfonn 
Data Handling Equipment 
April 2006 - September 2006 
As part of an internship program, a final year German Diplom student worked on 
developing the server operating system in the C programming language to handle data from 
the IR YS inf'rared camera to a Visual Basic application on the host PC. A description of 
the erver and the infrared camera folio in their corresponding sections. 
The AX I 82 board i a I OOM IP Linux-operated net\ ork server ( ee Fig. A4) . The u er 
has the option of accessing two R -232 ports and one R -485 port, one U B lot. two 
Ethernet ports. and genera l 1/0 ports [Axi Communications 2006]. Th i erver has been 
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implemented and w ill be used for the pider 's on-board distributed network o f processors 
in futu re work. The main working program is ,. ritten in the C programming language. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. A4: AX IS server: a) front view and b) back view 
Wireless communication 
September 2006 - .Janumy 2007 
A final year French undergraduate student worked on setting up a three-way w ireless 
communication network between the pider and host PC, modi fying the Linux server for 
the integration of other components, and enhancing the Visual App lication program of the 
IR Y infrared camera. 
In order to rcali c the communication handl ing ' ith an off-board PC, the pider is 
equipped w ith two wireless routers. Since the communication handl ing between the upper 
and lower sections of the platform are hindered by the design of the rotating platform, 
having two separate server and routers in each area ul timately solves this problem. Fig. A5 
shows images of the routers. 
a) b) 
Fig. AS: Wireless routers: a) for the lower platform and b) for the upper platform 
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Sensors 
In frared Camera 
For fu tu re research acti vi ty involving obstacle avoidance, human tracing, or other 
appl ications a passive infrared sensor was mounted on the robot. The IRI Y Thermal 
lmager ( IRI 1002 Multipoint rad iometer) provides real time temperature monitoring of256 
data points ( ee Fig. A6). 
Fig. A6: IRISY thermal imager 
The detector used in the IRI 1002 Multipoint rad iometer is an !RI Y proprietary 
pyroclectric array consisting of 16 x 16 pixe l . Data is handled by means of the serial 
communication protocol (R 232). The LR camera provides a temperature range between 
23°C to 157°C. 
Axis Network Camera 
The AX IS network camera (Fig. A7) is typ ica lly used for IP-surveillance and for remote 
monitoring appli cations. The camera acts like an AX I 82 Device erver, where the RS232 
and 110 ports can be used for other applications and accessed through the network [Axis 
Communications 2006]. The camera wi l l be used to provide a video-link for teleoperation 
or for vision guidance. 
Fig. A 7: Axis network camera 
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Fig. A8 shows a pan and til t unit with the IRYSIS infrared camera mounted on the AXIS 
network camera. These units are fi xed to the rotating platform. 
Fig. /\8: The IRYS I infrared and AX IS cameras mounted on the Spider 
Oclober 2006 June 2007 
An undergraduate BEng student worked on the integration of a compass, tilt ensor and 
fuel gauge as part of the pider's instrumentation. They were wi relessly linked through the 
previou ly developed distributed network to a host PC for data processing. 
Compass (Slipping) 
The CMPSOJ from Devantech has an accuracy between 3 ° and 4 ° with a reso lution of 0. 1 °. 
It has been specifica lly designed for mobile robot applications (see Fig. A9). lt in terfaces 
with the host microcontro ller using the 12C protocol [Devantech Ltd. 2007]. 
Fig. A9: The CMP 03 compass by Devantech. [Devantech Ltd. 2007] 
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Pan and Tilt Module 
A two axis accelerometer MEMS pan and ti lt module from Analog Devices, ADXL203, 
was used [Analog Devices Inc. 2007]. It is capable of measuring between -45 ° and 45 °, 
with a sensitivity accuracy of ± 4% (see Fig. A I 0). 
Fig. A I 0: Dual-Axis MEMS pan and ti lt sensor ADXL203 [Analog Devices Inc. 2007] 
Fuel Gauge 
A standard off-the-shelf fue l gauge sensor is used. which changes its resistance depending 
on the level of fuel remain ing in the tank. The sensor has I 0 fixed outputs associated with 
it. The sensor works based on resi Lance between the magnet attached to the float and the 
rod which operates a reed witch ( ee Fig. A If). 
Fig. A 11 : A fuel gauge with I 0 discrete outputs 
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User Interface 
Fig. A 12 shows a screenshot of the teleoperated control interface for joystick control of the 
robot. 
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Fig. A 12: A screenshot of the interface program. Clockwise from top left: AX I camera, joystick position, 
GPS data output and the IRYSIS infrared camera. 
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Fig. B 15: Main model of the Spider's simulation - Simulink 
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2911 0/2007 
Before correction: 
Waypoint radius (m) - Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 5.263158 5.263158 5.263158 26.31579 36.84210526 42.10526 52.63158 63.15789 
2 5.263158 5.263158 5.263158 36.84211 47.36842105 57.89474 63.15789 63.15789 
3 0 0 15.78947 31.57895 52.63157895 57.89474 73.68421 78.94737 
4 5.263158 5.263158 5.263158 15.78947 31.57894737 31.57895 42.10526 52.63158 
5 0 0 0 68.42105 84.21052632 84.21 053 84.21053 84.21053 
6 0 10.52632 21.05263 36.8421 1 42.10526316 42.10526 47.36842 63.15789 
7 5.263158 5.263158 15.78947 26.31579 31 .57894737 36.84211 47.36842 52.63158 
8 57.89474 78.94737 78.94737 84.21 053 84.21052632 84.21 053 84.21053 89.47368 
9 68.42105 68.42105 84.21053 84.21 053 84.21052632 84.21 053 84.21053 84.21053 
10 5.263158 5.263158 5.263158 10.52632 15.78947368 36.8421 1 42.10526 52.63158 
Average 15.26316 18.42105 23.68421 42.10526 51 .05263158 55.78947 62.10526 68.42105 
After Correct ion: 
Waypoint radius (m) - Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 5.263158 10.52632 26.31579 36.842 11 42.10526316 63.15789 68.42105 78.94737 
2 5.263158 31.57895 47.36842 57.89474 63.1578947 4 63.15789 68.42105 89.47368 
3 10.52632 15.78947 42.10526 57.89474 68.42105263 89.47368 89.47368 94.73684 
4 5.263158 15.78947 15.78947 26.31579 47.368421 05 52.63158 78.94737 89.47368 
5 5.263158 57.89474 73.68421 84.21053 89.47368421 94.73684 100 100 
6 15.78947 31.57895 42.1 0526 42.10526 47.36842105 47.36842 68.42105 68.421 05 
7 15.78947 21.05263 31 .57895 36.84211 42.10526316 52.63158 73.68421 89.47368 
8 73.68421 78.94737 84.21053 94.73684 100 100 100 100 
9 84.21053 84.21053 100 100 100 100 100 100 
10 5.263158 5.263158 5.2631 58 26.31579 36.84210526 42.10526 57.89474 68.42105 
Average 22.63158 35.26316 46.84211 56.31579 63.68421053 70.52632 80.52632 87.89474 
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30/10/2007 
Before correction: 
Waypoint radius (m) - Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 894737 94.7368 94.7368 94.7368 94.7368 
2 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 94.7368 94.7368 
3 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
4 15.7895 21 .0526 36.8421 36.8421 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 
5 26.3158 421053 63.1579 68 4211 73.6842 84.2105 84 2105 84.2105 
6 84 2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
7 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 
8 5.2632 15.7895 31 .5789 52.6316 78.9474 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 
9 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 
10 52.6316 63.1579 73.6842 84.2105 84 2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
11 31 .5789 31 .5789 42.1053 63.1579 68.4211 73.6842 78.9474 78.9474 
12 21 .0526 31 .5789 47.3684 68.4211 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
13 84 2105 84.2105 84.2105 84 2105 84 2105 84.2105 84 2105 89.4737 
14 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 
15 52.6316 68.4211 68.4211 78.9474 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 
16 47.3684 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
17 57.8947 68.4211 84 2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84 2105 84.2105 
Average 57.27554 65.01547 71 20742 76.78018 82.66252941 84.52011 85.75849 87.30649 
After Correction: 
Waypoint radius (m) - Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 36.84211 73.68421 84.21053 89.47368 89.47368421 94.73684 100 100 
2 57.89474 94.73684 94.73684 94.73684 100 100 100 100 
3 94.73684 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
4 0 5.263158 26.31579 42.10526 52.63157895 63.15789 100 100 
5 21 .05263 21 .05263 31.57895 5789474 73.68421053 84.21053 100 100 
6 68.42105 84.21053 89.47368 94.73684 94.73684211 94.73684 94.73684 100 
7 10.52632 73.68421 89.47368 94.73684 100 100 100 100 
8 0 5.263158 15.78947 31.57895 42.1 0526316 78.94737 94.73684 94.73684 
9 73.68421 84.21053 89.47368 100 100 100 100 100 
10 68.42105 89.47368 89.47368 89.47368 89.47368421 94.73684 100 100 
11 36.84211 52.63158 57.89474 68.42105 89.47368421 100 100 100 
12 10.52632 21.05263 31 .57895 36.84211 63.15789474 78.94737 94.73684 100 
13 78.94737 94.73684 94.73684 100 100 100 100 100 
14 78.94737 84.21053 89.47368 94.73684 94.73684211 100 100 100 
15 68.42105 84.21053 89.47368 94.73684 94.73684211 94.73684 94.73684 94.73684 
16 36.84211 47.36842 73.68421 94 73684 94 7368421 1 100 100 100 
17 68 42105 68.42105 73.68421 84.21053 89 47368421 100 100 100 
Average 47 67802 63 77709 71 .82663 80.49536 86.37770898 93.18885 98 76161 99.3808 
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Before correction : 
Waypoint radius (m)- Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 0 10.5263 15.7895 31 .5789 78.9474 78.9474 89.4737 89.4737 
2 26.3158 47.3684 57.8947 73.6842 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
3 42.1053 52.6316 63.1579 68.42 11 73.6842 73.6842 84.2105 89.4737 
4 0 5.2632 31 .5789 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
5 15.7895 47.3684 73.6842 78.9474 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
6 0 0 21 .0526 47.3684 68.421 1 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
7 0 0 5.2632 15.7895 47.3684 84.21 05 89.4737 89.4737 
8 5.2632 5.2632 5.2632 21.0526 36.8421 42.1053 52.6316 63.1579 
9 5.2632 5.2632 5.2632 5.2632 10.5263 31.5789 73.6842 84.2105 
10 47.3684 63.1579 78.9474 78.9474 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
11 78.9474 84.2105 84.21 05 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
12 15.7895 36.8421 42.1053 68.4211 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 89.4737 
13 78.9474 84.2105 84.21 05 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 
14 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
15 0 0 0 10.5263 47.3684 73.6842 89.4737 89.4737 
16 0 0 0 10.5263 21 .0526 42.1053 52.6316 57.8947 
17 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 84.2105 89.4737 
Average 28.48298 35.91331 43.34365 55.41796 68.42104706 76.78019 83.28174 85.75852 
After Correction: 
Waypoint radius (m) - Percentage hit 
Runs 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
1 84 2105 89.4737 100 100 100 100 100 100 
2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
3 84.2105 89.4737 100 100 100 100 100 100 
4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
5 89.4737 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
6 94.7368 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
7 68.4211 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
8 42.1053 57.8947 68.4211 73.6842 94.7368 100 100 100 
9 21 .0526 73.6842 89.4737 100 100 100 100 100 
10 94.7368 94.7368 100 100 100 100 100 100 
11 84.2105 89.4737 89.4737 100 100 100 100 100 
12 94.7368 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
13 57.8947 73.6842 73.6842 94.7368 100 100 100 100 
14 36.8421 47.3684 52.6316 84.2105 100 100 100 100 
15 78.9474 89.4737 89.4737 94.7368 94.7368 94.7368 94.7368 100 
16 31.5789 47.3684 52.6316 78.9474 100 100 100 100 
17 52.6316 68.4211 78.9474 89.4737 94.7368 94.7368 100 100 
Average 71 .51702 83.59133 87.92571 95.04644 99.0712 99.3808 99.6904 100 
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The Use of Aerial Images and GPS for Mobile 
Robot Waypoint Navigation 
S. Shajr, J. H. Chandler, V. J . Gonzalez-Villela, Member, IEEE, R. M . Parkin, Member. IEEE, and M . R. Jackson 
Abstract-The application of aerial and satellite imagery for 
mobile robot path planning and navigation has shown potential 
in recent years. Their uses vary from identifying terrain prop-
erties for creating traversability maps to extracting la ndmarks 
for autonomous navigation. With the freeJy available differential 
positioning system, Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)/ 
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS), 
the use of the GPS with aerial images providing valuable contex-
tual data demonstrates potential in waypoint-based navigation of 
mobile robots. However, important issues relating to the spatial 
accuracies of image, waypoint, and GPS-derived data, vital for 
obtaining accurate navigation results, are often overseen. This pa-
per defines the causes of spatial inaccuracies in order to develop 
optimal waypoint navigation parameters and provides researchers 
with sufficient knowledge to reproduce similar results. An improve-
ment of up to 48% in the numbe r of waypoints reached, depending 
on the radius, was determined for the positional correction of the 
GPS. The resul ts are shown with a simulated synchronous drive 
robot in Matlab's Simulink environment. The reader is presented 
with a method for easily creat ing waypoints from aerial images, 
yielding results to a s imilar level of accuracy to conventional and 
often tedious manua.l methods. 
Index Terms-Aerial imagery, European gcostationary naviga-
tion overlay service (EGNOS), GPS, map datum, mobile robot, 
orthorcctification, overhead images, synchronous drive robot, way-
points, wide area augmentation system (WAAS). 
I. [NTRODUCTION 
T HE USE OF aerial and atell ite imagery for agricultural and horticultural applications uch as precision farmi ng 
and for long-range autonomous terrain navigation has been a 
strong motivation behind re earch conducted at Loughborough 
University [I], in which a grass-cutting mower, the Ransomes 
Spider, has been refi tted for autonomous navigation (Fig. I). 
In recent years, t11ere has been growing interest in imagery 
(aerial, satellite, laser detection and ranging (LADAR)/Iight de-
tection and ranging (LIDAR), digital elevation model (DEM), 
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Fig. I. Spader refined for autonomous navigation. 
and more) for robot path planning [2]- l9 j . Each of these research 
activities addresses path planning and navigation differently. 
Researchers need to comprehend a range of complex issues in-
volved in navigation, even though these may not be directly 
related to their prime research. One such task is the process 
of collecting a series of waypoims for mobile robot path plan-
ning. The most common procedure is through manual collection 
(surveying) of a series of waypoints using a high-precision dif-
ferential GPS (DGPS) receiver [4), [ LO), either using real-time 
kinematics (IITK) or postprocessing the data. Even though this 
is a simple task, it is time-consuming and requires thorough 
knowledge of the robot's working environment. 
The concept or using imagery for defining waypoints is not a 
new idea. Freely available geographic information system (GJS) 
tools such a Google Earth are often used by civilians in order 
to define their own route of travel [I ll, whether it be for hiking 
or driving. For in-car GPS navigation, the accuracy of the e 
points is not critical since the waypoints are often conveyed 
relative to a global fixed street network, and are not required 
for autonomous navigat ion-therefore, positional inaccuracies 
from the GPS receiver and the waypoint positional resolution 
do not act as a hindrance on the system's overall performance. 
However, for applications requiring higher navigation precision 
and autonomy, such as in mobile robots, greater signi ficanc~ 
must be attributed to image settings and coordinate reference 
systems to improve the waypoint accuracy, and GPS settings to 
ensure that the waypoints are reached. 
The freely avrulable DGPS signal (Wide Area Augmentation 
System (WAAS)/European Geostationary Navigation Overlay 
Service (EGNOS)), shows potential for mobile robots as it offers 
po itional accuracy to within 3 m. It can be used in conjunction 
with aerial images for mobile robot waypoint navigation and 
is an exciting area of development. The upcoming deployment 
of the Galileo system (Europe's alternative to the GPS, which 
promises positional accuracy to within I m with no signal 
degradation all the year round [ 12]) shows further potential. 
1083-4435/$25.00 0 2008 IEEE 
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ft is important to note that this system is not intended to 
replace the need for an inenial measurement unit (IMU), and 
will not provide submeter accuracy like those obtained from 
the subscription-based differential global positioning system 
(DGPS); however. the interest in this research is to extend the 
capabilities of the currently available WAASIEGNOS signal u -
ing a low-cost GPS ·cnsor for locali7.ation. As will be clarified 
in Section IJI-A, the assumed working envi ronment wi ll be 2-D, 
and therefore, relatively fiat landscape has been used. The pro-
jected use of this system in its current form wi ll be in open-space 
agricultural environments and uncluttered urban landscapes. 
This paper is divided into four main sections. The first, Way-
point Navigation (Section TI) wi ll discuss recent work that uses 
waypoints in mobile robot path planning. That wi ll then lead the 
reader into the current uses of waypoint determination using im-
agery. The second. lmage1y (Section ill) will discuss the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of aeriaJ over satellite imagery, 
the critical process of georeferencing (i.e., calibration) of these 
images. and finally. the selection of the correct map settings 
(map datum and projection) for the working area. Both steps 
are critical if direct spatial comparison is desired. The third sec-
tion, Robotic System (Section IV), wi ll briefly discuss the GPS. 
and provide the reader with a novel derivation of the kinematics 
for a ynchronous dri ve robot and present the controller used 
for the simulation. The founh, enritled Experimental Results 
(Section V) will demonstrate the effect of GPS positionaJ cor-
rection, accuracy, and repeatability on waypoints reached.lt will 
also how the waypoint accuracy that can be typically obtained 
using an onhorcctificd aerial image. Finally. a simulation using 
the defined kinematics and controller will be used to demon-
strate a working system that combines selected waypoints with 
simulated GPS po itional output error from the robot, with re-
sult presented in term of the percentage of waypoints reached 
with respect to radius size. 
Il. W AYPOtNT NAVIGATION 
In mobile robots, it is quite difficult to separate the concepts 
of path planning and navigation, since a path is often planned 
with an appropriate controller in mind. A vast number of path 
planning technique are in existence, and in this paper, a delib-
erative approach is used, wherein the robot fo llows a predefi ned 
trajectory or a series of points. 
Predefined path planning is termed the "rai lway track algo-
rithm" in [13] becau, e the vehicle is confined to specific paths 
or roadway (the "tracks"). This is usually done when the co-
ordinates of the path to be traversed are given £O the robot in 
a series of known coordinates (waypoints). Classical path plan-
ning techniques assume a fu ll knowledge of the robot's environ-
ment. which is believed to be correct and complete. but since 
complete knowledge of the environment for outdoor robots is 
not possible, a method employing waypoint-type algorithms is 
suitable [14]. 
It has been shown that a low-cost educational robot, equipped 
with only a GPS receiver as its sensor, has obtained good re-
sults for waypoi nt navigation [1 5]. Waypoint navigation has 
also been used in an autonomous boat, yielding satisfactory re-
suits through the use or DGPS [ l6J. With positional fix updates 
roughly once per second, the author was able to achieve posi-
tional accuracy up to I m for the application. Furthermore, work 
conducted on the use of waypoints for an autonomous Kiteplane 
achieved successful maneuvering under wind disturbances us-
ing low-cost sensors [ 17]. 
The use of waypoints derived from aerial imagery has aJso 
been well received by some researchers working on mobile 
robots in rugged outdoor environments [ 18], Ll9]. 
[n ummary, the use of waypoints and GPS have been shown 
to be powerful tools for outdoor mobile robot navigation. For 
this research, waypoints will refer to outdoor points within a 
predefined positional coordinate system, which will be clarified 
in the following sections. 
ill. IMAGERY 
A. Aerial lmages 
As mentioned previously, a recent trend in navigation and 
area representation methods has been the use of various types 
of imagery. This paper will focus on the use of aerial images 
(photographs) and not on 3-D DEMs such as LIDARILADAR, 
since low-cost GPS units do not provide accurate altitude data. 
Freely available or low-cost imagery (e.g., Google Eanh) can 
be several years old and of variable image resolution, rendering 
it useless for many applications; however, freely available data 
remain useful for conveying the landscape for various purposes. 
There are many type of orbital satellites that collect im-
ages, such as Land ar. Satellite Pour !'Observation de la Terre 
(SPOT), and Indian Remote Sensing (1RS); however, mo t have 
a lower resolution (i.e., less detail) than the recently launched 
IKON OS and QuickBird. The laner two were developed to pro-
vide high-resolution imagery for both civil and government use. 
Many (>30) new remote sensing satellite systems are now op-
erational in addition to 12 further planned launches within the 
next year [20], which boast even higher image resolution and 
posirional accuracy. IKONOS provides spatial resolution of up 
to 0.8 m panchromatic ground sample distance (GSD) and 4 m 
multispectral GSD, whereas QuickBird's resolution is sharper 
at 0.6 and 2.4 m [20]. Several agencies sell these high-resolution 
images; however, they are often too expensive for the average 
user, as a minimum purchase area applies. 
Aerial photographs provide a useful alternative to satellite 
imagery, because they have the advantage of being acquired 
at closer range than satell ites, and consequently provide higher 
scale and derail/resolution. These two attributes are necessary to 
assist enhanced waypoint identi fication. For example, an aerial 
photograph taken at 300 m above ground level with the "nor-
mal" 150 mm focal length lens has a resolution on the ground 
of 0.08 m per pixel [2 1 ], which is more preci e than both 
lKONOS and QuickBird. Another low-cost approach for ac-
quiring aerial imagery is a system for rem01e sensing, deployed 
in times of disaster [22], which could be used for waypoint-
based navigation. In this, a mechatronic kite equipped with a 
teleoperated camera and other sensors have been used for live 
data capture with the advantage of rapid deployment. Finally, 
another method of capturing aerial images includes using an 
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unmanned aerial vehicle that obtains aerial LADAR data [8]. 
Irrespective of the image used, post image processing is required 
for georeferencing. 
B. Georeferencing 
This is the process in which the image is related to a suit-
able ground coordinate ystem. Since the earth is not a perfect 
sphcrt:. st:tting these factors to a lixcd universal mathematical 
index, such as the wide ly used World Geodetic System 1984 
(WGS84). could lead to inaccuracies of several meters, depend-
ing on the geographical location of the image in the g lobal 
frame [23]. This leads to two concepts: map datum and map 
projection [23]. It is important to set the aerial images to the 
datum, and projection used to represent the country in which 
the image was taken. In t11e UK, for example, the map projec-
tion used is known as the transverse mercator (TM), and the 
map datum as the Ordnance Survey Great Britain 1936, which 
is based on a geographic representation known as the Airy 1830 
e llipsoid. Direct transformations between variou. map datums 
(e.g., OSGB36 to WGS84) can be achieved using, for exam-
ple. the Helmen transformation. Unfortunately, such transfor-
mation are only approximate at the local scale. In the UK, for 
example, small-scale inaccuracie arising from the 1936 retri-
angulation lead to significant positional errors up to 20 m [23] ; 
therefore, using simple global transfom1ations and published 
constants i not advisable. lt is important to ensure that a con-
sistent underlying coordinate system for the aerial image being 
used, and that the GPS positional output matches its correspond-
ing location on the image. The fu ion of the GPS positional data 
output to the underlying coordinate system in me aerial image 
is explained in detail in Section V-B. 
C. Photogrammetry 
The cience developed to relate measurements of imagery to 
a ground coordinate system is known as photogrammetry [24], 
the impetu for development being primarily the production of 
the World' National Mapping series [25]. There are two types 
of distortion irtherent in any aerial or satellite image that pre-
vent direct correspondence between the 2-D image and a 3-D 
ground coordinate system: tilt and relief distortion. Distortions 
created by the light rays leaving the object, passing through the 
lens center, before creating an image point in me focal plane of 
the camera are modeled explicitly using me collinearity equa-
tions [241, [25]. The e equations model distortions completely 
due to nonverticality of the sensor. A distortion is also introduced 
into the image if the terrain is non planar. Such " re lie f displace-
mcnts" arc related to the nying height and focal length of the 
sensor. and can be highly signi ficant for aerial photography. 
Only a true "onhorectification" procedure implementing the 
collinearity equations removes the distortions due to both relief 
and tilt displacement. Unfortunate ly, there are a range of aerial 
image products marketed that have not been generated using 
the required rigorous mathematical procedures. Although such 
' 'map accurate" products arc fit fo r many purposes/applications, 
they should always be used with caution, particularly when used 
in conjunction with GPS . 
The orthorectification procedure can be accomplished by us-
ing ground control points (GCP[sl) clearly visible on me aerial 
images. The 3-D coordinates of the GCPs should be estab-
lished using a survey grade differential grade GPS and linked 
to me ordnance urvey (OS) "passive network." These coor-
dinates should subsequently be transfom1ed to OSGB36 using 
the OSTN02 and the OSGM02 models provided by the OS [23]. 
Unfortunately, there is no single solution available, and different 
approaches are required in different countries. Advice should be 
ought from National Mapping Agencies. 
The process of orthorectification can introduce discrepancies 
if the DEM is inaccurate. Therefore, it is important to consider 
such uncertainties when judging the inaccuracy of the waypoint 
selected from an aerial image. 
rY. ROBOTIC SYSTEM 
A. Global Positioning System 
Since the GPS was selected as a stand-alone localization sen-
sor, this section is dedicated to providing a brief description 
of its capabilitie . Currently, there exist two truly global satel-
lite positioning systems, me U.S . GPS and the former USSR 
GLONASS [26]; however. the first satellite of the "Galileo" 
European positioning system has been launched. 
Inaccuracies stemming from atmospheric conditions, orbit 
instability, and disturbances in the satellite constellation are 
adjusted by accurately georeferenced ground stations, which 
act as beacons and transmit corrected GPS signals [27]. This is 
known as DGPS. However, the accuracy of the corrected signals 
degrades as the distance from mese stations increases, and sub-
scription can be costly. The reduced accuracy of me GPS system 
has been handled by the introduction of geostationary satellites 
that transmit di fferent ially corrected signa ls. Jn the U.S., this 
system is known as WAAS, and in Europe, as the EGNOS, 
and can provide civilians with positioning accuracies to within 
3 m. The GPS has become a topical subject among researchers; 
however, it is rarely used independently for localization. 
B. Kinematics and Controller 
Refe rence [28] presents the controller that has been used for 
the imulation of me synchronous drive robot. It is implemented 
in order to verify the efficiency o f the control system in reach-
ing waypoints by means of a simulated positional output from 
the GPS. One general kinematic model for a synchronous drive 
robot can be found in work done in r29]. However, given that 
a convenient model to work within the Simulink environment 
is not readily available, a detai led s tep-by-step derivation is 
presented. The following assumptions are made: the robot has 
synchronous wheel rotation, a symmetric square wheel config-
uration, homogeneous wheel radii, no lateral or longitudina l 
wheel slip, no wheel misalignments, no pressure differences in 
tires, and moves along a 2-D plane. This simplifies the kinematic 
model to the basic constraints acting on the robot. A schematic 
is u ed for the derivation (see Fig. 2). Table I summarizes the 
variables. 
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TABLE I 
SYMBOLS, DESCRIPTION. AND UNITS FOR Spider's KINEMATIC MODEL 
Symbol Description Units 
(} Steering angle Radians 
0 Steering velocity Rodinns/Sccond 
a Angle of rotouon of Radians 
Sptder' frame to 
global frame 
d.-d Robot dimension Meters 
along x . ..,..x. axis 
h.-h Robot dimension Meters 
along >:.,.,...,. axis 
; Wheel W1gle RadiW1S 
~ Wheel angular velocity Radians/Second 
V Robol linear velocity Meters/Second 
~ Robot posture vector (Meters, Meters. Radians) 
in global frame 
~ l{obot velocity vector (Meters/Second, Meters/Second. in global frame l{adians!Second) 
() 
y 
Global Frame X 
Fig. 2. Kinematic model of the four-wheeled synchronous drive robot. 
The robot has two decoupled synchronous mechanisms: the 
synchronous wheel rotation around each wheel's ax le and the 
synchronous wheel steering mechanism. The wheels can be 
steered simultaneously 360° continuously and unhindered at 
the same angular velocity and direction. For that reason, the 
ins tantaneous center of curvature (rotation) (ICC or ICR) is at 
infinity. The wheels also travel at the same linear velocity. 
This lead to the fact that the robot ' frame will remain con-
stant by an angle (Cl') to the globaJ reference frame, unless 
wheel s lipping or other unforeseen external dynamic factors 
occur. 
The robot posture ({clobnd can be defined by the fo llowi ng 
vector represenration: 
{GiohRI = !x Y O'f · ( I ) 
Since the global reference frame and the robot frame are not 
aligned, it is necessary to map the motion of the global frame to 
Ys ·t o:sJ 
~~-%~'~ 
p (x. ) 'le 
X spider 
fJ ,B 
( · 
_/ 
V 
Fig. 3. Wheel 's kinematic constraints frames: onhogonal and along wheel 
plane. 
that of the robot. To achieve this, an orthogonal rotation matrix 
(R(a)) is needed 
[ 
cos 0' 
R(a) = - sgw 
The calculation i denoted by 
s io a 
COSO' 
0 
~Spider = R(a)~Clobal· 
(2) 
(3) 
The next stage i to caJculate the wheel 's kinematic con-
straints. Since this is a synchronous mechanism, the caJculation 
of one wheel is suffic ient. For this, both constraints orthogonal 
to and along the wheel plane need to be determined. Refer to 
Fig. 3. 
In order to compute the correct constraints, it is vitaJ to de-
termine the type of wheel being used . For this robot, it belongs 
to the c lass of steered standard wheels. Further explanation is 
provided in [30]. The resolved equations are as follows. 
Along the wheel plane: 
l cos(O,) siu(O;) d;sin(O,)- b, cos(O;)J 
· R(a){Ciobsl - rJ>, = 0. 
Orthogonal to the wheel plane: 
l- sin(O, ) cos(r9;) d;cos(O;) +b;sin(O,)J 
(4) 
· R(a)ectobat = 0 (5) 
where {ctobsl = [ :i; iJ ci JT is the robot's posture velocity 
vector, 0; is the steering angle at a certain instant in time, and 
d,, b; are the positions of the wheels with respect to point P 
along the robot's frame, where the subscript (i) corresponds to 
each individual wheel. Given that the Spider has a symmetric 
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four wheel configuration (d = b), then 
dn = drr = bht = bo = d 
dt,r = dbt = bur = brr = -d. (6) 
Therefore. (4) and (5) can be modified with the dimensions 
pre ented in (6) to obtain the fu ll kinematic wheel constraints 
acting on the wheel frame. 
Following this, the kinematic constraints need to be expressed 
in the matrix form A(q)q = 0. In order to obtain the state- space 
representation of the robot, it is impon ant to determine the null 
space of A(q) for v = r (p and include the steering velocity iJ in 
the form of cj = Squ 
x cos(O + t~) 0 
il sin(O + a) 0 
Q 0 0 
Bbr 0 1 
ob/ 0 1 
Otr = 0 1 [:] . (7) o,, 0 1 
(pbr 1/ 7" 0 
(pbl 1/T 0 
;p,, L/T 0 
4>Jt 1/ r· 0 
Since 0, = iJ Vi, (p, = (p Vi , and v = Tlp, (7) can be reduced to 
.i; r cos(O +a) 0 
r sin(O +a) 0 
0 0 (8) 
0 1 
1 0 
Referring back to (8), it can be seen that five factors arc needed 
to determine the robot's veloc ity components in the x- y plane 
(forward kinematics), where the robot's steering veloci ty a is 
zero (i.e., the orientation of the robot's platform a never changes 
under the aforementioned conditions). 
For simplicity, the Spider is assumed here to move in the for-
ward translational velocity direction only. The control strategy 
(9) is based on a slightly modified version of the ''Reaching the 
Goal'· approach [28], as previously menrioned. Fig. 4 shows a 
chematic of that approach. The angular velocity is a function of 
the sine of the error (0~ ) . where the maximum angular velocity 
will be achieved at ± 90° 
Pc l's = (xcps, YcPs) 
09 = tan 1 ( Yw- Ya1•s ) 
Xw - X0 r) 
ex= Omnx sin(O. ) V = Vmux (9) 
Reverse 
du·ection 
(v,) 
(x,.,y~) 
• 
X Gt.>Nt 
X1j ps Global Frame 
Fig. 4. Waypoinl reaching model based on 128). 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to conduct the set of tests presented in this paper, 
the fo llowing were used: I ) a 0. 18-m/pixel resolution aerial 
image, obtained commercially, of the Holywell car park at 
Loughborough University, onhorecti fied into OS coordinates; 2) 
two Leica System 500 receivers for precise differential point po-
sitioning using static data postprocessing (horizontal accuracy 
5 mm + I ppm, venicaJ accuracy I 0 mm + I ppm); 3) Garmin 
18 5Hz GPS unit; 4) Matlab Si mu link. model for a synchronous 
drive robot; 5) Erdas imagine 9.0 by Leica Geosystems; and 6) 
freely available GPS planning software (trimble planning soft-
ware). Fig . 5, 7, 8, and 10 are in Eastings and Nonhings in 
OSGB36, the National Mapping Framework for the UK. 
A. Aerial Image and Waypoint Accuracy 
1 n order to show the disparities between a georeferenced aerial 
image and waypoints, two te.~ts were performed. In the tirst one, 
the Leica System was used to collect 54 points using a survey 
sty le "stop-and-go" approach to measure points covering the 
majority of the parking lot. These points are superimposed on 
the aerial image using Matlab (Fig. 5), which is a lso used for 
superimposing the GPS posi tional results on the aerial images. 
Clearly recognizable and identifiable landmarks on the image 
(marked as waypoints) were chosen as points to be surveyed 
by the high-precision GPS on their corresponding points in the 
car park. Superimposing the user-selected waypoi nts a longside 
these surveyed points on the aerial image shows thm discrepan-
cies in the position are apparent, two of which can be clearly seen 
in Fig. 6. lt was determined that , for the clearly recognizable 
points (37/54 ), the surveyed points had an average 0.37 m Nonh 
East shift from the user selected waypoints (varying from 0.087 
to 0.732 m) [see Fig. 6(a) and (b)] for a waypoint comparison. 
On the other hand, for the entire dataset {54/54), an aver-
age 0.446 m NIE shift from the user-selected waypoints was 
obt<'lined (varying from 0.087 to 2.085 m). Such differences 
can be accounted by the presence of variability and bias error. 
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Fig. 5. Fiflyfour accurately surveyed points using s tatic post data processing. 
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Discrepancy ~tweenthc user-selected point (dark colored) 
and the surveyed point (light colored). 
The bia error arises from maJI inaccuracie involved in the 
measurement process. mo t significant being s lightly varying 
parameter in the processing between the established photocon-
trol and checkpoints. There is a lso a small and systematic height 
bias in the extracted DEM. which causes a systematic shift in the 
position of the pixcls comprising the orthorectificd image. The 
variability usua lly relates to naturaJ human induced variation; 
waypoints selected from an image by one person may differ 
from a set collected by another. This is represented by the range 
or standard deviation. 
Given the variation of the shift throughout the image, it is ev-
ident that it is not entirely possible to match an image waypoint 
to the actual location in the car park. Therefore, it i important to 
define a proximity error around each waypoint. Thi proximity 
error. however. is left up to the user to define since it should 
be based on the image re olution, the image positional incon-
sistenc ies due to onhorccti fication. and human error concerning 
waypoint selection. It is possible to recalibrate the image to the 
standard needed; however, this would be a daunting ta k for the 
average user, and might be beyond the accuracy needed. 
This leads to the next set of experimental results that demon-
strate the importance of adjusting the GPS receivers' positional 
shift, to improve the spatia l match between the GPS data and 
the on horectitied image. 
~-~ 
4 ' 106 HI07 ~ ~~~7 
~ 10' 
Fig. 7. Dark lines indicate the GPS results prior to positional oorrec:tion. und 
the light line,. indicate the po:.t positional correction. 
B. GPS Positional Correction 
WGS84 is the defau lt coordinate system adopted by the GPS 
receiver. Any other coordinate system selected would be based 
on a mathematicaJ transformation from the default-which 
yield. erroneous results (see Section ffi -B). Because the GPS 
showed positionaJ variation for a single spot from one day to 
the next, irrespective of the coordinate system chosen, it was 
determined that adopting a mathematical spatial shift would 
inevitably provide significantly improved positionnl accuracy. 
This wou Id overcome some of the computationaJ errors obtained 
due to the receiver's internal Molodensky coordinate sy tern 
transformation [31]. This would provide "corrected" (or tuned) 
pos iLionaJ data. suitable for a cenain time period and geographic 
location. The approach adopted showed po itionaJ tabi lity for 
approximately 1.5 h of testing. Since it was aJ o determined 
that the OSGB36 coordinate system was spatially not as close 
to the po ition being measured as anticipated, parameters local 
to the test area were obtained to improve the overall spatial po-
sition. This would therefore reduce the amount of mathematicaJ 
compensation needed. The constants used for the "user-defined 
seuings" were: inverse flauening factor (DJ) : 299.3249646; 
the semimajor axis. equatorial radius (Da): 6377563.396; posi-
tional shift aJong x-axis (dx): 37 1; positionaJ shift aJong y-axis 
(dy) : - 11 2; and the positional shift along z-axis (dz): 434. This 
is based on the Airy I 830 e llipsoid. 
The GPS positional tuning was conducted using the fo llow-
ing method: one point in a relatively open area was precisely 
surveyed. The Garmin GPS was then placed on the same loca-
tion, at a height equivalent to the robot's GPS height of 1.5 m, 
to determine an average value over a 15-min sample time. The 
data were then convened to Eastings/Northings, and compared 
to its corresponding urveyed point. The po itional shift was 
then used to compensate for the positional output from the GPS 
during forthcoming tests. 
One te t, conducted on the car park, hows the result of the 
path data before and after this GPS positional correction ap-
proach. TheGPS unit was attached to a trolley and driven around 
a designated marked line in the road 's center. Fig. 7 shows 
the effect of this positional correction. This rest was conducted 
for 30 min for a total traveled distance of 1.3 km (each turn 
420.8 m). In order to test the repeatability, the error of the GPS, 
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Fig. 8. Nineteen waypoints used for testing GPS positional correction ap-
proach, rcpeatability. and accuracy. 
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Fig. 9. Percentage of waypoinll> hit for 17 runs before and aner positional 
corn.-ction. before correction and • after correction. 
and the number of waypoints hit. a further test was performed. 
A series of waypoints, seen in Fig. 8. were created and the GPS-
mounred trolley was also driven through a designated marked 
line for 17 run ("' 1.43 km) for 55 min. Ln order to ensure 
optimal results. the Trimble planning software was used to de-
termine the most suitable time for testing. An open pace area 
was used to ensure an unobstructed sky view. and no vehicles 
were present. 
For the majority of t11e time, there were ten satellites in view 
witl1 a horizontal dilution of precision (Hdop) ranging from 0.9 
to 1.1, occasionally reaching 1.3. 
The results for varying the waypoint radius, for botl1 po t-
and precorrection can be een in Fig. 9. Following the testing, 
the GPS positional data were checked once more to determine 
that an Easting shift of 0.07 m and approximately 0.3 m in 
tlle orthing had occurred. The percentage of waypoinrs hit 
may vary from one day to another, and therefore, depending 
on tlle accuracy required, the proximity error (radius) can be 
adjusted. Present GPS po. itioning data shows improved posi-
tional accuracy for mobile robot navigation compared to re-
sults prior to the deployment of tlle geostationary atellites 
(EGNOS/WAAS) [32). 
C. Simula1ion Results 
To test the effectiveness of the control system in reaching a 
waypoint with proximity error in the presence of GPS inaccu-
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Fig. 10. Robot passing through the waypoints in a simulatec.l GPS 
environment. 
racy, tlle fo llowing simulation is presented. A challenge with 
such a imulation is tlle ability to mimic the positional accu-
racy of the GPS. Therefore, tlle GPS results from tllc fieldwork 
were u ed to obtain an estimate of this positional behavior after 
mathematical compensation. A continuous random number gen-
erator function was used to produce an overall uniform normal 
distribution, botll along tlle robot's x- and y-axes. This, paired 
with a random positional shift within a u er selected radius, 
yielded results that mimic the real GPS output. With the addi-
tion of tllis imulated positional response, a level of uncertainty 
and unpredictability was added, making the simulation more 
realistic. 
For consistency, the robot's si mulated linear velocity was 
fi xed at 5 km/h. and its angu lar velocity at 0.76 rad/s (one 
revolution in .-v9 s). The robot has a square configuration of 
1.3 m x J .3 m. The proximity error of tlle GPS was set to 
0.8 m and the individual positional data to witllin 0.2 m. 
The results yielded a waypoint hit of 94.73% for 18 test 
runs at a waypoint radius of 0.7 m. A hit was considered only 
when the robot's center passed through the proximity error of 
the waypoint. The efficiency of that controller. however, also 
depends on the speed and the angular velocity of the robot. 
A higher hit count was achieved at a lower linear velocity. 
The majority of the misses occurred during turning maneuvers 
(due to overshoot). A future modified version of the controller 
would vary its translational and angular velocity during turning 
to ensure that tlle waypoint is reached. Fig. I 0 is tlle view of one 
of the . imulations. 
The simulation result shows that with this degree of GPS 
accuracy from a low-cost GPS receiver, a working prototype of 
a unified liystem of selecting waypoints from an aerial image can 
provide satisfactory waypoint navigation. Furthermore, it can 
be used a a reasonable benchmark for testing various control 
systems prior to deployment. 
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